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IN SPRING AND SUMMER

SPRAY YOUR FRUIT TREES
WITH

McDOUGALL'S

KATAKILLA
Non-Poisonous Powder Insecticide Wash,

FOB THE DESTEDOTION OF

APHIDES, PSYLLA (Apple Sucker), RED SPIDER,
CAPSID BUG, CATERPILLARS, &c.

Safe—Effective—Ready for Use.

Not only is KATAKIL.L.A the best all round FRUIT TREE
WASH but it is also unrivalled as a WASH FOR

VEGETABLE CROPS
TO DKSTROr

CATERPILLARS, GREEN FLY, DOLPHIN, &c.
Non-PoSsonous—Safe—Effective,

SPECIAL NOTE.—In view of the large demand for Katakilla, and uncertainty with

regard to materials, Growers are strongly advised to secure their supplies early.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS-

McDOUGAL.1. BROS., L.td.,

66/68, PORT STREET, MANCHESTER.

McDOUGAL.L.'S

THE CERTAIN REMEDY FOR

Parasitic IVIange in Horse, Cattle and Dogrs.
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G A RTO N S
New and Improved Breeds of

SWEDES andTURNIPS
are bred on Scientific Lines for increased Productivity.

CARTONS
Improved Breed of Turnip,

HARDY GREEN GLOBE,"
is the best White-fleshed Turnip in cultivation.

The flesh, unlike that of other types, remains very solid
even when the roots attain a larg^e size.

Illustrated descriptive Price Lists and Catalogues free on application to—

CARTONS (LTD.),
The Scientific

FARM PLANT
BREEDERS, WARRINGTON.
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COUNTRY HOUSE AKD ESTATE LIGHTING.

"ACETYLENE"
WHICH COMBINES EFFICIENCY AND SIMPLICITY WITH ECONOMY.

We have successfully Installed several thousand
plants during the last 25 years, and will be pleased
to advise and estimate for any contennplated work.

The best light for the farmhouse. Write for particulars of The Atoz Lighting Sets :

10 Ligrhts £16 | 20 Lights ... £34
The above prices include Plant, Braclcets and Pendants.

PORTABLE LAMPS SUITABLE FOR FARM WORK.

SUPPLIES NOW AVAILABLE. WRITE FOR QUOTATION.

The ACETYLENE CORPORATION, Limited,
49, VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER,

The Oil that is hacked with Manufacturers^ guarantee to

give ^Perfect Lubrication, Entire absence of Wear and
Tear on your Tractor ensured by use of

Grades specially prepared

FOR ALL MAKES OF TRACTORS.
H/ep- N.B.—Send for price list and fiandboolc on Tractor Management.

Sole Makers, STERNS Limited, A.D. 28, Royal London House, Ftnsbury Square, London, E.C.2,
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How I Make Big Money Out

of Unmanageable Horses.
By J. A. BUTLER.

ABOUT two years ago, when I was iu

America, I witnessed up in New York
State an exhibition of horse-traimng

that opened my eyes. A man by the name of

Mackley took a devil of a mean, vicious mare
that hadn't been harnessed for seven months,

and in a few days had her gentle enough for a

schoolgirl to drive. Mackley had taken the

mare oft" the owner's hands for £10, and just

ten days after sold her for £35. A clear

profit of £25 in ten days.

That started me investigating. 1 learned that
Mackley had simply used the methods introduced
by the famous horse-trainer, Jesse Beery. Beery,
I learned, used to go about the
country giving wonderful exhibi-
tions in colt-breaking and horse-
trainiug ; but realising that he could
accomplish more by teaching his

methods by post, had given up his

exhibition work to spread his horse-
training secrets by postal instruction.

Mackley had studied Beery's Course
in his spare time and in a few months
v^'as able to accomplish magical
results with unbroken colts and horses
with bad habits.

OTHER SUCCESSES.

Mackley 's work showed me a way to

make some easy money and I deter-

mined to take Prof. Beery's Course in

horse-training—but before doing so

( made further inquiries. Here are
wliat a few of Beery's students said.

I'll let thcra tell of their success in

their own words.

Mr. S. L. Arrant writes : Just to test Beery's
methods, T bought the worst balky, kicking,
fighting horse 1 could find. Paid £13 for him.
After handling him only a few hours according to
Beery's system, 1 sold him for £27.
Mr. Dell Nicholson writes : 1 have trained a four-

year-old mare that was given up by everybody.
Bought her for £7, and now have her so gentle^
my little boy handles her. Wouldn't take £40
for her.

Dean L. Smith writes : By following Beery's
insr.ructions have changed a worthless, dangerous
t)alker into a horse worth £45.

Everett McBlock, Elkhart, writes : Have just
broken a pony to drive and taught it some tricks.

•Owner bought it for £3 10s. Paid me £8 to train
it. He just sold it to a show comi)an_\ for £80.

HOW WORK.
The big source of my income is in buying up

unmanageable colts and horses at bargain prices,
and, after training the animals, selling them at a

good profit. However, I also pick up good money
handling colts and training horses for others on a
fee basis. For instance, a farmer had a beautiful
driving bay that had the bad habit of shying. A
piece of paper blowing across the road would set

the horse crazy. The owner tliouglit a great deal

of the animal, but couldn't take ch;incc> on the
shying habit. A friend of his for whom 1 had done
some work put this man in touch with me and in a

few hours I had the horse completely cured of the
habit—for which job I received £10.

CURING BAD HABITS.

You can see from this that my work consists

not only in breaking colts and "gentling" vicious

horses, but in curing the various bad habits a horse
can have—such as shying, balking,

fear of motor-cars, etc., pulling at

hitching strap, pawing in the stall,

etc., etc.—Beery's methods of colt-

breaking are particularly amazing.
Under the old way of handling raw-

colts, one usually had to half kill

the horse as well as himself to

accomplish anything—and then the
colt was usually spoiled or hurt in

some way or another. But, when
you apply Beery's principles, there
is no hard, long work or injury to

the colt.

No one should have a biting, kick-
ing, or balky horse when it is so easy

j) to cure these vicious habits. No one^ should attempt to break in a colt

the old-fashioned way when Beery's
methods make the task so easy. To
every horse-owner, to every lover

of horseflesh, my advise is to get
acquainted with the Beery principles.

You can not only make money for

yourself, but you can do a world of good,
particularly at this day when war-demands have
placed a premium on horses.

WONDERFUL BOOK FREE.

I have been requested to state that Prof. Jesse

Beery will send his remarkable booklet " How to

Break and Train Horses," free to those iuterestetl.

It is a booklet well worth having as it reve;ils

some startling information on horse - training.

1 have heard men who considered themselves

expert horsemen say that the booklet was a

revelation to them. There is no use in my going

into details on the booklet when you can get it

free for the asking.

Just drop a line to Prof. Jesse Beery. Dept. 142,

Pleasant Hill, Ohio, U.S.A., and the booklet will

be sent free by return of post. A postcard (Id.

stamp) will do as well as a letter.
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Tractor lubrication is

a problem until you

use Agricastrol. The

problem then disap-

pears and absolute

efficiency takes its place.

WAKEFIELD

The Oil
that puts

'arm' into

Farming.

FAR^\ TRACTOR OIL
C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO. Ltd.,

Wakefield House. Cheapside, London, E.G. 2,

The Farmer's Costly Guest.
The Wages the Rat Extorts.

Farmers' and agriculturists' indignation is aroused by the

announcement that rats are causing damage to the extent of

•ver one million pounds per annum in the British Isles on

farms alone.

In our huge granaries, stores, and provision shops, as

well as on board nearly every cargo vessel, scores

of millions of rats are nibbling and gnawing at

f«ed stores.

Krery day thousands of rats are added to the

h«rdes that are continually gnawing at the heart

•f the nation, and at the present moment there

are probably over 50 million rats in the British

Isles alone.

They are everywhere, nibbling not only grain,

but cheese, butter, eggs, fowls, and meat, and
also gnawing and utterly destroying textiles and
clothing and damaging thousands of pounds
worth of property.

The only means to employ that will ensure

a wholesale destruction is the use of a disease-

producing germ such as has been proved effective^in innumer-

able tests made at the Runcorn Laboratories of Evans Sons
Lescher & Webb Ltd.,

These germs or disease-producing bacteria are known as the

Liverpool" Virus for Rats and Mice, produced by Evans Sons

Lescher & Webb Ltd. It is virulent and particularly active,

and when infection is introduced amongst a colony of rats

by applying the Virus to suitable bait, the whole colony is

affected and exterminated, the rats communicating a fatal

intestinal disease to one another and in most cases being

speedily obliterated. The Virus has no effect upon human
beings or domestic animals, and the disease

produced is of a nature that compels the rats

or mice to come into the open air to die, thus

causing no unpleasant smells.

" Liverpool " Virus for Rats is supplied on bait

ready for use in 2/6 and 6/- tins, for Mice in 1/6

tins. In this form the Virus involves no trouble

in use, it can, however, be obtained without bait

if required, in 2/6 and 8/- tubes for Rats, and

1/6 tubes for Mice.

Evans Sons Lescher & Webb Ltd., 56, Han-

over Street, Liverpool, will supply at the above

prices postage paid, and will gladly advise

any large users or institutions on any matter

connected with the extermination of rodents, and welcome

correspondence as to procedure in special circumstances.

The Virus may also be obtained from Chemists. " Liverpool '*

Virus is not a poison and therefore overcomes the acknow-

ledged difficulty with other exterminators. ^ r i
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THE

GLASGOW
TRACTOR.

gPECIALLY recommended by the Judges at llie

Lincoln Trials for heavy work and hill-sides on

account of its wonderful wheel-grip, the
'

' Glasgow

is far and away the most powerful tractor for its

weight yet produced. The direct three-wheel drive

eliminates slip and gives unequalled adhesive power.

J*'ul/ particulars from the Sole Distributor! for the

British Empire [excepting Canada)

:

BRITISH MOTOR TRADING
CORPORATION UP

20, 21 & 22, KING ST., ST. JAMES'S, LONDON, S.W. 1.

Telephone— Gerrard SSoo. Telegrams Brimotrade^ Charles^ London^*

And at Birmingham, Manchester, Newcastle, and Glasgow,

i

1
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For Agricultural Tractors,
Oil Engines, &c.

THE BEST RESULTS OBTAINED BY USING

ANGLO'S VAPORISING QIL

TAXIBUS SPIRIT
(in the Silver Can).

For IVIotor Cars.

PRATT'S PERFECTION SPIRIT
(in the Green Can).

ANGLO-AMERICAN OIL GO.
L.IMITED,

36, QUEEN ANNE'S GATE,
WESTMINSTER, S.W. I.

BRANCHES AND DEPOTS EVERYWHERE.
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FARM TRACTOR.

Cutting New Ground.

The Troubles of the Farmer Solved.

Tractor is invaluable. It re-

duces the farmer's troubles

to a minimum and makes
his profits secure. The
experts have bestowed upon
the Austin Tractor the

Highest Awards and the

Farmers are now givin,i> it

the highest praise—that of

daily use on difiicult soil.

Head Office:
Ltd., NORTHFIELD, BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams, "Speedily, Northfield.'

LONDON : 479-483 OXFORD STREKT, W. 1 ; MANCHKSTKR • 130, DEANSGATE ;

And at LIANCOURT and BRUSSELS.

The verdict of practical

farmers in Great Britain,

France and far over the

seas in India, as witnessed

by the recent Nagpur trials^

is unanimous. For every

kind of farm work, including

ploughing through new
ground, the Austin Farm

THE AUSTIN MOTOR CO.
Telephone, King's Norton 230.
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The Fertiliser "par excellence,"

NITRATE OF SODA.
Importers and Merchants,

W. MONTGOMERY & CO., LTD.,

63, Mark Lane, London, E.C. 3,
AND

ST. STEPHEN'S CHAMBERS, BRISTOL.

STOCKS IN VARIOUS ENGLISH PORTS.
Telephone No. Telegrams :

254 AVENUE. " MARTABAN FEN, LONDON."

Sacks & Bags
and jute goods

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

For all purposes. For Home and Foreign Markets.

J. DE PAIVA & CO.,
(Prineipal-P. PARNHAM.)

11 k, Drury Lane, LIVERPOOL, England.
Telegrams: '"Depaiva, Liverpool." Telephone: Bank 1343 (2 lines).

London Office

:

165. Mansion House Chambers. II. Queen Victoria Street. London. E.C. 4.
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SPRAYING.
Machines of All Types will

soon be needed at short

notice. Before placing

your order for Sprayers ask

your friends' opinion of the

WW

and write for full partietilars and Catalogues to Sole Agents :

COOPER, PEGLER & CO., LTD.,
24b, Christopher Street, London, E.C. 2.

BLUN DELL'S
B. S. PAINTS (GLOSSY

OR FLAT)

Mixed ready for use. Elastic and durable.
Recommended for the highest class of decorative work.

Made in 20 colours. v. d.

Prices- General colours 16 per lb.

White 1 6
Cardinal 19 „

14 lb. tins free.

IMPLEMENT PAINTS
Specially recommended for Agricultural Implements.

Bright-drying. Durable.
Price—24s. per gallon, 1-gallon tins free.

PETRIFYING LIQUIDS
For all Wall Surfaces and for the cure of Damp Walls.
Prices—24s. per gallon for White and general colours.

Packed in 1-gallon tins free.

Orders and enquiries receive prompt attention. Send for Colour Cards,

BLUNDELL, SPENCE & Co., LIMITED,
HULL, and 9, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C. 4.
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VEGETABLE SEEDS
FOR

ALLOTMENT HOLDERS,
SMALLHOLDERS,

FARMERS,
THE GENTLEMAN'S GARDEN

AND

THE COTTAGER'S GARDEN.

THE!

AGRICULTURAL
WHOLESALE

SOCIETY, Ltd.
Invites enquiries from any Co=operative Society in

England and Wales whose members require Seeds of

the very highest quality.

A.W.S.,
ST. LAWRENCE HOUSE,

48, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C. 3.
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SCOTTISH

CO-OPERATIVE WHOLESALE SOCIETY
LIMITED

Registered Offices— 95, Morrison Street, GLASGOW.

Established 1868. Annual Turnover—I9i MILLIONS.

SEED AND WARE

Potato Merchants and Growers.

Potato Departments :

95, Morrison Street, GLASGOW,

Links Place, LEITH, and

Woodstock Street, KILMARNOCK.

Extensive Buyers of all classes of Potatoes.

Principal Markets Attended. ' Enquiries Solicited.

BRITAIN'S BEST BINDER TWINES

"ROBIN HOOD "and

ROB ROY" BRANDS.

First Class Always British

Quality. Reliable. Make.

Try our Famous
"ROBIN HOOD" MANILLA HAY BAND.

ALSO

Manilla, Hemp and Wire Ropes for all purposes.

R. HOOD HAGGIE & SON, Ltd.,
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

(EstabliFhcd 1789.)
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SAVE TIME and Labour by Plowing with the
No. 40x Oliver Chilled Plow.

Supplied with either single wheel or double wheels, Knife coulter or Jointer

SAVE SEED by putting In your Crops with the
Hoosler Disc Grain Drill.

12 Row 6 in. apart.

11 Row 7 in. apart.

IS Row 6 in. apart.

Can sow op to 7

bushels per acre

without chanfing

sprocltets

All steel Frame.

Land Marker.

Geared on both sides,

allowing one half of

the box to be in use

if require4.

SAVE POWER by hitching a No. 78 Oliver

Plow to your Tractor.

Makes an

Ideal

ONE-MAN

Outfit with

ANY

Tractor.

Positive Self

Lift.

Easy

Draught.

Sits to its

Work.

Three furrow

or

Two furrow.

The 3 Furrow Plow is easily converted into a 2 Furrow.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF^^ANY OF THE ABOVE IMPLEMENTS.

JOHN WALLACE & SONS, Ltd.,
Dennistoun, GLiLSGOW.
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MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES.

LEAFLETS.

The following leatlets issued by the Ministrv may prove ot

interest at the present time :

—

Permanent Seriet!.

10 Wireworms.

28 Potato Disease (Blight) and its Prevention.

29 Swine Pever.

100 The Breeding and Management of Pigs.

108 Epizootic Abortion in Cattle or Slipping Calf,

142 Calf Rearing.

146 Value of Records of the Milk Yield of Cows.

Ie51 Cleanliness in the Dairy.
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244 Destruction of Rats,
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315 Suggestions to Allotment Holders for General Cropping
during the Spring and Summer Months.

336 General Instructions for Cheese-makers.
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339 Lancashire Cheese.

340 Cheshire Cheese.

Food Productimi Series.

37 Soiling Crops for Dairy Cows.

39 Control of Pests of Fruit Trees in Gardens and Small
Orchards.

Special ISerieii.

77 Hay-making machinery.

Copies of any of the above leaflets laay be obtair^ed gratis and
poit free on application to the General, Secretary, Ministry of
Agricidture and jbisheries, 3, St. James s Square, London, S. W. 1.

Letters so addressed need not be stamped.

BOUND VOLUMES OF LEAFLETS.

Leaflets Nos. 1-100, Leaflets Nos. 101-200, and Leaflets

Nos. 201-300 are oflered for sale bound in stifi' covers in singln

Tolumes, price Is. 6d. net each rolume, or Is. net the tl.ree

Tolumes.
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GET DOUBLED PROFITS
WHILE YOU CAN,

THAT IS THE SPIRIT OF THE MODERN FARMER—GET THE MOST OUT OF EVERY
SQUARE ROD OF GROUND, AND SAVE MONEY, TIME AND ENERGY. FOR ORDINARY
TIMES AND ORDINARY RETUENS. ORDINARY SEEDS MAY DO ; BUT FOR QUICK
AND CERTAIN PROFITS NOW, SOW

TOOGOOD'S MONARCH SWEDE, fZ^^7
TOOGOOD'S WORLD'S BEST SWEDE, ZlJ^t

They are not only admittedly theTmost reliable and MUCH THE MOST PRODUCTIVE sorts
in cultivation, bat they are also THE MUST NUTRITIVE. Weight for weight, they contain the
highest quantities of digestible dry matter. We could not improve their inmiense croppins pov^^ers so
we FURTHER IMPROVED THEIR QUALITY. i f ^ f

FREE TO YOU.
Let us send you absolutely freely a copy of our 80-page FREE FARM SEED BOOK, containing

particulars of our " Better Crops " Mangels, Swedes, Turnips, Rape, Kale, Giant Forage Maize, and
other Seeds to sow now. Postcard of application will doj and there is no obligation of any sort.
Just address us personally :

TOOC3!-OOX> <SZ> Ltd.,
Seedsmen to H.M. The King, and Growers of ** Better Crops" Seeds only,

» O TJ THA ME :E» T O !« . Est. 1815.

Chas.
PAGE
Sl Co., Ltd.,
47-51, King William St,

LONDON, E.C. 4.

TELEGRAMS:
[Inland: " Paganini, Cannon, London."

Foreign i
" Paganini, London."

N H

PaO

TELEPHONE

:

Avenue 1729

(3 lines).
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TURNER'S
CRUSHING AND

GRINDING MILLS
FOR THE

ESTATE,
FARM
STABLE ETC.

f^^^^ The most dependable

Mills on the market

for dealing with all

N1987

Combined Crushinsr

Bad Grindine Mill.

kinds of grain.

Two Proeesses in

Oa« Mill.

Catalogues free
on application.

E.R.*F.TURNER,L^?A) IPSWICH.

"THE MOST SATISFACTORY
IN THE MARKET"

is one of the descriptions given to

"OERES" RIOKCLOTHS
by users, and confirmed by the demand— which

increases annually.

All made with double-sewn seams.

Fitted with best quality long cords.

Illustrated Price List Post Free

from the Sole Manufacturers ;

—

J. Rands & Jeckell
Dept. J. IPSWICH
Rick Cloth, Stack Sheet
AND Waterproof Cover
Manufacturers to H.M. the Kino.

f f

Cost of production

reduced

by the Creosoted Stave

NORFOLK
SILO.

Particulars and Prices of—

JEWSON & SONS, LI2:

Head Office—NOX^TT^ICBC.
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NOTES.
The month of April has played a prominent part in this

year s agricultural history. Coming after two fine months,

in which farmers had gone well ahead
with their work, the succession of wet and

sunless days threw them, in many parts of the country, out

of their stride. With the coming of I\Iay, large areas set aside

for potatoes remained unplanted, fields prepared for oats and
barley were left undrilled, while to make matters worse there

has been a remarkable outburst of weed life, stimulated na
doubt by the mild winter, the warmth of the land in the

beginning of spring, and the subsequent heavy rains. Weeds
have proved a serious factor, not only in the fields, where the

cost of labour does not invite hoeing, but in the market gardens,

where their presence among young seedlings compels am
expenditure of effort that is needed badly in other directions..

The question of the effect of rains upon fruit blossom is not yet

settled. In all probability the early plums, damsons and open-

air peaches and nectarines suffered little hart, but a certaia

proportion of the later fruit will have failed to set.

Certainly the farmers' prospects at the end of April were

not as good as they appeared to be at the end of March,

even although a bountiful hay crop would appear to be
assured.

(918). Wt. p. 6— 19S. 12,250. s'so J.T. &S., Ltd.

II
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Farmers who have been unable to obtain deHvery of basic

slag are advised not to cancel their orders. Basic slag, applied

at midsummer, may prove quite as effec-
Snmmer Application ^-^^ ^^^^ ^-^^ ^

of Basic Slag to y ^ i-

Pastnresr ^ ^^^^ record where a summer applica-

tion had results little short of marvellous.

In an experiment conducted over a considerable number of

years, at Sevington in Hampshire, some ten different methods
of manuring grass land were tried. Sheep were grazed on the

different plots, and were weighed from time to time. One
plot of 3 acres (Plot No. 2) had received 4 tons of lime per

acre in 1901. On 13th June, 1907, it received 5 cwt. of basic

slag, equal to 100 lb. of phosphoric acid per acre. Mr. Ashcroft,

Steward of the Bath 'and West Agricultural Society, reporting

on the experiment, says : The application of 5 cwt. of basic

slag to this plot on 13th June wrought a marvellous trans-

formation. It is commonty said that basic slag requires time

and plenty of rainfall before any effect can be seen, but by the

August weighing, 8 weeks afterwards, the change in the appear-

ance of the plot was quite evident, and all through the following

two months perfectly remarkable
;

plenty of healthy-looking

small clover herbage all over the plot. It was most interesting

to observe how the sheep immediately bore witness to the

improvement. On Plot 2 the increase of weight per

sheep in the fourth month was 9*1 lb. No other plot

approached that, not even where sheep were having cake,

.and the total increase for the fourth, fifth, and sixth

months together was 17-6 lb., which again is higher than

any other plot." In his report for the next season, the

eighth, Mr. Ashcroft thus expresses himself : "As soon as ever

any chance of growth came this spring, the plot became full

of clover herbage which grew so luxuriantly that 10 sheep were

increased to 12 at the weighing in May, and to 14 at the weighing

2nd Jiily. The contrast between Plot 2 and all other plots,

so deficient, comparatively speaking, in clovers and bottom

herbage, was extraordinary, and perhaps all the more so in a

season little favourable to growth. From being at the very

bottom of all the manured plots, and very often lower than the

untreated one. Plot 2 jumps at once to the top, and gives a total

increase of 594 lb., a result which has never been obtained

any season on any of the manured plots, and only exceeded by

the sheep receiving i lb. of cake per day on Plot i in 1907 and

1908. In the third month the sheep on Plot 2 averaged an

increase of 20 -i lb. per sheep, beating the sheep on Plot i,

getting a pound of cake, which averaged 18 lb. per sheep."
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There are other advantages in summer applications—the land

is then drier and carries the cart more easily, farm work is not very

pressing, demand is less, and better delivery may be hoped for.

The higher the grade the less the cost of carriage, otherwise,

provided equal weights of phosphate are applied, the lower

grades, though not so quick acting, may be counted on to

give as good, or nearly as good results in the end as the

higher. It is generally believed that it is not well to turn preg-

nant stock on to newly-slagged land before rain has washed the

slag off the herbage, and it is possibly better not to do so.

Generally speaking, however, there is no fear of stock suffering

from grazing newly-slagged land. As soon as the slag begins

to take effect it will be found, in cases where pastures have

only been slagged in parts, that the stock concentrate on the

slagged portions, and consequently these look barer than the

unslagged. This result, viewed apart from its cause, some-

times makes farmers needlessly doubtful as to the good effects

of slagging.

Where it is impossible to obtain slag, an equivalent dressing

of superphosphate and lime (i ton per acre) should usually

give as good results as the highest grade of slag. In rainy

districts and on sour soils, ground mineral phosphate is prac-

tically as good as slag,

* * sis * * 5i«

Since 1916, experiments on the growtli of green crops,

on arable land, for the feeding of dairy, cows have been canned

^ . . out in North Wales under the auspices

t NoXwalT'^f the University College of North Wales.

Although these trials are still in the early

stages, fairly definite information has already been secured

with regard to the value of the soiling system under the

conditions prevaiUng in this district.

Thus, it has been demonstrated that by sowing suitable

mixtures of oats and peas or vetches, a succession of veiy

useful green food can be secured in July and August to supple-

ment the faihng pastures, and to take the place of purchased

cake and other feeding stuffs. If required, this period can be

extended by autumn-sown oats and vetches which will, in most
circumstances, be ready for cutting about the middle of June.

By selection of suitable varieties it will doubtless be possible

to prolong the period in which green food of this kind is available

into September, but for the greater part of that month it

seems likely that other crops, such as wliite turnips or cabbages,

will have to be relied on.
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Rape, if sown later than about the middle of August, does

not produce a crop which is of much use until the following

spring, although if sown before that time a bulky crop, ready

for use in November, may be expected. In North Wales
comparatively heavy seeding appears to be necessary with

oats, peas and vetches, but, on the other hand, light seedings

of rape, kale and white turnips (sown broadcast) give heavier

crops than heavy seedings. These crops also stand the winter

better. For broadcast sowing, 6 lb. rape or kale and about

2 lb. white turnips per acre appear to be quite sufficient,

provided that the tilth is satisfactory^

In the uncertain climate of the western district of North
Wales, which often makes it impossible to get on to any but

the driest land from the middle of October to the middle of

March, it will probably be found impossible to develop in its

entirety the soiling system worked out at the Harper Adams
Agricultural College,* but a system of cropping which provides

green food to supplement pasture after the end of June will

be found of very great value on most dairy farms. Even
allowing for the present cost of labour, the milk flow and con-

dition of cows can be maintained more cheaply in this way than

by the use of purchased cake. For instance, at the North

Wales University College Farm it was estimated that the

produce of about 3I acres took the place of about 7 tons of

Concentrated food, and, in view of the short pasturage available,

probably maintained the flow of milk much better than the

cake w^ould have done. The cost of cultivating these crops

is comparativety small, the most serious item being for labour

in cutting and carting the green stuff. The possibility of

securing two crops in the year adds to the advantage of the

system.

The University College of North Wales has issued a detailed

report on these experiments, which may be obtained from the

Principal of the College at Bangor.

The scarcity and high cost of grass and clover seeds at the

present time renders it necessary for farmers to exercise the

utmost care in the selection and use of their

L^'lZtZXl. -ed. This need becomes .ncreasingty

important m view 01 the part the

temporary ley is likely to play in the immediate future in

connection with the. cultivation of land recently broken out

• See this Journal^ March, 1920, p. 11 59.
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of grass. Farmers would be well advised, therefore, to give

special attention to the question of the choice of their grass

seed mixtures.

The formation of a sward results from the combined influence

of the species sown and of those that spring up naturally.

A temporary ley is almost entirely dependent for valuable

species on the plants that are sown. On the other hand,

a permanent pasture will, at least in its more mature stage,

be almost wholly dependent on indigenous species, that is to say,

on plants that come in naturally.

The commercial permanent grasses and clovers are very

useful in the making of temporary leys, but they are chiefly

valuable because, by their use, it is possible to tide over that

difficult period in the life of every prepared field between ihe

failure of the rye-grass and clovers and the establishment

of an indigenous sward. When selecting seed, whether for

temporary leys or permanent grass, local knowledge is of the

highest importance, as a large number of the species generally

recommended do not function in many localities.

In all cases of doubt the advice of the agricultural organiser

(at the offices of the County Council) should be sought.

In planning seed mixtures it is only necessary to differentiate

between {a) one-year leys, {b) two-year leys, and (c) leys for three

or more years, including permanent grass. It does not follow

that the mixtures necessary under the last of these heads should

be very complicated or very expensive. Some simplification

and cheapening is desirable, since it is practically essential

to include wild white clover in a mixture, if the best results

are to be obtained.

Even at its present price | lb. per acre of wild white clover

is well worth sowing, since not only does it contribute greatly

to the formation of a close bottom and the health and
vigour of the grasses associated with it, but it leads to

marked enhancement of the soil fertility.

Cases are known where the corn crop following a three-

year-old ley, in the formation of which a small quantity of

wild white clover was used, benefited to the extent of 16 bush,

of oats per acre as compared with leys in which no wild white
^

clover was sown. If this experience were to become general

the resulting benefit on the following corn crop would be equal

to or even greater than that obtainable by the use of an average

dressing of sulphate of ammonia.
Many farmers in suitable districts could quite easily grow

their own supplies of wild white clover. All that is necessary
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is to stimulate the plant on an acre or two of pasture by a

liberal dressing of phosphate, and cut the crop when dead
ripe, after which it should be threshed and roughly dressed.

A further point of interest in regard to wild white clover is

that fallen seeds seem capable of lying dormant throughout a

rotation and springing up when next the field is sown out to

ley. In such circumstances, and provided the soil in the

interval is sufficiently slagged, it would seem that subsequent

sowing of wild white clover could be considerably curtailed or

even omitted,

One-Year Leys.—It is difficult to suggest any improvement

on the usual clover, or clover and rye-grass mixtures, where

these succeed, but in cases of short rotation where " clover

sickness " is prevalent, attention should be given to plants

that for all practical purposes are immune from this disease,

e.g., white clover and trefoil. A mixture of these with rye-

grasses should ensure a good plant.

Late-fiowering red clover is less susceptible than broad red

clover, and along with rye-grass should ensure a " stand " in

all but the worst cases of clover-sick land ; but if a sward of

herbage plants is regarded as essential it would be best to sow

down the field for two or three years, when white clover could

advantageously form the clover basis of the mixture. In

Essex very promising results have recently been obtained from

lucerne mixed with a little wild white clover.

Two-Year Leys.—The following seeding, recommended for

ordmary average soils, ma}^ be given as an example of a nucleus

mixture for a two-year le}' :

—

Lh. per acre.

Perennial rye-grass . . . . . . . . 13

Cocksfoot . . . . . . . . . . 6

Timothy 3

Late-flowering red clover . . . . . . i J
Broad red clover . . . . . . . . 2

Commercial white clover . . . . . . i

Alsike clover . . . . . . . . i

A suitable two-year mixture for grazing on land subject to

clover sickness would be :—

-

Lh. per acre.

Perennial rye-grass . . . . . . . . 12—14
Crested dogstail . . . . . . . . 2

White clover . . . . . . . . 4—

6

Three or more Years Ley,—The only important changes that

need be made from the two-year mixture suggested are that

f lb. wild white clover may take the place of commercial white

clover
;
or, alternatively, ^ lb. of each may be used. In districts
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of moderate or high rainfall, i to 2 lb. of rough-stalked meadow
grass, and, in dry situations, i or ij lb. of crested dogstail,

may be used in addition, to help in the formation of a close

bottom.

In conclusion it may be pointed out that by the use of ade-

quate and properly-balanced seed mixtures and the inclusion

of wild white clover, a good sward can be obtained much m^re

quickly and surely than was the case a generation ago.
jfc ^ "i* ^

Experiments in co-operative dairying in recent years have

demonstrated the value of this form of industry in adding to

the success and profit of dairving opera-
Co-operative Cheese-

Scientific instruction in subjects

connected with dairying is essential, how-

ever, for the best results to be obtained. At centres of

co-operative dairjang, co-operative cheese schools will prove

a valuable auxiliary. Such schools should be established at

a centre where the local milk producers will jointly under-

take to observe the following conditions r—(i) to supplv a

fixed minimum quantity of, say, 200 gal. of milk per da\

.

according to the local circumstances; (2) to accept pa\inent

for their milk on a strictly co-operative basis, calculated on

the returns from the sale of cheese
; (3) to appoint and

place under the direction of the Head of the School, for so

long as the school remains at that centre, some approved person

as Manager. It should be a further provision that, in the

event of a decision to make cheese co-operatively after the

close of the school, the same person should be retained as

Manager.

^^^here a County Education Authority undertakes to provide

this practical form of teaching, it is'usual for this body, during

the period of the school, to supply the necessary apparatus

and the services of an Instructor. The people of the district

are accepted as daily pupils for the school after the manner
of the ordinary migratory dairy schools. Persons who come
from a distance ma}' reside at or near the school for such period

of instruction. The duration of a school at one centre should

usually be about two months. It is, however, important that

before a school is discontinued at any centre, the Education
Authority should be satisfied that the people of the district

have become thoroughly interested in cheese-making. The
Authority will also satisfy itself that, in the event of a co-

operative cheese factory being decided upon, the person who
is to become Manager has become reasonably competent.
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The Authority will also ascertain that all local difficulties have
been overcome as far as possible and that the school has pro-

vided a thorough training in co-operation.

The Scheme, which has now been in operation some little

time, has proved entirely satisfactory. The progress made is

exemplified by the extent to which the Scheme has grown
since it was first formed in 191 6. In that year one school was

established in Cornwall; in 191 7, 9 co-operative schools were

at work in Cornwall, Wiltshire, Herefordshire, Denbighshire,

Carnarvon and Montgomery ; in 1918, the number had risen

to 18 schools carried on in Anglesey, Berkshire, Cheshire,

Cornwall, Cumberland, Carnarvon, Denbighshire, Flintshire,

Herefordshire, Montgomery and Wiltshire ; in 191 9, 13 schools

were at work in Anglesey, Carmarthen, Carnarvon, Cheshire,

Cornwall, Denbighshire, Flintshire, Montgomery and Pembroke.

That the financial result was entirely satisfactory may be noted

from the following figures. These are taken at random from

the results of the working of 6 schools during 1918 and 1919.

In 1918, 115,251 gal. of milk were made into cheese, for which

the amount paid out to the suppliers of milk was £9,130 i6s. id.,

or a fraction over is. yd. per gal. In 191 9, the total number of

gal. of milk made into cheese was 118,789, for which the

amount paid for milk was £11,024 5s., or a fraction over is. 10 Id.

per gal. It should be noted that, in addition to the price

received for milk, some farmers took their whey for home use.

These returns compare most favourably with the average

wholesale prices obtainable for milk during the corresponding

periods, and demonstrate how greatly co-operative methods

benefit the farmer. It must also be borne in mind that much
of the milk thus profitably turned into cheese at co-operative

schools was surplus, and would probably, under ordinary

circumstances, not have commanded the full wholesale price.

As a result of the work of these schools 32 co-operative cheese-

making societies have been definitely formed. Beginning in

1 91 6 with I society, 10 more societies were formed in 1917,

10 more in 1918, and 11 more in 191 9. A most encouraging

instance of the success of the system here outlined occurred

in a district where very little milk was produced previous

to 1 91 7. In that year a co-operative school was established,

which resulted in the formation of a co-operative society.

This society during 1917 dealt with 30,000 gal. of milk; in

1 918, with 6.^,000 gal. ; aud in 1919 with no less than 108,000

gal. It IS further claimed that these increases are entirely

due to the keeping of additional cows and not to diversion of
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supplies. It is also noteworthy that, notwithstanding the fact

that this milk was sold either as milk or dairy products, stock-

raising in the district prospered. Moreover, the increase in

dairying in the district took place without any decrease in the

quantity of other farm produce.

;1: ^'fi ^; sic

While pigs can be kept successfully on poor and exposed

land, the question of shelter from sun and cold is very im-

portant. With proper management and

°^®\^^Pigg®^**"
a httle ingenuity, adequate shelter can

be provided at very small expenditure of

money and labour.

One method of constructing a cheap and effective shelter is

to fasten four stout uprights into the ground at hurdle distance,

each post forming the corner of a square. Inside and outside

the posts hurdles are fastened on three sides, leaving a space

the width of the post between each parallel pair. The fourth

side of the square is left open and should face south. Straw

is then packed between the double parallel hurdles, and similarly

packed double hurdles are laid across the top to form a roof.

A second type of shelter is made by fastening wire netting

both inside and outside the four stout uprights, and stuffing

the intervening space with bracken. The roof may be made of

faggots thatched with straw.

A third method is to use semi-circular corrugated iron for

the shelter. It is essential that the pigs be supplied with

plent}^ of dry bedding, a sufficient quantity of which will enable

them to withstand considerable rigours of climate. The
bedding may be of straw, dried bracken, grass or leaves. A
shelter measuring roughly 8 ft. by 8 ft. will amply accommodate
12 pigs. In cases where one side is not left open, ventilation

should be provided by an aperture 3 in. wide along the ridge of

the structure. In this type, the entrance door might be made
in two halves, the upper half being kept shut in cold weather

and the lower one always open. In none of these types of

shelters is a special flooring needed. It will not be necessary

to make any arrangement for drainage, provided that the

shelters are moved frequently to fresh ground. For pig keeping

on high, exposed uplands it is advisable to use movable wood
huts.

Farmers and others^equiring hurdles, wire netting, corrugated

iron and articles of this kind should communicate with the

Officer in Charge of the Disposals Board in the area in which

they reside. The addresses required are the following :

—
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Northern Area.—Quebec Chambers, Quebec Street, Leeds.
Southern Area.—27, High Street, Salisbury.

Eastern Area.—Room 104, Charing Cross Huts, London, W.C.
Western Area.—(Now incorporated with Northern and Southern

Areas.)

Purchasers might also consult Surplus, the organ of the

Disposals Board. It is published on the ist and 15th of each

month, and can be obtained at any railway bookstall, or through
any bookseller or stationer (price 3^^.).

Where the minimum quantity sold of any article required

is too large for individual requirements, farmers should co-

operate in a joint purchase. This is already being done in a

large number of cases.******
The Ministry has recently addressed to County Committees

a memorandum containing suggestions as to methods which

Instruction in
^^^^^^^ followed to assist in the de-

PonltJykeeping,
velopment of the poultry industry. The
memorandum lays special stress upon

the urgent need of systematic instruction by highly qualified

lecturers. It is suggested that these lecturers should work in

circuits at various county centres, giving, as far as possible,

four lectures at each centre during each month, and that care

should be taken to ensure that the instruction provided is

suited to the needs of the particular district. In the more
open agricultural areas lecturers should pay special attention

to the problems of adapting poultry keeping to the regular

routine business of the farm, so as to give the poultry full

advantage of natural foods and waste ground, and let the soil

receive the full benefit of the droppings from the poultry.

Other more important questions for poultry keepers in such

areas to consider are those connected with rearing and selling

yoimg stock.

In the more urban areas, lecturers would do well to train

poultry keepers in the scientific maintenance of adult stock,

and in methods of intensive and semi-intensive housing.

Each circuit should have its own syllabus prepared in accordance

with its local requirements. These should be drawn up by the

Instructor and previously submitted for the Committee's

approval. A model syllabus might include some or all the

following subjects :—Capital outlay and probable returns
;

housing and laying out of plant ; breeds and breeding ; foods

and method of feeding
;

hatching anc? rearing ; winter eg^

production
;

prevention and treatment of disease ; account

keeping
;
marketing

;
management of labour

;
poultry keeping
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combined with some form of agriculture or horticulture
;

culling of stock.

For the first few years lectures by itinerant Instructors will

probably serve the area or district adequately, but after this

system has been well established and poultry keepers have

obtained a firm grasp of general principles, it would be well to

institute specialised courses of itinerant classes for limited

numbers of pupils. These classes will afford more detailed

instruction than can be given in short courses of pubhc lectures.

Classes should be held for at least two hours daily at each

selected centre for not less than a fortnight or for more than a

month. The time chosen can be either the evening or daytime,

as may be most convenient. Should the attendance prove

unsatisfactory, the class should be closed ; but it will be part

of the duty of the Instructor to carry out recruiting by personal

visits to poultry farmers near the centre for which the classes

are proposed. These personal visits would stimulate interest

and bring in pupils. The Instructor should be consulted by
the Committee regarding the selection of centres and arrange-

ment of classes, but all matters connected with advertising,

the provision of local accommodation, fire, hght and attendance,

should invariably be undertaken by the Committee themselves.

In these itinerant classes practical work will play a prominent

part. Pupils should take a personal share in such details of

poultry keeping as egg-testing and grading
;
packing eggs and

poultry for transit
;

killing, plucking and trussing poultry
;

management of the incubator ; selection of birds by handling
;

and account keeping. Lecturers are also advised to give in-

struction in easy carpentry, such as the making of simple

appliances, chicken coops, feeding troughs, small poultry houses,

egg boxes, crates and all the minor accessories of the poultry

run. The Instructor should be equipped with an outfit in-

cluding folding tables, trussing boards, egg boxes, coops, a

small incubator and a small brooder, plucking baskets, dis-

secting instruments, simple carpentry tools and similar

appliances, together with a supply of timber. During tlie

course, should opportunities arise for the Instructor to

conduct his pupils over neighbouring poultry farms, full

advantage should be taken of this invaluable means of

practical demonstration. Such visits will also lead to an
instructive exchange of views. Bet^innevs will thus be enabled

to observe the methods of experienced poultr\' keepers, and
will have before them practical illustrations of the subjects

learnt in the classroom.
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It is now generally recognised that education must play an

important part in stimulating the use of improved machinery
in agriculture. In evidence given before

U^e ori^ ricuUnral
Departmental Committee on Agricul-

Machinery
tural Machinery this opinion was expressed

by nearly all the witnesses. The raising

of the standard of general education is likely to stimulate the

interest and quicken the apprehension of all classes of workers

in tasks other than dull routine ; and this in itself will lead

to a better and more instructed use of agricultural machinery,

and a broader outlook upon its possibilities. Beyond this,

however, direct instruction in the principles and use of

machinery is required by all classes of the agricultural

community.

At present, some measure of instruction in agricultural

engineering or allied subjects is provided at Agricultural

Colleges and kindred Institutions, and by Local Authorities

either through Farm Institutes or by means of extension

lectures. The opinion of a number of well-qualified witnesses

who appeared before the Committee was, however, that the

present facilities were inadequate. It is urged that the

subject of agricultural machinery should occupy a more

prominent place in the curricula of Agricultural Colleges and

Farm Institutes, and that in the case of the former there should

be attached to the staff at least one specialist whose whole time

would be devoted to the subject, and who would be available

for instruction and advisory work. Further, there should be

available at each Institution, besides the machinery and

implements used on the farm, a well-equipped machinery

workshop and an exhibition of the principal types of machines

and implements on the market.

The facilities hitherto given have been available chiefly for

those who would later farm on a fairly large scale or who
would direct farming operations in some capacity or other.

Less provision appears to have been made for the instruction

of smaller farmers and of labourers in the principles and use of

agricultural machinery, and the problem has probably been

found to present greater difficulties. The Committee has

come to the conclusion, after sounding the views of the witnesses

best qualified to speak on this subject, that either within the

continuation classes proposed under the new Education Act

or outside them, some instruction in the principles of mechanics

and in their practical application to agriculture might usefully

be given to youths above the age of fourteen ; it is believed that

in this way the interest of the man in his task would be
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increased and that he would become a more inteUigent and a

more efficient worker. By means of short courses and exten-

sion lectures the needs of farmers and speciaUsed workers

who require more than a general knowledge of agricultural

machinery could probably be met ; and the Committee recom-

mends that Local Authorities should be encouraged to provide

instruction in such subjects as tractor driving and mechanics,

and the principle of the internal combustion engine.

It was suggested that short courses of instruction

should be provided for farm workers in regard to particular

machines, such as the tractor and binder, and one witness

referred to a practice of Canadian firms to give free

short courses in the use and repair of tractors. Courses on

similar lines in this country, conducted by the Local Authority,

might be difficult to organise, but the Committee believes that

the experiment would be worth trying, and has little doubt that

the co-operation of at least some firms might be counted upon.

One difficulty likely to be experienced in giving effect to

these proposals would be the provision of efficient instructors,

and in the first instance it would probably be impossible to

obtain the services of a sufficient number of men with the com-

bination of theoretical and workshop training which the Com-
mittee would regard as the ideal. The type of instructor to

be aimed at is^ a combination of the engineer and the agricul-

turist ; instruction in engineering, including workshop practice,

should form the basis of his training, and should be followed

by instruction in agriculture. It is to be hoped that at a

later stage the proposed Research Institute in Agricultural

Machinery will be in a position to take some part, at least, in

training of this character, although care must be exercised to

prevent teaching from encroaching unduly on the research side

of the Institute.
* * Hi

.
Hi

The Valley of the River Lugg, an important tributar}^

of the Wye, is one of the areas for which a drainage authority

Draina e of the
process of being established under the

River Lugg
^ Land Drainage Act, igiS. There are

within the valley about 25,000 acres of

potentially cultivable land at present hable to injurious

flooding, and, in addition to the areas which might come under
the plough, from 6,000 to 8,000 acres of pasture, which are

rendered foul and sour on account of flooding and waterlogging.

The photographs here shown may serve to indicate some
of the more prominent causes of the deterioration of the lands,
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and will certainly point to the necessity for such improvements
in the main artery as a drainage board would be empowered
to carry out.

The photographs are typical of the condition of a gieat

number of rivers which " drain " large areas of agricultural

land in all parts of the country.

The presence of a very serious obstruction (the Aqueduct) on
the lower part cf the River Lugg affords an instructive illus-

tration of the necessity for the whole of a river being under
the jurisdiction of a single authority—any substantial work
carried out in the upper reaches would be wasted or harmful
unless the water is given a clear run through the Aqueduct.
Thus by the removal of the Aqueduct an immediate benefit

would be conferred upon the whole of the upper parts of the

valley as well as upon the land in the immediate neighbourhood
of the Aqueduct itself.

* * * Hi * *

In viev/ of the continued rise in the cost of labour and building

materials it is becoming increasingly important for County

„ . ^ ^ « „ Councils to effect every economy in the
Eqnipment of Small ^ . n i. u- /• i_ xt_

Holdings
equipment ol small holdings which they

are providing in their areas fpr the settle-

ment of men on the land. There are a number of ways in which

expenditure might be reduced and the settler yet enabled to

acquire those buildings of which he stands in immediate need,

if he is to enter into early possession of his smaU holding.

These were recently outlined in a circular letter addressed by
the ^Ministry to County Councils in England and Wales, and

in view of the urgent need for national economy, they should

receive careful consideration at the hands of all interested.

While it is not proposed that the minimum standards laid

down for cottages should be further reduced, the minimum
scale of sizes must be adhered to. The fittings should be as

inexpensive as is consistent with durability.

With regard to farm buildings, the Ministry is of opinion that

a considerable reduction can be effected without loss to the

efficiency of the holdings. Present working requirements need

alone be considered, and if these are provided for, the possible

requirements of future development may be left over until a

fall in prices renders it economically possible to undertake them.

Equipment should be restricted to the bare limit necessary

to meet inmiediate needs. Reduction of cost can sometimes

be secured by constructing the foundations only of brick, stone

or concrete, the material varying with the locality. For the

superstructure, home-grown timber covered with elm or deal



Fig. 2.—River Arrow, near Broadwood Bridge.



Fig. 3.—River Arrow, below Broadwood Bridge.

Fig. 4.—River Arrow, below Broadwood Bridge.





Fig. 8.—River Lugg (lower portion), below the Aqueduct.
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weather boarding, the latter preferably creosoted under pressure,

is one method which will be found to answer satisfactorily.

The roofs may be covered with asbestos, poiHte or similar

materials, and care should be taken to use only fittings of the

simplest design and construction. Adapted army huts, it k
true, may in some places prove the cheapest form of farm build-

ing obtainable, but a concrete floor must be provided where

necessary, and in any case these huts must be placed on a

solid base with timbers at least 18 in. above the ground level.

On m^any holdings which do not exceed 10 acres, it is quite

enough to provide a rectangular building containing two loose

boxes, each about 9 ft. by 13 ft., together with a store shed,

10 ft. by 13 ft. and a loft over all. The tenants will find that

this gives sufficient accommodation for their immediate needs.

It has often been suggested that if the settlers were supplied

with timber at cost price, they would be able themselves to

erect smaller buildings such as pigsties and hen-houses. Small

Holdings Committees will be the best judges of the ability

of appUcants to carry out such work for themselves.

The Ministry hopes that Small Holdings Committees will

make the maximum use of any equipment which may exist

on properties acquired for small holdings. In the present

circumstances, it will almost always be found to be more

economical to repair old sheds, cow-houses, etc., rather than tf'

erect new buildings.

The Ministry fully appreciates the pride Small Holding>

Committees take in equipping their estates in the counties in

a model way, and regrets the necessity for pressing on Small

Holdings Committees such limitations as those just outlined.

There is, however, no other way to meet the present abnormal

cost of building which shows no prospect of earh^ reduction,

but rather a continual upw^ard tendency. With these facts in

view, Committees cannot fail to recognise that the urgent claims

of national economy make it of the first importance that the

land settlement policy of the Government should be adminis-

tered with due regard to the minimum capital expenditure.******
Experiments have been carried out in recent ^^ears in North

Wales to ascertain the best method of eradicating bracken

„ ^ from hill land. The results of the experi-
Eradication of , ^ ^ 1

• ^ t 1 x-

Bracken
ments are stated m a recent publication

of the University College of North Wales,

Department of Agriculture.

It has been shown that manuring alone has had no i)eneficial
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effect in the eradication of bracken, but that when combined
with regular cuttings of the plant a great improvement has

been obtained. The most certain method of dealing with the

pest appears to be regular and careful cutting at monthly
intervals, commencing in the first week in June, and continuing

in the first week of July, August, and September. In this way-

it has been found that in a few years bracken, even of the

strongest growth, will have completely disappeared. Such
repeated cuttings, even if not commenced until the beginning

of Juty, have a very great effect. Where this method cannot

be carried out the best plan is to cut the bracken each year

as soon as it has reached full growth, usually from the beginning

to the middle of July. This method, however, will not ensure

such complete eradication, or this cannot, at least, be effected

until after a longer period. Cutting in August and September

has very little effect in most cases unless earlier cuttings have
been made.

Unless cutting is commenced at the beginning ot June and
continued regularly, it is very desirable that the bracken should

be removed as soon as the cutting has been performed, as,

if left to lie on the ground, the rotting bracken greatly hinders

the formation of a firm grazing turf.

During the Wsly the export of cattle, sheep and pigs for

breeding purposes was restricted to pedigree animals destined

for allied and some neutral countries. A

^^^ive^Stock^^^^
1^^^^^^ export was necessary, but this,

practically speaking, did not influence the

numbers which left the United Kingdom, although the difficulty

in obtaining shipping, high freights and extra risks, doubtless

limited the number exported. After the Armistice these

restrictions were removed, non-pedigree as well as pedigree

animals being allowed to go to allied countries.

Prior to the War the bulk of the live stock exported (apart

from horses) went to America—mainly the United States and
Argentina—the majority being pedigree animals. In 191

3

nearly two-thirds of the cattle and sheep exported were sent

across the Atlantic. In 191 9, however, the numbers exported

to America were less than in the previous five years.

On the other hand, a new trade in non-pedigree animals to

Europe arose in 191 9, the exports consisting largely of gifts to

Belgium, France, and Serbia, purchased through the " Relief

of the Allies " fund ; and the European Continent would proba-

bly have sought to purchase many more dairy animals but
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for the adverse rate of exchange and shipping difficulties. In

spite of this, however, the European demand is the chief feature

of the 1 91 9 trade, the three countries named taking no less than

2,740, or nearly half of the 5,855 cattle exported ; while

Belgium and France had 3,709 out of a total of 8,593 sheep.

Though the number of cattle and sheep exported is thus greater

than in 191 3, it is probable that there were fewer pedigree

animals included amongst them.

The restrictions on the export of non-pedigree nimals

similarly stopped the trade in old low-priced horses to Belgium

and Holland. In 191 9 about three-fifths of the exports went

to these two countries (5,724 out of 9,057), whereas in 191

3

the figm'e amounted to just 53,775 out of 68,632, or three-

quarters of the total. Many of the animals sent to Belgium

last year were no doubt bought for re-stocking, but their

average value, just under £70 a head in the case of both these

countries, is so much below the average to France (£240 per

head) or to the rest of the world (£175) as to indicate that they

included a certain proportion of aged horses.

:ic * * * *

Returns received by the Ministry of Food disclose a very

heavy demand fo- sugar for domestic fruit preserving, and
in view of the limited quantity of sugar

^""prese^vinr^*
available, it will only be possible to meet

the demand to a hmited extent.

The basis of allotment will be as follows :

—

{a) In all cases 2 lb. per head in respect of each member
of the applicant's household registered for sugar.

[b) In those cases only where the applicants desire to

preserve fruit grown by themselves an additional allot-

ment of I lb. of sugar for every 8 lb. of home-grown fruit

available for preservation.

Where retailers' customers fail to take up the sugar allotted

to them, it can be re-allotted, at the Committee's discretion,

either to persons whose applications were late, or to those of

the retailers' customers who find that they have more home-
grown fruit for preserving than could be dealt with by their

original allotment.

Special supplies of sugar for jam making during the coming

season will be available for greengrocers, fruit growers, and
others who during the year ended 31st December, 1915, manu-
factured jam in small quantities for retail sale.

I
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Some dissatisfaction has been expressed at the price of is. 2d.

per lb. fixed for sugar for domestic preserving. For some time

past the world price of sugar has been so high that only by
purchases made long in advance has the Sugar Commission
been able to issue sugar for ordinary domestic consumption
to be retailed until recently at the low price of M. per lb.

-Even the present price of lod. per lb. can be continued only while

the supplies purchased before the rise in the world's price

remain available. The issue of sugar for domestic preserving

at any price lower than an " economic " selling price would,

unless world prices fall in the meantime, bring nearer the time

when the price of sugar for the domestic ration will again have
to be raised. This would be unfair to the large number of

people who either do not desire to make jam, or who have no
facihties for doing so in their own homes, and who consequently

have to purchase their jam at manufacturers' prices. The
price of is. 2d. per lb. is the retail equivalent of the wholesale

price charged to jam manufacturers, and it would be mani-

festly unfair if sugar were supplied for private jam making
at an artificially low price. {National Food Journal, 14th

April, 1920.)

An o'fficial account of the administrative expenses of the

Ministry of Food for the financial year ended 31st March, 1919,

is published in the issue of the National
Cost of Control of

p^^^ Journal for the 14th April, and con-
Food Supplies. ^ . ^ i_-i.i. i-ii_ x -1

tarns matter which should be 01 special

interest to farmers.

It is stated that the purchase and re-sale of f6od stuffs

through official channels were undertaken in order to break

down the holding-up of produce by those traders who would

not consent to sell at a reasonable margin of profit. The close

control of distribution to the consumer by compulsory rationing

is a very costly venture, and is justfiied only in grave emer-

gencies such as the nation has recently encountered.

The heaviest portion of the cost has been absorbed in

rationing a community of 40,000,000, or about 10,000,000

households, an average cost of 8s. 6d. per household for a whole

year. Those whose misfortune it was to endure the misery

and discomfort of the queues in the winter of 1917-18 will be

the last to complain of a levy of 2d, a week to ensure fair and

equitable distribution of the necessities of life.
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The desirability of reimposing the requirements of the

Lights (Driving of Animals) Order, 19 16,* which was revoked

in August last, has recently been con-
Lights when sidered by a Committee appointed by the

^''tf irf ht^^^^
Ministry of Transport to consider questions

relating to the lights carried on vehicles.!

The Order in question was made in October, 1916, and required

that persons driving or leading animals after dusk should

carry a lamp capable of showing a white light both to the

front and rear.

While the requirement that a hght or lights must be carried

with all animals on the road at night would no doubt conduce

to the safety of driven animals and of motor traffic, the Com-
mittee does not consider that it would be practically possible

to secure that lights should be carried with all animals

upon the highway, owing to the fact that the roads, par-

ticularly where they pass through unenclosed and common
land, cannot be kept clear of stray animals. Moreover, a

requirement that a light is to be carried whenever an animal

is driven on a lane or unimportant by-road used almost ex-

clusively by local inhabitants would entail considerable hard-

ship and expense on the agricultural community, without

adding materially to the safety of the public.

For these reasons the Committee does not recommend the

immediate reimposition of the requirements of the Lights

(Driving of Animals) Order, 1916, but is of opinion that the

adoption of those requirements on the principal roads of the

country should be further considered when such roads have

been classified and marked as such.

^ ^ ^ H: ^

On p. 193 are mentioned the proposed new duties on agri-

cultural tractors and locomotives. The proposals are based

upon the recommendations of the Depart-
New Duties mental Committee on Taxation and Regu-

Vehicles^^^
lation of Road Vehicles. While the

recommendations of that Committee and
the proposals of the Chancellor of the Exchequer in regard to

motor cars have given rise to acute controversy, there has been
little criticism of the new duties on agricultural vehicles. As
soon as legislative effect is given to the proposals there should

be removed the difficulties and obscurities which have, during
the last few years, enveloped the taxation of farm tractors,

and local taxation authorities and owners should no longer be
troubled over the weight of ploughing engines.

* See this Journal, November, 191 6, p. 799.
tCmd. 659, 1920. London: H.M. Stationery Office, 2d. net.

I 2
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Manuring: for Mangrolds.—^The mangold is one of the most

important crops on the farm and one of the most responsive

to manuring. The Rothamsted experi-

°
^for^JnnV^^^*' ments show that it tolerates a higher

From the Rothamsted "^^S^^^ ^f intensive treatment than any

Experimental Station, other farm crop, and experience shows

that the yield may vary according to treat-

ment from 15 to over 90 tons per acre.

The basis of manuring for mangolds is farmyard manure
;

this will have been put on in the autumn—always the best

plan in the southern paits of England, where mangolds are

most commonly grown. In addition, phosphates are necessary

to secure adequate root development, and, as many experiments

have shown, potash is needed to facilitate the production of

sugar. Both phosphates and potash are put into drills. Salt

is also necessary—mangolds being originally seaside plants
;

and finally a liberal allowance of nitrogenous fertiliser should

be given, the amount varying with the yield which may be

expected. A suitable general dressing was given last month.

It is a mistake to suppose that nitrogenous fertilisers lower

the feeding value of the mangold. They of course do harm
if wrongly used, but, as a rule, this happens only when in-

sufficient amounts of potash and salt have been applied.

Many experiments have shown that nitrate of soda and

nitrate of lime are valuable top dressings, in some cases more

effective than sulphate of ammonia. On two soils experiments

made by the Midland Agricultural College* (1915) showed the

following results :

—

Heavy Clay

Light Soil. Loam.
Tons cwt. Tons cwt.

No top dressing 20 10 25 i8i
Nitrate of soda 29 ^ 30 14
Nitrate of lime 28 8 30 4i

Gloucestershire the results were :

—

{Cirencester. )%
Calcareous

igog. jpio.t Soil.

Tons cwt. Tons cwt. Tons Cwt.

No top dressing .

.

23 14 28 21 19

Nitrate of soda 29 14 32 4 25 II

Nitrate of lime .

.

32 5 30 3 25 II

Sulphate of ammonia — 30 9 26 I

Nitrolim .

.

30 6 19 15 25 i8"

* Midland Agric. Coll. Field Trials^ 1915, p, 51.

t Glos. Repts., 1909 and loio, p. 74, Table I.

X Royal AgHc. Coll. Repts., Cirencester, 1910, p. 31.
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Experiments at the Harper Adams Agricultural College

(1910) and at Reading {1907-190 9) gave the following yield: :

—

Harper Adams * Reading.

Loam. Strong Loam,
igog. Tons cwt. Tons cwt.

No nitrogen .. 30 19 28 13 28 3
Nitrate of Soda •• («)33 18 32 8 34 18

Nitrate of lime . . (6) 40 i • 36 17 35 i

Sulphate of ammonia (a) 36 15 — 33 i

Nitrolim .. (6)40 19 — 33 3

(a) = I cwt. per acre. (&) = 2 cwt. per acre.

The Manuring^ of Sugrar Beet.—The following has been found

satisfactory :

—

In Autumn or not later than early Spring—10 to 15 loads of

farmyard manure if necessary ; a dressing of hme during

winter.

In Spring—3 to 4 cwt. superphosphate, or 4 to 5 cwt. basic

slag ; 1 to I cwt. sulphate of potash, or 2 to 4 cwt. kainit

;

I to 1 1 cwt. sulphate of ammonia.

After Singling—J to i cwt. nitrate of soda as top dressing.

Sugar beet should be grown on the fiat and not on ridges.

Two important points arise in connection with the manuring

of potatoes ; the choice of the potassic fertiHsers and of the

most suitable nitrogenous manure.

It is often supposed that muriate of potash is inferior to

sulphate of potash, but the evidence is not very definite.

The question formerly possessed little economic interest, be-

cause both salts were supplied from the Stassfurt mines and
they were both controlled by the same syndicate. It now
assumes much greater importance, since muriate of potash

comes from Alsace, while sulphate of potash comes from

Stassfurt in Germany. More experiments are likely to be made
in the near future on the relative effectiveness of these two
substances.

There is considerable evidence to show that sulphate of

ammonia is distinctly better than other nitrogenous fertilisers

for potatoes. The following are some of the experimental

results :
—

Harper Adams Agric. Coll. Rept., 1910, p. 33.
\ Reading Univ. Coll. Dept. Agric, 1909, Bull. VII., p. 11.
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Woburn,
1909.
Sandy
Loam.*

Devon.
Light
Soil.t

Jersey.
(Five

Centres.) J

Aberdeen.
(Various
Centres.)
i907-9.§

No Nitrogen
Sulphate of Ammonia
Nitrolim
Nitrate of soda
Nitrate of lime

Tons cwt.
14 12

15 19

7
13 9
15 6

Tons cwt.

9 18
12
12
10 15
10 7

lb.

per perch.

195
228
232
221
228

Tons cwt.
8 6

9 12
8 17
9 5
9 6

The Use of Liquid Manure on Seeds Ley.—After the first cut of

hay, dairy farmers and others having Hquid manure may
obtain excellent results by giving a good application of this

substance—about 1,500 gal. to the acre.

N.B.—The Notes on Manures will not be published in the

June issue of the Journal.

It is satisfactory to note that the downward trend of prices

of feeding stuffs continues. Table I. shows the approximate

Notes on Feeding ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ number of common

Stnflfs for June :

From ihg

Animal Nutrition

Institute, Cambridge
University.

feeding stuffs as calculated from the

prices which are now included in the

Weekly Return of Market Prices issued by
the Ministry of Agriculture. Comparison

of this table with the similar table given

last month shows that in nearly all cases costs per food unit

have fallen. This fall in prices has been considerable in the

cases of palm kernel cake, coconut cake, dried grains, malt
culms, cotton cake, beans, barley, some kinds of foreign oats

and peas. It is also satisfactory to note that supplies appear
to be adequate, especially as the demand will probably decrease

as the season advances and grain becomes plentiful.

Dairy Cows.—In the cases of dairy cows it will usually be

necessary to supply cake only to those cows which show signs

of scouring when first turned out on the very watery grass

which has resulted from the recent continuous wet weather.

For this purpose it is advisable to give about 2 lb. per head
per day of cotton cake, although this cake at present prices

costs about twice as much per food unit as palm kernel cake.

'* Jour. Roy. AgHc. Soc, 1909, p. 385.
t Devon County Council Rept., 190 7-9,' p, 6.

I State of Jersey Field Expis., 191 1, p. 12.

§ Aberdeen and N. Scotland Coll., Leaflet 9, p. 2.
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Palm kernel cake is the cheapest concentrated food on the

market at present, but although an excellent food for most

Table I.

—

Costs per Food Unit.

s.
,7
a. s. a.

Palm kernel cake .

.

I 9 -

Brewers' grains (wet) I 11

Palm kernel meal 2 I

Coconut cake 2 5
-

Ground-nut cake

—

Decorticated 2 10

Undecorticated 2 10

Dried grains, distillers' 2 10

brewers' 2 9 -- 3 I

Wheat sharps • 3

middlings .

.

• • 3

bran • • 3 10

Malt culms .

.

• • 3

Cotton cake, decorticated .

.

• 3 7

,, meal •

.

3 3 -37
cake, English made •• 3 6 --39

,, Egyptian 3 7 -40
Beans, Chinese • • 3 6 -

English • • 4 I -- 4 6

Linseed cake • • 4 2 -44
Maize, Argentine .

.

• • 3 8 -44
American .

.

• • 4 9

,, meal • • 4 9 -50
Barley, English feeding .

.

•• 4 7 -54
Oats, EngHsh •• 5 4 -57

,, foreign • • 4 6 -54
Peas, various • • 4 I -60

purposes it does not possess the astringent properties of cotton

cake which make the latter so valuable for correcting the

scouring tendency of watery grass or roots. As a rule it is only

necessary to continue the cotton cake ration for quite a short

time. It may safely be discontinued as soon as the cows have

become accustomed to the grass.

On the general question of the use of concentrated feeding

stuffs for dairv^ cows on grass, readers are advised to refer to a

paper in this Journal for April, 1918, p. 11. In this paper

are described experiments which show quite conclusively that

in normal seasons it is unprofitable to use concentrated food

for dairy cows in the early months of the grazing season, until

in fact the latter half of July, when the grass may begin to

fail in quantity and quality.

For dairy cows kept under town or suburban conditions,

where grass is not available, the ration should at present prices

include a large proportion of palm kernel cake. Other suitable
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concentrates for this purpose are coconut cake, ground-nut
cake and millers' offals.

8heep.^Palm kernel cake will also be found useful and
economical for sheep, and for this purpose it may be mixed
with ground-nut cake and dried grains, which have fallen

considerably in price since last month.

Horses.- For horses oats are still extremely expensive,

costing about 5s. per food unit. Oats may be replaced

economically by one or other or a mixture of the following con-

centrates :—maize or beans at about 4s. per food unit ; bran

at about 3s. lod.
;
sharps at about 3s. ; dried grains at about

3s. Palm kernel cake at about is. gd. may also be used, but

of this latter the writer has no personal experience. It is,

however, so much cheaper than anything else that it is certainly

worth a trial.

The most common cause of trouble in substituting other

concentrates for oats is the lack of knowledge of the quantity

of other foods equivalent to i lb. of oats. For instance, i lb.

of oats is equivalent to lb. of bran. Usually when bran is

used to replace oats the replacement is made weight for weight,

and the horses are consequently underfed. With maize the

mistake is in the opposite direction—i lb. of oats is equivalent

in food value to | lb. maize. If i lb. of maize is substituted

for I lb. of oats, the horses are overfed. They become fat and

often develop trouble in their feet.

Of the foods quoted above the following quantities are

required to replace i lb. of oats :—Maize, f lb.
;
beans, 14 oz.

;

bran, ij lb.
;

sharps, 14 oz. ; dried grains, ij lb.
;
palm kernel

cake, f lb. If substitution is made in these proportions, and

the mixture is so arranged as to be palatable to the horses,

trouble is not likely to occur. The following instance will

illustrate the method :

—

To replace 12 lb. oats, costing at present prices 2S. 2d.—
4 lb. oats . . . . = 4 lb. oats . . . . cost 8^d.

2 X I Jib. bran .. = 2J lb. bran .. .. 3J
2 X 14 oz. sharps = if sharps .. .. 2J
2 X I lb. palm cake = i J ,, palm cake kernel ,, i|

2 X I lb. maize .. = ij maize .. si

1 2 lb. oats.. .. = iij ,, mixture.. cost is. yj

A mixture of this kind will maintain horses at work satis-

factorily and will cost only is. y\d. for a full day's ration, instead

of 2s. 2d. if the ration were entirely composed of oats.
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Table II.

—

Feeding Value of Common Feeding Stuffs.

(1)

NaiDe of Feeding StufE.

(2)

Nutritive
Ratio.

(8) i (4) 1 (6)
,

(6)

!

Digesti-

: ble
Food
Units

per ton.

(7)

Starch
equiv.
per

100 lb.

j

1

(8)

Ijnseeu
Cake
squiv.
per

100 lb.

Per cent, digestible.

Protein. Fat.
Carbo-
hydrates
and Fibre.

Foods Rich in both Protein and Oil or Pat.

Ground nut cake : 0-9 42 'O 6-8 20 *2 133 73 99
Soya bean cake I : I •! 38-2 6-4 23-6 126 69 93
Decort. cotton cake .

.

I : 1*2 34 '6 9-3 19-4 120 71 95
Linseed cake, Indian I : z'o 27-8 9-1 30-1 "5 74 lOI
Linseed cake, Bnglish I : 2*2 25 -3 8-7 33 -0 III 74 100
Cotton cake, Egjrptian : 2'o 17-6 5-1 22 'O 74 42 56
Cotton cake, Bombay I : 2-3 15-6 4-5 23-3 09 40 54
Distillers' grains I : 2-9 19-6 10 '2 30 'I 99 57 77
Maize gluten feed I : 3*1 20 'O 2-7 51-8 104 76 102
Brewers' grains, dried I : 3-8 13 -o 5-6 34 '9 77 48 65
Coconut cake . . .

.

I : 4-0 16 -2 9-6 41-4 100 79 107
Palm kernel cake .

.

I : 3-7 17 -I 6-8 43-6 98 75 10

1

Linseed I : 5*5 19-4 34 -7 20 •! 144
'J?

161
Bombay cotton seed ... I : 6-2 12 '3 16 -8 30 '2 97 74 100

Fairly Rich in Protein, Rich in Oil.

Maize germ meal I 7-6 0-4 12-8 48 '3 102 85 "5
Rice meal I 10*2 7-5 II -6 40 '6 84 72 97

Rich in Protein, Poor in Oil.

Fish meal 0*2 50 '0 4*2 125 53 71
Peas, Calcutta white .. I 2*1 23 -3 I 'I 45-9 97 70 94
Beans, English I 2.6 20 'I I '2 48-2 97 66 89
Beans, Chinese I 2 '6 I9'6 1-7 47-9 lOI 67 91
Peas, English maple .

.

I 3*2 19-4 I'O 52-4 99 69 93
Palm-nut meal (ex-

tracted) 3-5 17 -I 1-9 51-5 95 71 96
Brewers* grains, wet .

.

I 3-3 5-5 2-4 "•5 30 18 25
Malt culms 3*9 19-9 1*5 43-6 88 43 59

Cereals, Rich in Starch, not Rich in Protein or Oil.

Barley, feeding I II -4 6-5 I '2 647
i

82 71 96
Oats, English .

.

7.9 8.0 4-0 47*4
I

75 59 80
Oats, Argentine I 7.9 8-0 4-0 47-4 1 75 59 80
Maize, American
Maize, Argentine

I II -5 7'i 4-5 65-8 92 81 110
II -3 7-1 4-5 65.8 92 81 110

Maize meal I 14-6 5 '5 3-5 64 '8 85 78 105
Wheat middlings I 4-6 13-2 3-0 53-8 91 72 97
Wheat sharps I 4*4 13-8 4-3 50 "5 92 64 86
Wheat pollards I 5-2 II-6 4-0 51-6 87 60 81

Wheat bran . . .

.

I 4*5 10 '6 2-8 40 '8 72 45 61
Wheat bran, broad .

.

I 4-5 10 '6 e-8 40 '8 72 45 61
Locust bean meal I 22 •! 4-0 0'7 69'2 80 71 96

Pigs.—On the subject of pig feeding, readers are advised to

refer to three papers in this Journal for October, 1917, p.

721 ; November, 1917, p. 826 ; and April, 1918, p. 21.

In these papers Messrs. Mackenzie and Fleming give their

experience of feeding sows, piglings and hogs on roots, grass,

potatoes and other succulent foods, their ration of concentrates

consisting largely of palm kernel cake. At present prices the

information contained in these papers is very much to the

point.

N.B.— The Notes on Feeding Stuffs will not be published in

the June issue of the Journal.
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FARMING
ON BRECK-LAND IN NORFOLK.

S. L. Bensusan.

East Anglia holds some 20o,oco acres of what is known
in Norfolk as breck-land, Norfolk's own contribution being

some 80,000 acres or thereabout. It is part of the lightest

soil in the country, and commanded in pre-war times a merely

nominal rent—five, six or seven shillings per acre being deemed
sufficient for soil that could apparently raise little more than

gorse, bracken and rabbits. Men hired, but made little or no

attempt to farm it. Their rent and rates were covered by
the shooting rights, for, in addition to providing rabbits as

the sand upon the sea shore for multitude, there were very

many hares and a fairly good head of partridges. The writer

remembers taking part in a hare drive on Suffolk breck-land

a few years ago, when in the course of one day 585 hares fell

to 12 guns. There could be little incentive to farm land that>

if it could grow a crop, would be lil<:ely to yield it when young
and green to thousands of hungry intruders.

One of the chief owners of this breck-land in Norfolk is the

Duchy of Lancaster, and in 1914, a fev/ months before the War,

the Development Commission took over some 200 acres from

the Duchy and started to reclaim it, thereby adding not only

to the fertility of England as a whole but to the amusement of

the East Anghan farmers as a class. Though the outlay on

reclamation was no more than £5 an acre, it came near to

doubling the cost of the land. The whole question then

remaining to be solved was whether scientific farming, applied

to a seemmgly hopeless proposition, could result in anything

better than a heavy loss.

It is not necessary to be a practical famier to realise that

the breck-land, of which the Ministry of Agriculture's Experi--

mental Farm at Methwold in Norfolk consists, is the poorest

of the poor. It absorbs instantly whatever moisture is forth-

coming, and if an hour after a heavy shower you kick the soil

it protests in a Lttle shower of sand. To make the farming

proposition still less productive a spring drought has often to

be expected ; some of the land bakes very readily, there are

many hot patches, and in places the plough limit is not more

than seven to eight inches. It is not surprising in these circum-

stances that land like Methwold has been left lightly farmed for

so long, or that its potentialities have not been realised. Yet

even before the War it was recognised that no good purpose can
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be served by surrendering land to hares and rabbits, bracken

and gorse. Even if the peace of the world had not been broken

the experiment at Methwold would still have been carried

through, though the need for it would not have been as urgent

as it was destined to become.

The first effort at improvement was to apply chalk very

liberally ; the application being 7 tons to the acre. A heavy

initial dressing of basic slag and potash salts was also applied,

and for each subsequent crop some artificial fertiUser was used.

Potash is the " missing word " on this kind of soil ; without

potash no remunerative crops can be grown. While it was

found that crops were nowhere heavy, the cost of production

was nowhere high, because after the first reclamation the land

became very easy to work. The price of wheat cultivation

per acre is probably the lowest in England. Steam cultivators

were used for reclamation. They were followed by motor

tractors and horses. After that it was found that the motor

plough could cover as much as 4 acres in a day. and that owing

to the lightness of the soil it is possble for horses to work on

the land for an average of more than 220 days in the year.

The difficulties have not arisen altogether from the nature

of the soil. The increase of wages from i6s. in 1914 to /2 2s. 6d.

in April, 1920, presents a serious problem enough, and this

advance in cost of production has not been associated with a

corresponding increase in efficiency. The reverse is the case.

The young men, at least, are quick to leave the fields if there

is a local fair or an entertainment a few miles away from their

work, and they turn with distinct aversion from overtime.

In spite of all the diflficulties, it is clear that we ha\^e in the breck-

lands a fair farming j.Toposition. though whether it can be

maintained in the face of rising wages and falling output

of work done is a question that only time can solve. Down
to the present, upwards of 3I coombs of wheat have been the

average yield per acre. Potatoes yield nearly 4 tons, or as much
as is obtained on some of the heavy clay lands in Essex. Blue

peas (Harrison's Glory) yield an average of 4| sacks to the acre,

while as main^ as to tons of eating carrots have been sold oft

one acre, leaving a residue of the infenor kind to be fed to

stock. Bullocks appear to thrive on a mixture of these

unmarketable residues mixed with chaft. The yield of man-
golds, TO to 12 tons per acre, is admittedly poor, but breck-land

is not mangold land and the crop is only sown to meet the

necessities of the stock-yard, and may be abandoned altogether

on account of the cost of labour. \Miite turnips do extremely
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well and the sheep folded on them thrive. One-year leys are

successful and lucerne will last between 4 and 5 years.

The success of the experiment on 200 acres, in the face of

difficulties that might well have seemed overwhelming, and
in the face of tradition that might well have appeared inviolable,

led the Ministry in October of last year to purchase a further

1,300 acres of land, owned also by the Duchy of Lancaster,

and rather worse, if possible, than the first lot. It is part of

what was formerly a large single estate, but the land has been

allowed to run out ; the hedges are overgrown and practically

worthless ; the soil is deficient in potash, and before attempting

to sow corn it has been found necessar}^ to grow green crops

and fold sheep on them. Yet even with this unpromising land

there is ample material for experiment and not a little prospect

of success. For example, it was realised at once that here

was soil suitable for experiments in open-air pig keeping.

There is nothing to fear from excess of moisture
;

there are

plantations of larch and pine together with great expanses

of bracken, so that all the material for rough shelters and

bedding is to hand. In a little while the houses will be set

up and the pigs will be taking their chance.

Another side-line is tobacco, to which 10 acres have been

allotted for the present year, with a further 20 to follow in

1 92 1. For the preparation of tobacco it is necessary to raise

the seed in frames heated by hot water pipes. This work
is done in March, and the plants are set out in the open in May,

but as frames were not available in time on the Methwold
farm, the seed has been raised at Brandon, and is being planted

out from there. Already drying-sheds and rehandling houses

are in building and will be finished in time for this year's crop.

A further expeririient for which preparations are now being

made is arable dairy farming on the method originated at the

Harper Adams College, Newport, vShropshire. It is hoped

to start the dairjr during the summer.

Yet another undertaking, whi':^h should be in operation

by the time these lines are printed, is the poultry farm for

disabled ex-soldiers, a feature of the Ministry's larm settlements.

Buildings were already erected in April| the incubators were

installed and the instructor was in charge. It is proposed to

give the men who go to this branch of the Methwold establish-

ment a year's training, to include some horticultural work,

as the advisability of adding something to poultry farming

as a means of livelihood has been .very properh^ recognised.
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Stock appears to do well. Lincoln Red cattle may be seen

in good condition in the yards. The Large White pig has been

chosen and apparently justifies the choice, and the best sheep

on the farm are a cross between Suffolk ewes and Cotswold rams.

fhe Methwold Experimental Farm may claim to be con-

siderably more than a venture that promises to return interest

upon capital, and to afford a considerable measure of useful

em[)loyment. It is a practical demonstration of the abimdant

possibilities possessed by a corner of England that has long

lain derelict and has been regarded as a proposition that will

never repay high farming. Evidence is already forthcoming

that neighbouring farmers are keenly interested in the various

experiments, and many of those who came to scoii, remained

to praise—and in some cases went home to imitate.
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THE ACCOUNTS OF A HAMPSHIRE
FLOCK IN 1918-19.

Sir Daniel Hall, K.C.B., F.R.S.,

Director-General, Intelligence Department, Ministry of Agriculture

and Fisheries.

The Hampshire pedigree flock of 281 ewes, of which the

following accounts are set out, is the property of the Lord
Wandsworth Institution, and is kept on their Long Sutton

Estate near Winchfield, Hants. The land in cultivation

extends to about 700 acres, charged at an average rent of

20 s. an acre, but less on the fields with which the present account

is concerned. The land is comparatively high, mostly above

500 ft., and is a mixture of light loam and chalk and the

heavier flinty soils which so generally rest upon the Downs.
The flock was formed in 1915 by Mr. E. J. Bennett, of Chilmark.

The foundation ewes were obtained from Mr. W. C. Young, of

Stratford-sub-Castle, the late Mr. Coles, of Winterbourne Stoke,

and Mr. B. Nichols, of Burntwood, Winchester. Rams have

been bought from J. Fleming, D. Nichols, E. B. Blackwell

and J. Ismay.

The season 1918-19 was not a good one for sheep in this

district owing to the shortage of keep throughout 1918. In

consequence the ewes were not in the best of condition at

lambing time, and 2 of them died before lambing and 20

during the early summer. Lambing was on the whole late,

and the persistent wet weather in the early part of 191Q was

unfavourable both for lambs and ewes, with the result that the

ram lambs were hardly forward enough for the summer sales

and shows. The 279 ewes in the flock at lambing time reared

278 lambs only, of which 5 died subsequently.

The flock obtained H.C. for a pair of ram lambs and for a

single lamb at the Cardiff Show of the Royal Agricultural

Society and also H.C. and Reserve for a shearling ram.

The flock was kept in the usual manner and was folded though-

out the winter upon turnips and a mixture of swedes and

kale, and throughout the spring and early summer upon

vetches and oats ; fair crops in either case.

The accounts are kept upon the costs basis. The valuation

of the ewes is preserved from year to year at a fixed figure

of £4 per head on the ist May, and they are carried forward

at the closing of the account on nth October at this figure of

£4 plus the cost of their keep during the summer, plus the cost
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of the rams that had been used lor sei vice during that period.

The cost of any rams bought during the year is spread over

two years, after which the rams are written down to a hxed

figure of £7 as long as they remain in tho flock. The accounts

are set out below. The valuation of the flock shows little change

during the year, but at the end of the time there were 46 fewer

ewes and 51 fewer ewe tegs. The reduction in numbers of the

flock was due to the sale of 26 draft ewes which had not been

sold by iith October, 1918, and to a further weeding out m
1 91 9 in order to make room for 40 newly purchased ewes which

have not been brought into the account. The fact that the total

valuation of the flock had been little reduced as compared with

this considerable reduction in its numbers implies that the

ewes were carried forward at the end of the year at a higlier

figure per head. The costs of keeping the sheep during the

six summer months had been much greater in 191 9 than m
1 918, and the valuation is made up of the fixed figure of £4
for the ewes together with their costs from ]\Iay to October.

The crops consumed are charged on the basis of two-thirds

of the cost of cultivation and the full cost of the seed, though

the manures are carried forward to the succeeding corn crops.

The grazing land, which is mainly indifferent upland pasture,

is charged at its actual cost, since it was put to no other purpose.

The hay, oats, and beans consumed, which were produced on
the farm, were charged at market prices. It may be urged that

there is a profit to the farm concealed in these charges, but

inasmuch as there was a market for these materials, and in their

place other foods would have had to be purchased, it is necessary

to take them into the account at market prices in order to

ascertain the profit or loss on the flock considered alone. We
are in fact using the accounts to determine whether it is more
profitable to keep the flock or put the land to other uses, .^.^.,

corn growing, as many flock owners have done. One other

item in expenditure may seem very large ; the general expenses,

including management, which amount to £256. This item,

however, is arrived at by dividing the general expenditure
upon the faim, which cannot be allocated, in proportion
to the outlay upon the labour for each department. It does,

however, appear to fall somewhat heavily upon the corn
land.

On the receipt side the ram lambs, upon the sale of which
the success of the pedigree flock largely depends, did not do as

well as they ought, because, as ha . been noted above, the flock

is young and in this year the larr>bs were late. One ram \ras
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let for the season for 170 guineas, another was sold for 50
guineas, a shearling was sold at 50 guineas and another shearling

45 guineas, and the general average made by the ram lambs

amounted to about 15 guineas a head. The fat sheep and
lambs were sold under control in the ordinary way and realised

an average of about 73s. a head, lambs in August and September
making about 62s. each. The wool was sold at 2s. 8^d.

per lb. The general result is a loss for the year of over ;f300,

to which must be added some loss in the valuation for reasons

indicated above. This loss is undoubtedly due to the great

expenses which now attend an arable land flock. Nearly £500
was spent directly upon labour apart from the labour spent on

growing the crops folded off. Of course this cost is much
higher than a normal flock would require, because a pedigree

flock requires a shepherd at a special rate and other extra

attentions. The biggest item, however, in the costs is the food.

The dry foods consumed amounted to £t,^6o, less a credit for

^335 fo^^ manurial residues. The crops folded off were also

expensive in view of the high cost of seed and labour. Dividing

all the expenses on the basis of the number of ewes in the flock,

and that is the only fixed datum, the ewe with its lamb through-

out the year costs about £^ 15s. for food, 26s. for labour, 17s.

for service of the rams used, and 27s. management and sundries,

roughly £g 5s. a head, against which about 22s. can be set of.

for wool, rendering it necessary to realise an average of £8 3s.

per head for the lambs, both ewes and rams, on the basis of one

lamb per ewe. \Mien it is considered that half the fall of lambs

will be ewes, and that of the ram lambs only a proportion can

be sold for stud purposes, while the rest, together with the ewe

lambs and cast ewes sold, only realise 73s. per head, a very

high figure must be obtained for the stud ram lambs in order

to make the flock pay. In the assumption that 100 per cent,

of lambs are reared in addition to such ewe lambs as are required

to replace ewes dying during the year, and that 60 per cent,

of the ram lambs are fit for sale for stud purposes, these latter

would have to realise an average of ^^17 a head in order to make
the flock pay its way.

Putting aside certain particular and seasonal sources of loss,

such as the poor fall of lambs, the bad season, and the fact

that the flock has not been established long enough to secure

the position in the market to which it might be considered

entitled from its breed, there are certain more general sources

of loss which affect all similar flocks. In the first place, though

the prices realised by pedigree stock at the present time look
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very handsome, they have by no means increased in proportion

to the costs of raising and managing the flock. The costs have

certainly been trebled, but the increase in the average price of

pedigree stock, great as it is, has been by no means on that

scale. The stock sold for breeding, however, though one of the

largest items in the receipts, by no means accounts for all the

return, and a considerable part of the income of a flock is that

derived from the lambs not fit for breeding and the cast ewes.

This is the only source of income in an ordinary flock that

does not sell rams, and has as regards arable sheep been most

adversely affected by the operations of control. It may be

agreed that a fiat price for mutton and lamb was inevitable under

control, but it has borne very hardly upon sheep of the Hampshire

class, indeed upon all the Down breeds. Breeders have

relied for their income very largely upon the sale of lamb, from

which they derived a special price in consideration of the time

at w^hich it is produced and the heavy artificial feeding involved.

All these advantages have disappeared. The Hampshire lambs

ready for market from May onwards have been selling at 10 s. ()d.

per stone, making about 60s. a head under control, as compared

with about 7s. a stone or 40s. a head in the days before the War.

When one considers that the costs of production have at

least trebled the reason for the losses in connection with

a flock like this is evident. The mutton, sheep and lambs
of this flock have averaged not more than 73s. a head, a

figure which is quite inadequate as compared with the costs

of production. Moreover, this failure to realise the proper

price for lamb has re-acted upon the price for ram lambs. All

the arable-land sheep have been hard hit and have seriously

diminished in numbers during the period of control. Between

1 913 and 1 91 9 the average numbers of sheep in the country
have fallen by 117 per cent., but this loss has fallen almost

entirely upon the sheep on arable land, whereas the grass sheep

have pretty well maintained their numbers. For example,

Hampshire in 1913 contained 266,231 sheep, in 1919 165,657,
a fall of 37*8 per cent., w^hereas during the same period in

Cardigan, a county of grass-land sheep only, the numbers
actually increased. The map which is here reproduced shows
by its shading the changes in the sheep population of each
county of England and Whales during the war period. It will

be observed that the losses in the numbers of sheep are com-
paratively small over the western and southern parts of the
country where grass sheep are mainly kept, but that they are

very great in the arable counties in the east of England and

K
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REFERENCE

Increases. shewn thus. + Decreases from ... 21 X .to. .25/^ shewn thus..

Decreases down to. .5/^.-.., ,. - — 2e/C . ,,..30% „ ffl
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Map showing the Increase or Decrease per cent, in the number of Sheep in 1919

as compared with 1913 in each county of England and Wales.
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are at their highest in Wiltshire, Hampshire, West Sussex and

Suffolk. The actual maxima of decline occur in the Isle of Ely

and Holland (Lincoln), but the numbers of sheep there kept

are comparativeh' small. It is, in fact, the sheep on arable land

that have been reduced by the operations of control. The costs

of keerping these sheep have increased enormously because they

have to bear the heavy labour costs involved in folding and in

the growth of green crops upon which the flock is fed. At the

same time the receipts have not been enhanced in the same

proportion because flock-owners have not been able to obtain

the higher prices for lamb as compared with mutton upon which

the financial success of the Down flocks depended in the past.

No separate statistics are available of particular breeds, but

it is obvious from a consideration of these figures that breeds

like the Hampshire Downs, the South Downs, the Oxfords and

the Suffolks must have lost something like half their numbers

during the later years of the War, when control of meat prices

existed. This diminution in numbers can be set down to the

enhanced cost of production, the unremunerative price of lamb
and the temptation held out to the flock-ow^ner to realise his

ewes and to sell his hay at the high prices that have been pre-

vailing for that commodity, while at the same time he could,

for a time at any rate, grow profitable corn crops in place of the

unremunerative fodder crops formerly grown for the flock.

The general decline that was going on in the numbers ot arable

land sheep has fm-ther reacted unfavourably upon the market
for ram lambs, the demand for w^hich on a flock of the type

described has naturally fallen when so many of the non-pedigree

commercial flocks were being given up. It is clear that until

the market resumes a more normal condition and early lamb
obtains a price commensurate with its cost of production, the

folding of sheep upon the arable land will continue to be un-

remunerative. Were the present range of prices to continue it

would be necessary to eftect a complete change in the farming

system that has hitherto prevailed upon the chalk areas, for that

system is essentially based upon the consumption of green crops

upon half the arable area as the best preparation for the

succeeding corn crops.

The accounts further illustrate the unremunerative character

of pedigree stock breeding in the early years before the name
of the herd or flock has been made. The quality of the produce
may be undeniable, but a place in the charmed circle of big

prices depends very much upon the personal skill and adver-

tising art of the owner.
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OUR NATIONAL FOOD SUPPLY:
LIMITS OF SELF SUPPORT.

The following notes are an abstract of the first of three

Chadwick Lectures dehvered at the Royal Sanitary Institute

by Sir Daniel Hall, K.C.B., F.R.S., :—

It is well known that of late years the United Kingdom has

been very largely dependent upon imported food to maintain

its population. To what extent do we feed ourselves ? In

order to obtain comparable figures it is necessary to reduce

all foods to a common standard. Mere weight will not com-

pare bacon with bread or eggs with milk. The common
standard we require is obtained by ascertaining the value of

the food as fuel to keep the machine of the body running. The
body behaves hke a machine ; it takes in food just as an engine

requires coal, and the more work the body does the more fuel

must be burnt up in it. Scientific men, therefore, value food

in units called calories, which measure the value of the food

as a means of doing work. There are other elements in food

to be considered, particularly the protein content, protein

being required to repair the waste of the tissues. But in an

ordinary mixed diet if the calories are sufficient to keep the

machine running the food will also supply enough protein. A
man doing light work will want about 3,000 calories a day.

Towards the end of 1916, when the question of the nation's

food supply began to be urgent, a Committee of the Royal

Society summed up the diet of the nation for the five-year period

prior to the War, and according to its figures in those years

the total food supply consumed would have supplied each man,

woman and child in the United Kingdom with 3,091 calories

a day.* Only about 42 per cent., however, of this food was

produced within the United Kingdom. Of the most important

elements in the food of the country, i.e., bread, only one-fifth

was produced at home, but something like 60 per cent, of the

meat and nearly all the potatoes were grown here.

How did we get into this dangerous position ? At the

beginning of the Nineteenth Century the country was prac-

tically self-supporting, but the growth of population had alto-

gether outstripped the increased productivity of the land.

Moreover, for the period of forty years before the War the pro-

ductivity of the land had been steadily decUning owing to

* See this Journal, February, 191 7, p. 1046.
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changes in agriculture. From the productivity point of view

1872 represents about the high-water mark of British farming.

At that time in England and Wales there were nearly 15,000,000
acres under the plough

;
by 1914 that figure had fallen to less

than 11,000,000—by 26 per cent.—and the wheat acreage had
dropped from 3,500,000 to about 1,800,000. Nearly 4,000,000
acres of land had been put down to grass, and carried cattle

and milch cows instead of growing crops.

From the point of view of food supply, the meat and milk
produce from grass land do not make up for the crops that might
otherwise have been grown. This is a cardinal factor to bear

in mind in connection with the national food supply.

Grass land is comparatively unproductive of food as compared
with arable land. There are two reasons for this. In the first

place, on the uncultivated grass land there is actually a smaller

production even of cattle food. On average land three times

as much cattle food can be grown as would be produced by the

uncultivated grass land upon a similar area. Secondly, the

production of meat, milk and all animal products involves a

great loss of absolute food. The animal is an indifferent con-

verter of the material grown by the land. The pig is the best

converter amongst animals, but even a pig will consume 7 lb.

of barley meal in order to produce a pound of pork, and the

pound of pork does not contain as much human food as the pound
of meal. Of course the cattle can utilise a great many coarse

fodders and waste produce which are unsuitable for human
consumption. But none the less they are consumers of the

products of land which might have been growing something

hke ten times as much human food of a vegetable character.

When a population is driven to subsist on or near the mini-

mum it must become increasingly vegetarian in its diet.

Amongst the animads the pig is the best converter ; milch

cows come next, then sheep, while the manufacture of beef is

the most wasteful of all.

The superior power of arable land to maintain human beings

is illustrated by Sir Thomas Middleton's calculation that 100

acres of arable land in this country is normally producing food

that will maintain 84 persons, whereas the same 100 acres under

grass is only maintaining from 15 to 20 persons.*

In the face of these facts, why not at once put all the land under

the plough ? That was the line of policy of the Food Produc-

t This subject was dealt with in an article *' Farming in the United Kingdom
in Peace and War: the Plough Policy and its Results," by Sir Thomas
Middleton ; see this Journal, March, 1920, p. T192.
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tion Department during tlie War, and they had succeeded in

1917-18 in adding 1,150,000 acres to the area under the plough.

The difficulty then was the lack of labour, horses, implements

and buildings, and the same difficulty faces us now, when it is

still the prime national interest to make our own land produce

as much as possible and buy as little as we can from abroad.

The crux of the question is the amount of labour that arable

land requires, and its increasing cost., It was this factor which

above all others drove the land down to grass during the last

30 years of the Nineteenth Century. The value of the produce

of arable land was constantly falling until there was not enough

to pay for the cost of labour. Roughly speaking, 100 acres

of arable land require the labour of four men, whereas 100

acres of grass land will want at the most two men if milk is

being produced, and only half a man or less if cattle and sheep

are being grazed. The difficulty before the farmer that causes

him to hang back from increasing his arable area at the present

time is that the costs of labour have risen disproportionately

to the price of his produce. Before the War a farmer growing

an acre of wheat would get about £7 for the produce, out of

which he had to pay about 30s. for manual and 15s. for horse

labour. At the present time that 30s. has become lOOS., the

15s., 30s., whereas the 140s. has only become about 280s.

Even if his rent has not risen, the margin of profit can be no

higher than it was before, whereas the risks are of course very

much greater. By comparison the grass land is a much more
tempting proposition. On the grass land the labour only

amounts to 10 per cent, of the value of the produce instead of

30 per cent., or rather 45 per cent, including the horses, as it

does on the arable land. The available margin of profit when
the value of the produce has doubled is, therefore, much more
tempting than it was before. The chief factor of cost in grass

land farming is the rent of the land, and that has increased

but little. Labour is the chief factor of cost of arable land, and
that has trebled in cost. There is still a greater profit to be

obtained from arable land, but it is more speculative, harder

work, and demands more skill and enterprise on the part of the

farmer. Much as the nation needs arable land, in the present

uncertain conditions of prices and labour, the farmer will be
tempted towards grass land as long as the prices of corn, which
is the chief produce of arable land, are kept down. Land in

England is cheaper, especially rented land, than land in any
other part of the world, and this of itself is an inducement

to farm under grass.
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One is often asked whether the United Kingdom could

become self-supporting in the matter of food. It is, perhaps,

rather an academic question, because the question of cost and
profit will always dominate the situation. However, I have
calculated w^hat an acre of arable land, suitably distributed,

could be made to yield of the main items of necessary food.

From the table opposite it will be seen that on an acre of arable

land, assuming the average yield of the arable land of to-day,

one person could be maintained for a year. We have a popula-

tion of 45-3 millions, and 46*1 million acres of cultivated land,

grass and arable, in the United Kingdom. We might think,

therefore, we could maintain our population and give in-

dividuals the same number of calories as they were getting

before the War. They would have to eat a little less meat and
a little more vegetables, but the diet would be a perfectly

healthy one. This calculation, however, assumes that all

the land of the country could be made to yield as well as the

present fraction that is under the plough. This fraction,

however, comprises by far the best land, and with all the im-

provements that we can consider possible in farming we could

not make the whole area yield as well as the current arable

land. The calculation also assumes that in the production of

meat and milk, theoretically perfect use is made of the cattle

food, whereas, in practice, before the War the country used

something like three times as much cattle food as would be

necessary for the theoretical output of meat and milk. Again,

the calculation assumes that all the land is devoted to feeding

human beings, whereas at the present time it has to support

in addition the horses, both those wanted on the farms and

those at work in the towns. Thus the table I have given you
is a curiosity only and has little bearing upon what we may
reasonably expect.

All the same the food crisis is not over, and we must turn over

to a much greater extent to arable farming. , Quite apart from

question of price there will not be in future the same margin of

food in the world for importation that there was before the

War. Everywhere there has been a great withdrawal of labour

from the land, and this will be seen year by year in a diminution

in the total food supply. Moreover, the United Kingdom is .

fundamentally and without disguise very much poorer than it

was before the War and cannot purchase as it did once in the

common markets of the world. These factors will force us to

grow more of our own food and to pay the prices necessary to

make the arable farming, by which land this greater production
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can be assured, prolitablc to the cultivator of the soil At the

same time the great bulk of the population will have to change

its habits with regard to food and meet the higher prices by a

great proportional consumption of those articles of food which

are essentially the cheapest. That means, in the first place, an

increased consumption of bread, potatoes and vegetables

instead of meat. Amongst the animal products, milk and
milk products are cheaper foods than meat. Pork will have

increasingly to replace other meats, and beef, especially the

prime beef of which our farmers were so proud, will become
an expensive luxury.

Theoretical Produce from an Acre of Arable Land as compared

with the pre-war Consumption of a Unit of the Population

of the United Kingdom.

Paris. Items.

10

18

Wheat, ith acre

offals

Milk, I acre

Potatoes, ^^t\i ac.

Vegetables and
Fruit, ^igth acre

Sugar Beet, ^^^th

acre

Meat, th acre

Sundries

Yield per Day.
Amount. Calories.

18 OZ. bread 1,360

I OZ. bacon 42

J pint milk 203
I OZ. butter 200

J OZ. cheese 64
1 lb. 250
2 lb. 240

4 OZ. sugar 465

4i OZ- 337

Pre-war Diet per Day.
Amount. Calories.

( I lb. bread 1,067

(. I J OZ. cereals

^th OZ. bacon 134

J pint milk 194
I OZ. butter, 198

marg., and lard

I OZ. cheese
I lb.

1 lb.

3J OZ. sugar

6 OZ.

35
241
114

409

461

151

40 3,161 3,004
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THE TECHNIQUE OF
CROSS-FERTILISATION IN POTATOES-

Redcliffe N. Salaman, M.A., M.D.

Large mmibers of potato growers who are also potential raisers of

new varities of potatoes may find the following notes on the

technique of cross-fertilisation of interest and value to them

in their work. The operations of cross-fertilisation described

might usefully receive the consideration of agriculturists.

Construction of the Flower.—The well-known flower of the

potato plant is hermaphrodite, that is to say, both male and
female elements are contained in one and the same flower.

The Female Organs.— In the centre of the flower is an ovary

from which there projects a thin, green rod, the pistil, which

terminates in a cushion -like knob known as the stigma. \^Tien

the flow^er is ripe for fertilisation a slight sticky secretion appears

on the stigma. The shape of the stigma varies in difierent

potatoes, being notably cleft like a hot cross bun in some
W'hile quite small and round in others.

The Male Organs.—Ranged round the ovary are five yellow

anthers on short, thick stamens ; each anther is made up of two
lobes. On the inner side of the anther each lobe will be seen

to have a longitudinal depression (line of dehiscence) to its

outer side, and as the anther ripens this depression ends in a

small aperture on the inner side of the apex of each lobe. It

is from this aperture that the pollen escapes. In nature the

stigma is fertiHsed by the pollen of its own flower, which

reaches it by being scattered from the anther through the small

hole and falling on to the ripe stigma. It is found, however,

that insects of all sorts freely visit potatoes when in bloom, and

bees will undoubtedly hover over the flowers and carry pollen

from one plant to another, so that in cross-fertilisation for

scientific purposes it is necessary to take certain precautions

which will be dealt with in detail later.

Difficuitiee In Croes-Fertillsatlon.—It is common knowledge

that many potato plants form buds which never open, or at

least fall before the flower opens. . As a matter of fact varieties

differ very much in respect to this property. There are some

whose buds fall when they are no more than | in. long ; there

are others whose buds will grow till they reach a length of J in,

or more and then fall ;
others, again, will bear buds which

actually open and form flowers, but these flowers drop within
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a few hours. Such plants are extremely bad subjects either

as male or female parents. Those whose buds fall in the

earliest stages are, of course, useless for cross-fertilisation
;

those whose buds do not fall until considerably later can be

used as female parents, but the chance of obtaining a successful

result is very small. As male parents such plants are useless,

for the pollen does not ripen till the flower is well open, and it

will be found that such flowers as do eventually open will have

no pollen.

Another difficulty a potato raiser has is that a number of

excellent v?rieties which produce beautiful blooms bear anthers

which contain no pollen. A striking example is Up-to-Date.

Of such plants it is true that by infinite perseverance an

occasional flower—perhaps one in three thousand—can be

fertilised, but even so, very few seeds will result. On the other

hand, such plants are perfectly suitable as female parents and
may be fertilised with the pollen obtained from any variety.

Importance of Observance of Technique.—In crossing any two
varieties it is presumed that the raiser has a definite object in

view and that he hopes to obtain offspring whose qualities will

bear some definite relation to those of the parents he is em-
ploying. It thus becomes essential that he shall be perfectly

sure that in making the cross the seed which arises is due to

the union of the pollen he has introduced with the ovules or

eggs of the mother plant. There must be no uncertainty as to

whether these maternal ovules have been fertilised with pollen

derived from their own anthers or with pollen possibly derived

from a neighbouring and different variety and carried to the

mother plant by a bee or other insect. It is therefore essential

that he should observe a certain technique, and it is this

technique which will now be described.

The raiser should provide himself with {a) a pair of fine-

pointed surgical forceps about 3J in. in length, (b) a small

narrow-necked (2 -ounce) bottle filled with rectified spirit,

(r) small shop labels about ij in. by i in. with a fine string

loop by which they can be attached to the stem of the flower

(such labels are used by jewellers and other tradesmen for

pricing small articles), (d) parchment paper bags about 9J in.

by 6 in. (such bags are spe(^ially made for the purpose by
Messrs. John Miller & ( o., Ltd., 322-334, St. George's Road.

Glasgow), and (e) copper wive ^^in. in diameter, which should

be cut into lengths of about 5 in.

Sterilisation.—Having chosen the mothex plant, a cyme, or

bunch of flowers, should be selected, and all flowers already
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open should be nipped off with the forceps, leaving from three

to five buds. These buds should, as far as possible, be all of

the same size, about J in. in length and in such a stage as to be

ready to open. Buds which are considerably younger than

this should be removed. The operator then dips his forceps

into the bottle of alcohol for one or two seconds, shakes them
to allow them to dry, then takes the bud between the finger

and thumb of his left hand and very gently pushes open the

petals. He will then find the anthers closely clustered round

the stigma, and on inserting the fine point of his forceps very

carefully between any two on the anthers and pushing the

anthers outwards, he will fmd that they break off and are

readily removed. All five anthers must be similarly treated

and every bud of the group must be likewise emasculated.

With very little practice the raiser will find that he can do this

without in any way injuring the stigma. This done, he should

affix to the stalk of the cyme a label stating the name of the

maternal variety and the date of sterilisation. It is advisable

that the forceps should be sterilised by re-dipping in the alcohol

after each separate bud has been dealt with, lest any of the

anthers may have been prematurely ripe and shed pollen on to

the forceps, which might •thus be accidently conveyed to the

stigma of the next flower. The bud having now been

sterilised and the label affixed, the next step is to preserve it

against contamination by insects.- This is done by placing

the group of buds within a parchment bag. The bag should

be opened over the end of a round stick and on no account

should it be blown into. WTien opened it is placed carefully

over the buds, and the edges of the bag brought firmly together

in a cluster round the stalk, and secured in that position by

winding some of the copper wire already described around the

neck of the bag. The label should be allowed to hang outside

the bag.

Fertilisation.—If the weather is warm the buds within the

bag will open fully from within 24 to 48 hours, and it is when
they are open that fertilisation should take place. The most

opportune time is when the stigma has the shiny and sticky

secretion on it, but successful results may be obtained when

this is absent. Probably the best time of the day is between

10 .0 a.m. and mid-day, since as the day begins to cool the petals

close and the flower is more difficult to manipulate and possibly

not so ready to be fertilised.

Having selected the paternal parent the operator should

remove the open flower and carry it to where the female plant
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1 . A Cyme with open Flowers and Buds.
2. (a) Pistil and Ovary

; (b) Antkeis from inner side—sho\\-ing faint line

of dehiscence in either Lobe ;
(c) Anther from the outer side, all

enlarged.

3. Potato fruits ; the upper one shown in section exhibits the seed.

4. A suitable pair of forceps.
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is growing. The paper bag should then be removed, and the

copper wire straightened out ready to be reapphed. Before

proceeding with the operation of fertiUsation the operator

should sterilise his forceps and the thumb and forefinger of

his left hand by means of the alcohol in the bottle—the fingers

should be sterilised by allowing a few drops to run over them.

\^'Tien the alcohol has dried off, which it rapidly does in the

open air, he should seize one of the anthers at its basal attach-

ment with the forceps and hold it between the thumb and fore-

finger of the left hand in such a way that the line of dehiscence

of the right-hand lobe is uppermost. With the forceps in the

right hand the anther is gently split open ralong the line of

dehiscence with the point of one blade of the forceps, and in

so doing it will be found that a minute heap of white dust

accumulates on the point of the forceps. This is the pollen.

The operator now very gentl}^ spreads the pollen on to

the stigma of the female flower. This should be done so

that the metal of the forceps scarcely touches the stigma

at all, and the pollen should be distributed over the whole

surface of the stigma. When the right-hand lobe of the anther

has been thus emptied it is quite easy to turn the anther over

in the fingers and expose the left-hand lobe and open that one

in a similar manner. Where the pollen is abundant two
flowers can be fertilised from each lobe, but this naturally

varies with the amount of pollen and the skill of the operator.

Having fertilised the flowers, the next step is to write the date

of the operation and the name of the paternal plant on the

label. The bag should then be replaced in exactly the same
manner as it was put on. Forty-eight hours after fertilisation

the operator should remove the bag and very gently nip off

the stigma, leaving the pistil standing. This done, it is

unnecessary to replace the bag. Within three or four days

the flower will droop and the corolla fall off, and if fertilisation

has been successful the individual flower stalk will thicken

and the little cork joint which is to be found normally about

I in. beneath each flower will become absorbed. At the

same time the ovary swells into a berry which in ordinary

varieties is round and like a tomato.

Growth of th« Berry.—In most varieties the berry will grow

till it is about i in. in diameter, but it is highly advisable when
it has attained a size of about J in. in diameter to fix a bag

round it. The reason for this is that the berries must be left

until the haulm dies down, and when this occurs it frequently

happens that the berries either drop or are lost sight of at
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digging time and many valuable fertilisations are lost, but if

the bag is put back and fixed with its copper wire to the stem

with its label carefully preserved inside, then the raiser is

not robbed of his labours.

When the haulm has died down, the berry with its label

attached and still contained within the bag should be re-

moved. By this time it will be found that the berry is probably

as much as i in. in diameter, is of a green colour shading oh'

into purple, and is still quite hard. It should then be kept,

still within the bag, in some open tray in a safe place protected

from mice and other possible sources of injury. In February

of the following year the berries should be opened and

the seed extracted. This is quite a simple procedure. With
a clean penknife the berry is split in two, the seeds squeezed

and scraped out and spread on a piece of clean white blotting

paper, 6 in. by 6 in., on which the name of both parents and the

date of fertilisation should be written. Each seed is surroun-

ded by a coat of mucilage which, on drying, will cause the seed

to adhere to the blotting paper. \\Tien dry the blotting

paper may be folded and kept in an envelope.

Sowing: the Seed.—In the beginning of March the seed should

be sown. It is first necessary to separate the seed from the

blotting paper, w^hich is readily done with a penknife. Sowing

may be carried out in two ways : (a) the seed may be sown
broadcast in pans and covered with silver sand and 6 weeks

later pricked out, or, preferably {b) sown in a systematic manner
in seed boxes. The soil surface of the seed box should be

marked out in lines 2 J in. apart, drawn parallel with both its

sides and ends, the first line starting at i J in. from the edge of

the box. In this w^ay a checker-board is produced, and if a

single seed is placed at each intersection at a depth of i in.,

then the ensuing plant will be 2 J in. from its nearest neigh-

bour. By emplo3dng this method there is no need to prick out,

and each seed is given a fair chance. The seed should be raised

under very moderate heat, and when the seedlings are about

I J in. high they should be cooled off and hardened. They will

not, however, be fit to plant out till the first week in June,

when each seedling will be from 6 in. to 9 in. high.

Other Methods of Fertilisation.—It sometimes happens that

the operator is not able to pay the necessarv number of visits

to his plot in order to eftect the fertilisation in the manner
described, and experience has shown that results can be obtained,

though the method is not nearly so certain, by fertilising the

bud immediatelv after its anthers have been removed. In
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this case it is advisable to employ an abundance of pollen and
then replace the bag and leave it for several days.

Some investigators will require to self-fertilise rather than to

cross their plants. In this case the procedure is simplified.

It is only necessary to remove all open flowers from the cyme
and to protect the unopened buds (without further operation)

by the bag, affixing the label as before. \Mien the flowers are

opened an anther should be removed and the pollen distributed

on the stigma in the same manner as was done when cross

-

fertilising. The bag should then be replaced. It is important

to remember that the sterility of an anther, so common in

potatoes, is a dominant Mendelian character, and unless this

is recognised difficulties will arise in later generations.*

Raisers should not be disappointed if they find the number of

successful fertilisations to be small. Over a large number of

years and using a great variety cf plants, the number of success-

ful fertilisations was never more than 5 per cent, of individual

flowers treated, or, allowing three flowers to each pollination,

15 per cent, of the total number of female parents.

* For information on this subject the investigator is referred to the following
papers :— *

" The Inheritance of Colour and Other Characters in the Potato," Journal
oj Genetics, Vol. i, No. i, Nov., 1910.

" Male Sterility in Potatoes," The Journal of the Linnean Society, Botany,
Vol. xxix., October. 1910.
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SOCIAL SERVICE IN RURAL AREAS.*

Sir Henry Rew, K.C.B.

It is not necessary to dilate upon the urgent importance of

the developement of social activities in the country districts.

The dullness of village life has long been recognised as one of

the main reasons for the migration of the sons of the soil to scenes

of fuller activity, but efforts to alleviate it have been spasmodic

and sporadic. The time has come when the human needs of

the countryside have become insistent, and the future of

agriculture is seen to involve a sociological, as well as an

economic, problem.

In one respect efforts to stimulate social activities in rural

life start with an advantage. In many, it may perhaps be said

in all, country villages there is a tradition of social service which

only needs to be re-invigorated and adapted to the new condi-

tions. It is easy to sneer at the Lady Bountiful conception of

human relationship, but criticism of it should be directed rather

to the social system under which it existed, than to those who
honestly tried to fulfil the responsibiHties which fell upon them,

and to do their duty conscientiously in that state of life to which

they had been born. This spirit of social responsibility, which

was the appandage .of the inheritors of the patriarchal scheme

of village life, must be widened and cultivated, so that all

members of the community shall feel that their duty to their

neighbour is a mutual obligation.

But if the countryside has a tradition of social service which

may be counted for righteousness, it derives from its past other

quaUties which increase the difficulties confronting all attempts

to revive the communal spirit. The psychology of the country-

man is baffling, even to those who have spent their lives in the

country. The recent improvement in the economic status of

the farm worker, and stiU more the self-confidence which

organisation awakens, have presented him in a new aspect to

many who thought themselves well acquainted with him. The
young men who return to the villages from the army have to

a large extent abandoned the mask which has so long hidden

the working of the rural mind. They have not only found

expression, but they have thrown off timidity. Their fathers

were inarticulate and timid by habit and instinct. Their real

• Read before the Conference of the National Council of Social Service in
the Sheldonian Theatre, Oxford, on Thursday, 8th April, 1920.

L
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feelings and thoughts were only discoverable by a few who
combined insight with observation. One of the few—the

author of ''Folk of the Furrow"—who took peculiar trouble

to observe and has also the gift of insight, says :

'

' The people

on the land have not been easy to approach because their

qualities have been found difficult of interpretation by those

who have not had the opportunity to penetrate below the

surface/' It is true that from time to time there have arisen

from the ranks of agricultural labourers, spokesmen who have

voiced the aspirations of their class, but they were little heeded

and their right to be regarded as representative was challenged.

Now the farm workers are organised, and those who speak as

their representatives can do so with the confidence which the

authority of numbers gives. From them we know that the

outlook of the men who live by the land is not restiictedto

wages, but that they are also claiming better opportunities for

enjoying the amenities of life. They are before all a practical

race, and have a wholesome distrust of those who promise the

millennium. But they do insistently demand that life in the

villages shall comprise something more than toil, and that its

amenities shall extend beyond the limited resources of the ale-

house.

This demand must be met, and met without delay, if EngHsh

rural life is to continue, and a countryside population, which

is so vital to the welfare of the nation, is to be maintained

The demand is universal. The organisers of the Village Clubs

Association have only been actively at work for a very few

months, but in all parts of the country they have visited

—

from Lancashire to Sussex, from Norfolk to Devonshire, from

Hertfordshire to North Wales, from every county and district

—

the demand is the same. The Women's Institutes, of which

there are some 1,500 throughout England and Wales, testify

to the same urgent need. All recent inquirers into the rural

problem are insistent on the subject. The case is well put in

the Report of the Adult Education Committee, of which the

Master of Balliol was Chairman :

" The rural problem, from whatever point of view it is regarded

—

economic, social or political—is essentiall}^ a problem of re-creating the

rural community, of developing new social traditions and a new culture.

The great need is for a living nucleus of communal activity in the village,

which will be a centre from which radiate the influences of different

forms of corporate effort, and to which the people are attracted to find

the satisfaction of their social and intellectual needs. We conceive

this nucleus to be a village institute, under full pubUc control. Its

size would vary with the number of people it was designed to serve. . . .
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" The institute should be the headquarters of organised local acti-

vities of all kinds. Trade union branches, friendly societies, pig clubs

and bee clubs, and agricultural and horticultural societies of one sort

and another, adult schools and classes arranged by voluntary organisa-

tions, women's institutes, schools for mothers, chess clubs, and so forth,

should be encouraged to use the institutes ; and one or more rooms,

as may be necessary, should be provided for the purposes of their

meetings. The institute should contain a hall large enough for dances,

cinema shows, concerts, plays, public lectures, and exhibitions. At the

institute there should be a public library and local museum. If arrange-

ments can be made for games and sports, so much the better. The
institute, in a word, should be a centre of educational, social and
recreational activity."

This passage expresses fully and forcibly the primary aim of

the Village Clubs Association. The Women's Institutes,

although th'ey were formed, as their name implies, for only

one sex, and did most admirable work during the War when
so many of the other sex were absent from the villages, are

now co-opetating cordially in the effort to extend the principles

which they advocate, so as to embrace all the members of the

community.

The difficulties of providing buildings where they do not

exist are at the present time very great. The suggestion of the

Committee just quoted, that village halls should be provided

out of public funds, is one which has obvious attractions, and

unquestionably a very strong case can be made out for the

adoption of this course. A building in each village, held in

trust for the benefit of the whole community, and free from

any restrictions as to its use, other than those necessary for

order and decency, would be a public advantage, and it would

provide facilities for carrying on pubhc work, such as, for

example, continuation schools, which may often be hampered
by the lack of such accommodation. A village hall is as

necessary a a town hall, although the purposes which it should

serve are more varied and comprehensive. Its design would

be different, and its accommodation proportioned to the needs

of the population, but it should be essentially the centre and
focus of the active life and social interests of the community,

Local authorities have at present certain powers of rendering

financial assistance for the erection of village halls.

District Councils can, as part of a housing scheme and
subject to the approval of the Ministry of Health, provide a

Public Hall, and in such a case the financial assistance given

by the Exchequer to Housing Schemes would be available.

Parish Councils may levy a Rate not exceeding ^d. in the /
(or, with the consent of a Parish Meeting, up to 6d. in the f).

L 2
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This is the maximum allowed, and must cover the whole
expenditure of a complete financial year. It may include the

provision and maintenance of buildings required for Public

Offices, meetings, etc. But subject to this limitation they may
further the erection of village halls in the following ways :

—

(a) If the hall were erected by voluntary subscriptions

they can accept it as a gift for the benefit of the

inhabitants of the Parish, and so becomiC responsible

for its future maintenance.

(b) They can contribute towards the cost of erection, as

a war memorial, with the sanction of the Ministry of

Health.

(c) They can contribute towards the cost of erection, as

a building which would be partly used for public

offices or for meetings, and could raise a loan for this

purpose with the sanction of the County Council.

(d) They can erect the building as a war memorial and for

public offices or for meetings (with sanction as above

mentioned) and receive voluntary subscriptions as

contributions towards expenses.

(e) If the building were to be used partly as a public

library they can take action by adopting the Public

Libraries Act, 1892, which would enable them to

raise a id. rate for that express purpose. The adoption

must be by the Parish Meeting.

(/) A Parish Council may let any building vested in them,

but in the case of a building erected at the expense

of the rates, may not do so for more than one year,

without the consent of the Ministry of Health.

Under the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries Act, the

new county agricultural committees are directed to make
such inquiries as appear to them to be desirable with a view to

formulating schemes for the development of rural industries

and social life in rural places, and for the co-ordination of

action by local authorities and other bodies by which such

development may be effected, and shall report the result of

such inquiries to the Board and to any local authority or body

concerned, and the expenses incurred by the Committee under

this sub-section to such amount as may be sanctioned by the

Board with the approval of the Treasury shall be defrayed by
the Board."

This express statutory recognition of the importance of the

development of social life in rural places is satisfactory and
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significant. The county agricultural committees must be set

up within six months after the passing of the Act, but it is

premature to speculate what the results of their action may be.

There are 62 County Councils, 650 Rural District Councils,

and over 7,000 Parish Councils in England and Wales, and only

a very sanguine person will expect that all of them—or even

any considerable proportion—will immediately use even the

limited powers they possess for the development of social life

in the villages. While, therefore, doing all that may be possible

to secure substantial assistance, whether pecuniary or other-

wise, from public authorities, we cannot afford to wait, and

it is better to assume that, in the future as in the past, voluntary

effort is imperative if timely and effective progress is to be made.

Much has already been accompUshed by the public spirit and

enterprise which still happily characterise PLnglisli men and

women. A large number of village halls are already erected,

sometimes by individuals and sometimes by the collective

energy of the community. We are gradually collecting data

which will in due time enable us to compile a record of the

village halls and institutes throughout the country, but our

information is still far from complete. The Village Clubs

Association and the Federation of Women's Institutes recently

had occasion to make inquiries in a certain number of \allages,

and received reports from 356 villages scattered over 46 counties

which indicated that in a considerable number of those villages

club-houses or institutes, available for the use of all the inhabi-

tants, were in existence.

In spite of the great difficulty of building, much is being done.

In many villages the collection of funds for the erection of a

hall or institute is actively proceeding, and in this work
the Women's Institutes are rendering most valuable service.

Feminine ingenuity and assiduity in financial matters are being

devoted with exemplary zeal to levying, both by direct and
indirect methods, contributions from all classes of the com-
munity towards the provision of a hall or institute for the use

of all the inhabitants. It is a very hard task in many of the

smaller and more remote communities, where persons of means
are few or apathetic. There is no doubt, however, that the

effort to erect their own hall is in itself a stimulus to the com-
munal spirit. Instances have come to notice where a building

is being gradually erected by the personal labour of the villagers,

and the result in such cases will be a pride of possession which
can never be aroused in the same degree by the acceptance of a

gift. Provision from extraneous sources is therefore not an
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unmixed blessing, and, personally, I should prefer that funds
should be available to supplement local effort rather than to

supplant it. Is it too much to hope that some person or persons
of wealth will see an opportunity of promoting in the most
direct way the happiness and contentment of our villages, and
thereby winning immortal fame, by providing a fund from
which grants could be made to enable those who are doing their

utmost to help themselves, to complete their work before they
abandon it in despair ?

The recent estabhshment of a Rural Department of the

Council of Social Service testifies to the general recognition

of the importance and urgency of the rural problem. The
initial need for some co-ordinating body is great. I have
spoken of efforts already being made, and it is quite true that

more is being done throughout the country than is generally

known. Those who are doing it are not given to advertisement,

and in these days much of the best work is the least advertised.

Even those who are well-informed with regard to social work
in the towns are often ill-informed as to activities in rural

districts. In a book just published, which gives a very useful

introduction to the whole subject of social service, only two or

three pages are devoted to work in the villages, and no indication

is given of the attempts which are being made to grapple with

it. We are hoping to modify that kind of attitude. The Rural

Department is intended to ensure that the rural side of the

problem secures at least its proportionate share of attention.

We are well aware that this is predominantly an industrial

country, and that the inhabitants of rural districts in England

and Wales, according to the last census, represent little more
than one-fifth of the total population. We recognise that the

complexity of town life presents special difficulties to the social

worker. But we claim that the maintenance in comfort and

contentment of the rural population has an importance to the

State which cannot be measured by arithmetic, and that the

comparative simplicity of country life is in itself an impediment

to social organisation.

I make no attempt to formulate a definite programme. We
stand in the first instance for the principle of co-ordination of

all efforts for the betterment of rural conditions. We seek the

co-operation of all persons of good-will who are aiming in diverse

ways to assist and develop social acitivities in the villages.

Co-ordination and co-operation do not imply centralisation.

The only centralisation we want is a centralisation of ideas,

and the only combination we want is a combination for mutual
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help and inspiration of those having similar aims. The bed-

rock basis of the two organisations * for which I speak is self-

government for every unit. It is possible that social work in

the towns may in some degree be standardised. But it is

certain that you cannot standardise the country districts.

Just as in farming every field requires separate study, so every

village presents its own particular problem. -But those who
are grappling with a thousand local problems can bring to a

common stock the experience which will help in the solution

of all. It is our hope that the Rural Department of the Council

of Social Service will form not only a clearing house for ideas,

but also a real stimulus and present help to all those who are

working for a fuller and brighter life in the villages of England's

green and pleasant land.

* The Village Clubs Association and the National Federation of Women's
Institutes, Sir H. Rew being Chairman of the Joint Committee of the two
bodies.
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VILLAGE INSTITUTES AS AN AID TO
RURAL EDUCATION.

Some instructive passages on the question of rural education

in its relation to the development of village life are contained

in a Report on the problem of adult education* issued by the

Ministry of Reconstruction some months ago.

I^The Committee considers that the improvement of the

social and intellectual life of the village is essential for the

maintenance of a vigorous rural population. In this respect

the events of the last five years should have opened the way for

reconstructive action. New circumstances have been created

which offer better prospects of success in the immediate future.

The soldier from the countryside has returned to his civilian

duties influenced by the more varied social and educational

opportunities—plays, concerts, lectures, study circles and
classes—of military life, while those who remained on the land

during the War have enjoyed a wider experience than was
common in the past. Further, the growth of the Trade Union
Movement and the estabUshment of the District Wages Com-
mittees have given the men new interests. Yet unless country

life provides more avenues than are open at present for the

employment of leisure time, it is certain that the drift to the

towns, which was so noticeable in the past, will continue.

In order to prevent this exodus to the towns the great need of

the village is, in the Committee's opinion, the improvement

of the social life of the countryside. The rural problem is

essentially a problem of re-creating the rural community, of

developing new social traditions and a new culture. What is

needed is to establish in the village a living nucleus of communal
activity which will serve as a centre for the satisfaction of the

social and intellectual needs of the people. Such a nucleus

the Committee conceives to be a Village Institute, under full

public control!

The Committee's idea of a fully-developed Village Institute

is thus outlined in the Report :

—

* Cmd. 321. 1919. Ministry of Reconstruction, Final Report of the Adult
Education Committee. London : H.M. Stationery Of&ce, I5. (^d. net, excluding
postage

.

t The passage of the Report in which the Committee's views on this

matter are expressed is quoted on p. 146. The article by Sir Henry Rew on
" The Social Service in Rural Areas," which appears on p. 145 of this issue,

should be read by all interested in the Village Institute as a means of im-
proving rural conditions of life.
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"The Institute should be the headquarters of organised local

activities of all kinds. Trade union branches, friendly societies,

pig clubs and bee clubs, and agricultural and horticultural

societies of one sort and another, adult schools, and classes

arranged by voluntary organisations, Women's Institutes,

schools for mothers, chess clubs, and so forth, should be

encouraged to use the Institutes ; and one or more rooms, as

may be necessary, should be provided for the purposes of their

meetings. The Institute should contain a hall large enough^ for

dances, cimema shows, concerts, plays, pubhc lectures, and

exhibitions. At the Institute there should be a public library

and local museum. If aiTangements can be made for games

and sports, so much the better. The Institute, in a word,

should be a centre of educational, social and recreational

activity."

It has been pointed out m a Memorial to the Committtee that

the schools possess certain advantages for library accommoda-
tion, as the master is more or less in direct contact with the

villagers, and the school children can readily carry the books

home to their parents and relatives and also act as a medium
of return. The school, however, may not always be the best

depository for the periodical consignments of books to be

brought from the general central library, and where Village

Institutes and similar organisations exist the books may be

better placed therein.

Accommodation.—^Under present conditions these activities

are carried on to a greater or less extent, but more often than

not they are hampered partly by the lack of accommodation
free from definitely sectarian or cramping philanthropic control,

and partly by the unsuitability of such accommodation as

exists. In the opinion of the Committee nothing short of a

great national programme designed to provide in every parish

an Institute suited to its needs will meet the requirements of

the rural community in the near future.

Cost.—With regard to cost, it is suggested that the Institutes

should be estabhshed out of public funds. The Committee
states that the cost could not be borne by Parish Councils or

even County Councils ; it mentions also that the Institutes

would be used more and more for public and quasi-public

purposes.

A National Concern.—In the main, the Committee considers

that the establishment of Village Institutes should be a national

charge. Direct encouragement should be given to the estab-
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lishment of a new communal organisation and to the develop-

ment of corporate activities and social institutions in harmony
with modern social ideas. The State cannot create a new social

spirit ; it can but provide opportunities for its growth and ex-

pression. One of the chief of these opportunities is the Village

Institute, and the Committee states that it can think of no
more profound and far-reaching piece of rural reconstruction

than the provision of buildings expressly designed as a focus

of the social activities of village communities. Whether such

Institutes become active centres of social and educational

work will depend largely upon the degree to which voluntary

organisations of various kinds co-operate in utilising the

opportunities which the Institutes present. It is clear that a

Village Institute can never become the mainspring of organised

Hfe unless the organised activities of the village centre in the

Institute. The success of Village Institutes in the future rests

upon an appeal to groups of people with common interests,

rather than to individuals. It is because such groups have in

recent years begun to flourish that the Committee looks forward

hopefully to a vigorous life within the Village Institutes. It

may well be that the Women's Institutes, which have taken root

in rural districts during the past four years, should in many
places provide the social stimulus and basis of social organisation

necessary for these continuous and varied activities without

which Village Institutes must become moribund.

State Aid.—The proposal of the Committee is that the State

should make a grant-in-aid, as and when the demand arises, to

Parish or Rural District Councils, through the County Councils,

in respect of capital expenditure, amounting to 90 per cent, of

the total cost. The remaining 10 per cent, should be raised

locally. The total cost to the State of such a scheme for Great

Britain mighj: amount to £5,000,000, or even more. Once

the Institutes were established, it should be possible for a

Parish Council or Rural Council District, as the case may be,

to maintain the activities carried on in them. In the case of

societies using the rooms for meetings of classes, a small fee

would be charged. Where concerts, plays, public lectures,

cinemas, and exhibitions were arranged, they would be a source

of income, whether they were initiated under the auspices of

some voluntary organisation or movement or by the Parish

or Rural District Council.

The Development of Educational Facilities—The Committee

makes a number of recommendations on the development of

educational facilities in rural areas. It considers that educa-
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tional work in the village should be put upon a permanent
basis, so that in normal circumstances the village may never be

without some form of serious intellectual activity adapted to

the needs of the students as regards both subject-matter and
methods of treatment. In arranging educational classes, the

Committee thinks that it may be found necessary to devise a

winter session, shorter than that which has been adopted in

the towns, and the normal winter class might well be of twenty

weeks' duration.

Classes.—The Committee is inclined to think that there should

be some half-way house between the one-year class and the

tutorial class meeting for three winters of twenty-four meetings

each. A modified university tutorial class meeting for twenty

weeks during two consecutive winters might be found to meet

a real need in rural districts.

While it is important that stud}^ circles and classes should,

as far as possible, be arranged in every village, such a network

of activity would by no means fully meet the needs of rural

areas. It is desirable that the market towns and larger villages

should become the centres of educational activity and that

classes, week-end conferences, exhibitions, and similar projects,

should be arranged in them with the co-operation of the sur-

rounding villages. It is in these rather larger centres of

population that the Committee expects tutorial classes, or the

modified form of tutorial classess suggested above, to be held.

These centres would also meet the special needs of those for

whom it is impracticable to make adequate provision in their

own villages. The market towns and larger villages would

naturally become the focus of the educational work carried on

in the surrounding villages, and would provide the opportunity

for that co-operation between various groups which the Com-
mittee regard as essential.

Importance of Association and Voluntary Org^anisation.—The
Committee feels convinced that a rural educational move-

ment would be short-lived, unless classes and groups of students

were associated together in some way and imbued with a cor-

porate spirit. It is desirable that voluntary organisations in

rural areas should co-operate with a view to federating adult

educational work within their districts.

It is proposed that "summer" schools and "summer"
meetings, which have usually been carried on during the summer
months, but which may be extended to the winter months,

might form an integral part of the general educational scheme.

Federated groups of students would make arrangements for
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week-end lecture schools, but tutorial schools and " summer "

schools might occasionally make their headquarters in a rural

district, to the mutual advantage of both town and rural

students.

Appointment of Educational Officers.—With the development

of the work in rural areas it would become necessary to

appoint resident organisers for the purpose of opening up new
centres and carrying on the administrative work without which

the various villages cannot be linked together. These organisers

should be fully conversant with country life and rural needs,

and, in view of the difficulty of obtaining teachers and lecturers,

it would be advisable that they should be able to take part

themselves, as far as circumstances allowed, in teaching work.

The Committee does not, however, look upon this as a satis-

factory solution. It considers that, just as in the case of towns,

the development of a system of resident tutors and the decen-

tralisation of university extra-mural education is desirable,

and it therefore regards the gradual establishment of resident

tutors and lecturers in rural areas as a necessary part of the

general scheme of rural education.
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LIMING IN HEREFORDSHIRE
:

ENCOURAGEMENT OF A LOCAL INDUSTRY.

John Porter, B.Sc, N.D.A., N.D.D.,

Organiser of Agricultural Education for Herefordshire.

For some years there have been indications that the soil of

Herefordshire was becoming impoverished by the exhaustion

of its hme constituents. The diminution of crop-yielding

capacity became increasingly noticeable during the War,

and such unsatisfactory returns were obtained that many
farmers experienced difficulty in cultivating their land at

a profit. Contributing factors to this exhaustion were the

using up of hme by the natural development of acidity in the

soil, the continued use of sulphate of ammonia and super-

phosphate, and the removal of hme from the soil by farm live

stock and crops.

The Herefordshire Agricultural Education Sub-Committee

therefore decided to investigate what steps might be taken to

improve the situation. On behalf of the Committee the writer

visited certain unsatisfactory cropping-land in the county, and
found it to be covered with sheep's sorrel, spurrey and other

plants which flourish on acid soils. Chemical tests were made,

which showed that the soil was very deficient in lime.

Results of Liming Experiments. — The following experiment

gives interesting data as to the value of hme on this sour

soil, conducted on mangolds and swedes in order to test the

effect of a " complete " mixture of artificial manures, both

with and without lime. A field was selected for the purpose,

and three plots were marked out and given a medium dressing

of farmyard manure. One of the plots received in addition

a dressing of artificials and lime, and one plot a dressing of

artificials only. The lime was applied in the autumn at the

rate of 30 cwt. of carefully slaked lump lime per acre, and the

artificial manures were applied in the spring.

The two plots receiving artificial manures showed considerable

improvement over the unlimed plot, but the improvement in

the case of the plot receiving lime in adSition to artificials

gave much better results.

The yields per acre of roots at the close of the season were
as follows :

—

Mangolds. Swedes.

Tons. cwt. Tons. cwt.

No artificials .. .. .. 1219 .. 144
'* Complete " artificials .. 19 o .. 19 6
" Complete " artificials and lime 23 17 .. 23 o
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These results are of great value in showing that land of this

kind can benefit considerably by a dressing of Hme in addition

to artificial manure. There is no doubt that much land in

the country is not yielding up to its fullest capacity owing

to deficiency in lime, and needs treatment on similar lines.

Transport and Labour DSffioulties.—Before the need for in-

creased supplies of lime can be met two difficulties in regard

to transport and labour have to be overcome, viz.—

•

(a) Ground lime has to be brought from 60 to 100 miles,

i.e., from Derbyshire or Somersetshire, by rail, with heavy

railway expenses
;
alternatively

(b) The clot or lump lime, which is available in adjacent

counties (e.g., Radnorshire and Monmouthshire) can be

transported to Herefordshire by rail at a smaller cost per

ton, but as it has usually to be distributed by shovel it

needs to be supphed at a much greater rate per acre than

ground lime ; hence there is no saving of expense.

In the face of the expense involved, farmers are naturally

reluctant to purchase lime for their land.

Local Limestone.—Having regard to this fact, the Agri-

cultural Education Sub-Committee considered the possibility

of utilising the local supplies of limestone for agricultural

purposes. These supplies consist of Silurian Limestone in the

eastern and northern parts of the county, and Carboniferous

Limestone in the south, while Cornstones occur in small quan-

tities distributed throughout the Old Red Sandstone formation

of the central and western parts of the county. With a little

arrangement it should be possible largely to overcome the

difficulties experienced in securing lime from a distance, by
developing local supplies, if only limestone of a satisfactory

quality could be ensured and the amount available were

sufficient to encourage enterprising firms to take up the

matter.

Estimated Amount required for Ai^ricultural Purposes.— It

would seem that ^lere is justification for anticipating a suffi-

cient demand. There are approximately 150,000 acres of

arable land in the county at present, which ought to receive

a minimum dressing of, say, 2 tons of lump lime per acre (or

10 cwt. of ground lime at least once in eight years). On this

basis, 37,500 tons of burnt lump lime (or, say, 10,000 tons of

ground lime) would be required each year for liming arable

land in the county.
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The 295,000 acres of permanent pasture land in the county

have not been taken into account in the above calculation.

The hme removed by the continual grazing of the young cattle,

sheep and horses, will, however, need to be returned to the

soil in some form or other if the best results are to be obtained

in the future.

In addition to the supphes which are needed for agricultural

purposes, lime and limestone would be required for other

industries, such as building and road construction. There is

every reason, therefore, to believe that the demand would

be large.

Quality of Local Limestones.—The next step of the Committee
was to take samples of the hmestone in the coimty for analysis,

but a report was previously obtained from each County Coun-

cillor as to the location of any lime-kilns in the district which

he represented. The County Councillors were also asked to

state (i) the owner and occupier of the lime-kiln, (2) the length

of time which had elapsed since the kiln was used, (3) whether

there was an abundant supply of limestone available, etc.

From this information, a selection was made of the limestone

quarries from which it was proposed to take samples. An
effort was made in each case to get in touch with the local

hme-burner, so as to ensure that samples should be obtained

from the stratum of limestone most favoured for burning

purposes. In the course of receiving these samples the im-

mensely important practical point was revealed that the grey

crystalline limestones of the Silurian formation which were

most favoured for burning for hme are found nearer the surface

of the quarry than the " dark grey " and " blue " limestones,

which are more suitable for road-making purposes. The
eighteen samples taken were then forwarded to Mr. John
Hughes, F.I.C., County Analyst for Herefordshire, who
reported as follows as to their quality :— Carbonate

of Silica. Magnesia, of Lime.
Sample. Name of Quarry. p^y ^ent. Per cent. Per cent.

10. Great Doward Whitestone
Quarry O-IO 7 99-80

I. Ledbury Hill (Greystone) 2-30 ? 96-30

4- Cradley (Shapland's) .

.

? 94-30
2. Ledbury Hill (Dark Grey-

stone) 270 94-20

5. Cradley (Lockyear's) . . 670 ? 91-90

15. St, Margarets (Whiteliouse,
" Woodfield ") 5-25 ? 91-69

9. Hope Mansell (Silverstone

Farm) 6-8o ? 90-30
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j^Tq, of
Carbonate

Sample. Name of Quarry.
Silica. Magnesia, of Lime.
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

i8. Ross (Howie Hill) 9-00 ? 89-10
1 6. St. Margarets (Whitehouse,

*' Lime Kiln ") 9-20 ? 88-00
c
O. Mocktree (Grey Limestone) ... 8 -So ? 85-50

7. Mocktree (Blue Limestone) .

.

12-70 ? 85-10
Grendon Bishop (Newbury) II -lO 1-08 84-44
Mordiford (Little Hope) "

.

.

15-70 ? 81 -40

14. Fownhope (Rugend) 16-90 9 80-20

8. Aymestrey (Pyon Wood) 17-65 ? 79-20

3- Ledbury (Bluestone) 19-30 ? 75-90
12. Drybrook 1-50 19-69 55-80
II. Great Doward Hill (Black-

stone) 2-40 20-23 54-30

The agricultural value of limestone depends upon its purity

and richness in lime. The above results, therefore, indicate

the respective value of the several samples No. 10 is excep-

tionally rich, and Nos. i, 4, 2, 5, 15, and 9 may be regarded as

good agricultural limestones. Nos. 7, 17, 13, 14, 8 and 3 contain

too much insoluble silicious matter to be useful for agricultural

purposes, either in the form of ground limestone or caustic

burnt lime. Nos. 12 and 11 are magnesian limestones frequently

regarded as of inferior value, but, nevertheless, distinctly

valuable for treating sour soils.

If ground into a fine powder the lime in samples 10 and 3
—respectively the richest and poorest in lime—is completely

dissolved in a very weak solution of citric acid {i.e., i part citric

acid in 1,000 parts water)
;

if, therefore, the limestone could

be reduced to a fine powder it would be admirably adapted

to the Red Sandstone soils of Herefordshire.

Distribution of good Agricultural Limestone.— The above

Report of the County Analyst is exceedingly valuable, and
shows how fortunate the county is so far as the situation of

good agricultural limestone is concerned.

The soil east from Hereford is a stiff clay soil, which requires

liberal dressings of burnt or caustic lime in order to bring the

soil down into a nice friable condition. In this area excellent

limestone quarries exist at Cradley and Ledbury, both well

supplied with lime-kilns. Limestone burning was being carried

on at Cradley at the time of sampling the stone, and Ledbury
has since commenced the work.

South of Hereford the soil is a sandy loam, on which it is

better to use lime in the mild or unburnt form. The large

supply of a pure limestone on the top of Doward Hill is very

valuable ; all that is required for local use on the land is to
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grind it down to a fine powder, without previously burning.

For distribution, an enterprising firm could place storage bins

at Symonds Yat Station, as well as at a convenient point at the

bottom of the hill between Symonds Yat and Whitchurch,

where it could be conveyed by road to different farms. These

bins could easily be filled by trucks carried on an overhead

railway from the point of quarrying and grinding the stone.

It would also be a great advantage to have one or more steam

lorries, so as to be able to dehver the ground limestone for the

farmer.

The Golden Valley has a fairly good limestone and kilns

close to Vowchurch, but the hmestone quarries sampled in the

north of the county have not proved so satisfactory. For-

tunately this district has an excellent supply of lime in the

New Radnor district.

The Agricultural Sub-Committee is giving all the publicity

possible to the fact that suitable agricultural limestone exists

in the county, and already its efforts are bearing fruit.

Oo-operative Burning:.—In the Aymestrey District the writer

learnt that a small limestone quarry used to be worked for

agricultural purposes by about half a dozen neighbouring

farmers. Each farmer assisted with the quarrying of the

limestone and the carting of the coal, and after burning

received his share of the lime.

Dual Purpose Quarries.—The quarry at Ledbury Hill is an

interesting case of a dual purpose quarry. It has been taken

on lease by the Ledbury Rural District Council with the primary

object of supplying stone for the roads. To reach the stratum

containing the road stone, however, it is necessary to cut

through an upper stratum w^hich, as already explained (p. 159),

contains hme excellently suited for agricultural purposes.

The quarry is thus worked with the double purpose of obtaining

both kinds of limestone. This is certainly one of the most
economical ways of working a quarry, and the system should

be extended in rural districts where suitable limestone quarries

are being worked by the County or District Councils.
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FARM ACCOUNTS, PROFITS, AND
COSTS.*

H. G. Howell, F.C.A.,

Director of Agricultural Costs, Agricultural Costings Committee.

Few would deny that there is an urgent need for farm
accounts to be kept on a much wider scale than hitherto. The
industry as a whole has probably lost considerably both in

money and efficiency by the prevailing neglect of farm book-
keeping. There is on this subject a surprising unanimity
in the reports of several Government Committees of Inquiry
which have been instituted recently. Without exception
they record the lack of information and urge the necessity
for more and better account keeping.

It is not difficult to understand why farm book-keeping
has been neglected in the past. The term book-keeping
itself reeks of the town and the office and indoor work. The
farming community has been proud of its isolation and
distinctiveness from the town, and suspicious of all that is

connoted by factories, ledgers and the like. It has maintained
its high level of technical efficiency in the past without book-
keeping assistance. The average farmer is an open-air man
with a temperamental objection to account books, and with
little time and less incHnation to think about them.

This state of affairs, however, is an old and closed chapter.

All the circumstances are altered. Farming has not escaped

the rapid flux and change which has been observable for a

nimiber of years, and has been accelerated during the last

five. The increasing cost of all farming expenses ; the pressure

of Income Tax Assessments
;

increasing competition ; the

development of transport, tending to bring town and country

together—all of these combine to force the question of farm

book-keeping to the front.

Kind of Accounts.—When speaking of farm accounts, I am
not referring to the farmer's Bank Pass Book. If he is xely'mg

on that to know his financial position from time to time

he is unwise. The position disclosed by the Pass Book is

too indefinite. Private transactions may be mixed up with

those of the farm, obscuring the results ; amounts owing to

Resume of an address delivered to the Agricultural Club, 80, Pall Mall,

London, S.W. i, at their meeting on the nth February, 1920.
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and by the farm are not taken into account, nor differences

in the amount of the valuation at the beginning and end of

the year.

Most of the above objections apply equally if the kind of

account relied on is one of cash receipts and payments only,

without a valuation and without regard to the amounts owing.

A simple method of book-keeping for small or medium-sized

farms is to use a Cash Book with several analysis columns

on either side, and a farm diary. This method will enable the

farmer to keep the private transactions separate, to account

for all the monies he receives, and to verify the correctness

of his Cash Book with the Bank Pass Book. At the end of the

year the totals of the various analysis columns of the cash

book are the foundation of his annual statement of account,

in which will be entered the amounts owing to and by the farm

at the end of the year, and the amount of the Inventory and
Valuation. This plan is the simplest that will give efficient

results ; in some cases, including the larger farms, more
books will be necessary.

Advantagres.—In all cases accounts are a valuable source

of information, and in most cases they save money. One of

the main objects in keeping accounts is that the farmer may
know at regular intervals how he stands, and to what extent

his farm is paying. Knowledge of the facts is the first step

towards economy, and the proper control of expenses and of

the whole financial side of the farm business.

The expenses of the farm can be divided into as many
headings as is desired and a watch kept on each expense with

a view to economy. The various sources of income can be

similarly classified, and useful comparisons made from year

to year.

Proper accounts will prevent the possibility of an account

being paid twice ; will save trouble with disputed accounts

;

and enable track to be kept of troublesome things such as

sacks, over which a lot of money is lost every year. Further,

if the farmer wishes to obtain a loan from his banker, it is

more easily arranged if he can produce a proper statement

of account—and other advantages ensue.

The strongest inducement to account keeping may be

mentioned last, i.e., liabihty for Income Tax Assessment.

A farmer may now choose to be taxed on his profits instead

of on the double rental, but in this event, he must produce

accounts to the authorities. Though the great majority

M 2
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of farmers at present pay Income Tax on the rental basis,

an increasing number are finding it necessary to ascertain

their profits or losses from year to year, in order to have the

information available for Income Tax purposes if necessary.

FARM PROFITS.

General.—Although by no means the only object, one of the

objects of keeping accounts is to ascertain the result of the

year's operations in the way of profit or loss. It is often thought

that once the accounts have been made up and a resulting

figure .shown of profit or loss, that figure is a matter of fact

about which there can be no dispute or difference of opinion.

This is not so. Profit in most, if not all, cases is much more
a matter of estimate and opinion and valuation than a matter

of fact. Before accepting as correct the amount of profit

shown by any account, it is necessary to consider the various

steps by which that profit has been arrived at, and the questions

of valuation, apportionment and principle that have been

dealt with in arriving at the profit.

There are many reasons which account for the difficulty

in settling the real figure of profit in a given case, and some of

these will be briefly considered.

I. Arbitrary Period.—The period for which accounts are

usually made up—12 months—is quite an arbitrary one.

We are compelled for various practical reasons to show the

results of farm operations at regular yearly intervals. It

becomes important for many reasons, amongst which are

profit-sharing schemes and assessments for Income Tax,

that the profit should be allocated as correctly as possible

to its proper year, and many of the difficulties arise through

the necessity of doing this.

Again, some of the profits or expenses cover more than one

year. A case in point is the raising of cattle which are sold

after, say, three years. If a profit eventually results on the

sale, in what way should that profit be apportioned over the

three years during which the stock was being raised ? A
valuation of the stock at market prices each year may or may
not bring about this result, while if the stock is carried forward

at cost price until sold, the whole of the profit will be shown

in the third year.

An analogous case, on a larger scale, is thatjof a buildnig

contractor who contracts for a building, the erection of which

will take three years. The practice in apportioning the profit
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in these cases varies. Sometimes the work is carried forward

at cost and no profit is shown in the accounts until the building

is completed. Or, again, some proportion of the profit may
be taken credit for in each of the three years of construction,

according to the progress of the work. But any >uch anticipa-

tion of the final profit is generally made on a most conservative

basis. The comparison with the farm cattle difters in this

respect, viz., that the contractor knows the final price he will

receive on completion of the work, while the farmer does not

know how the markets will stand when his stock is ready for

sale. There is consequently greater need for him to be cautious

in taking credit for any intermediate profits.

Again, expenditure may be incurred, the beneficial results

of which will last for more than one year, such as laying hedges

or drainage work. This outlay in ordinary cases should be

written off in instalments over the period receiving the benefit.

The benefit of cleaning the land and applying manures lasts

for more than one year, but if the rotation is steady and the

same cultivation and manuring is followed, these matters will

average out.

2. Valuation.

—

{a) Introductory.—As the farm is a going

concern, there are at the end of any year a number of unfinished

transactions. Many of the difficulties in arriving at a proper

figure of profit would disappear if all the transactions had been

completed and realised or paid in cash (say at the close of a farm

tenancy). In practice this is impossible. All the operations

of raising and selling the produce are going on continuously.

The final results of these operations cannot be ascertained

until they are realised in cash, and in the meantime the}- have

to be valued, for the purpose of making up each annual account.

This element of valuation is one of the chief factors involved,

and there is wide scope, not only for differences of personal

opinion, but also for difterent methods and principle to be

applied in making ihe valuation.

(6) Two Classes of Stock.—The various items of live and dead

stock that are the subject of valuation at the end of each

year are not all of the same character, and are not meant to

serve the same purpose in the farm econom3\ This may affect

the basis on which the two classes of stock are brought into the

Accounts. In general terms, two distinct classes of stock are

generally included in the valuation, which may be termed
" Fixed " and " Circulating."

(c) Fixed.—Machinery and implements, work horses, breeding

stock, etc. These are not intended to be sold but to remain
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on the farm as the means of production for that farm. They are

to that extent fixed or permanent or capital assets, and in their

present or equivalent form they must always be employed
on the farm while its present system of farming is continued.

They will be referred to as " fixed assets." They are the

property with which the farm is carried on, and the essential

point to remember is that they are retained for production

purposes, and are not intended to be sold.

{d) Circulating.—The other class is represented by the crops

and five stock held for sale, miscellaneous stores of fertihsers,

feeding stuffs,' etc., and tillages. These are primarily meant
to be sold and are not intended to remain on the farm. Some
of the crops may be sold, not as crops, but in the form of the

live stock to which they have been fed.

The first class has already been termed the fixed assset,

and these may be correspondingly termed the floating
"

or " circulating " assets, in that they are always circulating,

i.e., when they are sold they are turned into cash—this cash

in turn is used to purchase other five stock or to produce

other crops and stock—these in turn will be again converted into

cash, with which crops and stock will be again produced

—

and so the process continues during the whole tenancy.

(e) Alternative Bases of Valuation.—There are alternative

bases on which the valuation may be taken, which need con-

sideration.

All, or any, of the items in the valuation may be taken at

cost price, or market price, or at something under market price,

or at a fixed price, or on some other basis.

I will deal in detail with two of these—the Cost Basis, and

the Market Basis.

(/) Cost Basis.—By this method all the live and dead stock

is carried forward in the accounts at its cost price until it is

disposed of. The profit on any sale does not therefore appear

in the accounts until the sale occurs. Until that time the move-

ments of the market, whether up or down, are ignored in the

accounts. This method corresponds most closely to those

addpted by industrial concerns. It avoids the difficulties

which are apt to occur, when market prices of unsold stock are

put into the accounts and the market falls before they are

ready for sale. But whatever merits this cost basis may possess

very few farmers are able to adopt it, as the necessary informa-

tion as to the cost is not available.
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{g) Market Basis.—This method is customary and in many
ways convenient, especially when live stock is concerned, and it

will probably remain the one most frequently adopted.

The effect of putting the market price of unsold produce

into the accounts is that the produce is treated in effect as if it

had been sold, and the accounts show the profit at the time the

valuation is put in. The profit is thus anticipated before its

actual realisation, and becomes for that year a paper profit.

It is probable that some farmers have been paying Income Tax
on profits which are not reahsed profits, but which arise from

the upward movement of the market. Further, it is sometimes

found in practice that owing, say to corn threshing out badly,

or damage being done by rats, or other similar causes, the valua-

tion price is not reahsed, and in that event a loss ensues which

has to be borne by the following year's account. The pro-

babiHty of this is of course lessened when, as is often the case,

the valuation is made in a prudent and conservative manner,

and temporary or abnormal fluctuations are discounted.

It will be seen that, even with the circulating assets which
are intended to be sold, the insertion in the accounts of the

market value of unsold produce tends to obscure the profit

which is eventually realised in cash.

But whatever reasons of practical convenience may support

the valuation of the " circulating " assets at market prices,,

the position is not the same with the valuation of the " fixed
"

assets. Profits thus arising from the changing values of this

fixed property are not only paper profits, but paper profits

arising on fixed or capital assets which must remain on the farm.

The earning efficiency of these assets is unaffected by market

movements
;
they are kept on the farm to produce, the work-

horses and implements producing the crops, the breeding stock

their offspring—and the dairy herd also producing milk. This

being so, their efficiency as producing instruments is the measure
of their value to the farm as a going concern.

In the course of the proceedings of the present Royal Com-
mission on Income Tax, reference was made to the fact of these

changing " capital " values appearing as profits in farm ac-

counts, and it was argued that it was therefore inequitable to

assess farmers for Income Tax on the amount of the profits

shown by the annual accoimts, as they would thereby be paying

tax not only on the true annual profits from the produce sold,

but al^o on these capital profits, to which Income Tax was not

meant to apply.
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(h) Yearly Tenancies.—It must be borne in mind that in

England, at all events, most farms are let on a yearly tenancy,

and with the increasing frequency with which estates are being

sold and the risk of a notice to quit, it may be necessary for the

occupier at short notice to realise even what have been termed

the fixed assets.

It may be argued that these reasons make it unwise to assume
that the farm wiU continue as a going concern, and that these

fixed assets should, therefore, be valued in the same way as the

stock, etc., intended for sale. But if for the " Fixed" Stock,

cost less depreciation be adhered to as the basis, there is not

much risk of a loss ensuing on realisation. Further, the great

majority of faims in the past have not been subjected to in-

terruption of their tenancies, and, in view of the promised

legislation to give farmers increased security of tenure, I think

the general considerations put forward above may stand.

3. Reserves.—At the end of the year there may be liabilities

and contingencies—such as bad debts, dilapidations, decreased

fertihty, etc., for which it may be necessary to provide by
making a reserve against the year's profit.

The necessary amount of depreciation to be written off the

Live and Dead Stock (if these are not the subjects of a valua-

tion) has also to be decided, and in practice this is often an

important question.

In commercial concerns these reserves are more numerous

and important than in farming.

The amount of profit to be reserved for all these purposes

is largely a matter of personal opinion and prudence, or it may
be, of policy, and these reserves afford a ready means of putting

by secret reserves of profit and reducing the amount of profit

disclosed in the accounts.

4. Improvement Outlay and Maintenance Outlay,— It is some-

times difficult to decide whether expenditure is in the nature

of improvements or additions, or is for maintenance only.

Outlay on additions and improvements is an addition to

the capital value.

Outlay on maintenance and repairs is a recurring expense

which must be included m the expenses for each annual account.

The dividing line, however, between the two classes of outlay

is not alAvays distinct.

Implements of improved quality or type and consequently

of greater cost may be bought to replace others worn out.

This may be treated in one case as a mere expense of renewal.
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to be included with the other annual expenses, while in another

case the part of the increased cost arising from tlie better

quality or improved type may be regarded as an addition

to the capital value of the equipment.

A^ain, continued high farming would add to the value oi

the farm, though this increasing value would not be shown in

the accounts, as each year's cost of cultivations, fertilisers,

etc., would be treated as expenses of the year.

5. Household Transactions.—Another difficulty in arriving at

the final figure of profit or loss on the farm is the dovetailing

of the farm transactions with those of the household and the

farmer personally, owing to the extent to which the farm is

used and worked by the farmer and his family.

These transactions do not involve the payment of cash,,

but in order to obtain accurate profit results, some at least

of them should be given effect to in the accounts. Certain

farmers may also desire to include with the expenses interest

on the capital employed on the farm, before striking the final

figure of profi.t.

Private income and expenditure, received and paid in cash,

should always be excluded from the farm Profit and Loss

Account.

It vdW be seen that in settling the profits quite a number
of questions of principle, as well as matters of valuation and

estimate and personal opinion, have to be considered, and that

consequently the determining of profits is a matter of real

difficulty, which affords scope for wide variation of treatment

and on which honest differences of opinion may exist without

improper motives or ulterior objects being imputed.

FARM COSTS.

To distinguish these cost records from ordinary farm accounts,

they may be defined as the detailed records showing the cost

and result of each branch of the farm, as distinct from the

ordinary farm financial account, which shows the profit or

loss on the working of the farm as a whole.

The usual form of farm account does not show the profit

or loss of each branch of the farm. Each item of expense

appears in one total without showing which branch of the farm

has received the benefit, and the final figure of profit is tlic

over-all profit of the farm as a whole. This inclusive profit
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generally conceals a loss (perhaps an expected and necessary

loss) on one or more departments.

How to Obtain Cost Racordt.—One of the main objects of cost

records is to show separately the cost, and profit or loss result,

of each crop and class of stock, etc., and the records are obtained

as follows :

—

Part of the information from which these cost records

may be prepared will already appear in the financial accounts,

but some additional work is necessary.

1. The various expenses are split up and charged to

the branch in respect of which they are incurred. Thus
wages, according to its employment, will be apportioned

to the various crops, live stock, etc.

2. Effect IS also given to certain transactions that do not

appear in the Cash Book. These are various internal
"

transactions, not involving money payment, in respect

of mutual services rendered by one branch of the farm

to another, e.g., home-grown crops fed to the stock,

labour of work horses on the crops, manure produced by
the live stock for use on the land, etc.

3. Certain of the expenses {e.g., for cleaning land and

for certain manures), the benefit of which extends over

more than one year or crop, are divided over the various

crops as accurately as possible, according to the benefit

which each receives. Suitable forms are used to record

these " internal " transactions, the most important of

which are the daily employment of the labour, and the

consumption of the farm produce by the stock.

In rough, broad outlines, this is how the cost of each crop

and class of live stock is ascertained. The corresponding

income of each branch is known and the difference is

the profit or loss. The aggregate amount of these profits

or losses should agree with the over-all profit in the financial

accounts.

Farm cost records require care, and while the regular records

to be kept through the year are fairly simple, the closing work

to get at the final cost is more difficult. The natural harmony

of the rotation introduces difficulties, as does the analysis

of the " internal " transactions between the different branches

and the rotation course, and questions of principle arise which

affect the basis of the cost records.

It must be admitted that many farmers have not the requisite

time or ability to keep costs without assistance. But if, as is
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hoped, groups of farmers in the near future combine to employ

a clerk or accountant to keep their records, this difficulty will

be overcome.

Advantagres.—To enable the farmer to apply his practical

knowledge in the fullest and most efficient manner, he must
have the relevant facts before him, from which to adapt and
vary his policy to meet the constantly changing conditions of

markets, prices, seasons, etc., within the limits of his rotation.

The essential advantage of farm costs is as a means of in-

formation
;

they are a means and not an end. There is no

virtue in the figures unless they are used. Unless they are

carefully studied and the information they contain is practically

applied, they are of Httle use. They cannot take the place of

practical farming knowledge, but they enable that knowledge

to be appUed to the farm more fully and accurately. They
bring to light the detailed inner working of each branch of the

farm.

So far from stereotyping any system 'of farm management,

they should facihtate the most elastic methods and assist in

obtaining full efficiency in all the operations, and they become
of increasing value when several years' costs are available for

comparison.
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IMPRESSIONS OF A VISIT TO
DENMARK IN 1919:*

SOME COMPARISONS WITH RURAL CONDITIONS IN WALES.*

S. Emily Matthews,
Late Organising Secretary of the Women's Branch of the Ministry,

Carnarvon and Anglesey Division.

" To gather raw material for rural reconstruction '' was the

phrase in which Herr Lange, Principal of the Fyn Stiffs Hus-
mandsslcole, described the object of our visit to Denmark.
Perhaps it would be even truer to say that we went there to

study Danish plans and methods of construction, and to try

to understand how, from the ruins of the disastrous war with

Germany, in 1864, the Danes have been able to build up a

prosperous State. Of " raw material " we have as good in this

country, but it is of interest to see how far the example of

Denmark can be of help to us in this time of rural reconstruction.

The members of our delegation returned from Denmark with

varied impressions of the agricultural methods and institutions

of the country, but upon one thing we all agree—that there

we found a healthy, thriving, and self-respecting rural popula-

tion, making a livehhood out of the cultivation of the soil.

The first thing which must strike anyone visiting Denmark
is the number of cled.n, tidy homesteads per square mile which
may be seen in every direction. My first thought, when view-

ing the country from the train which took us from Copenhagen
to Ringsted, was—" here at any rate they grow men and
women on the land "—surely the richest and most vital crop

that any country can produce.

We subsequently visited many of these homesteads in

various centres, and were treated most kindly b}^ the people,

who allowed us to see everything on their holdings—their

cows, pigs, poultry, the crops, the farm buildings, even their

kitchens and larders. What to me was more interesting than

their methods or implements, however, was the fact that they

and their families were able to live in comfort, if not in luxury,

on the produce of 10 to 12 acres of land, and showed themselves

quite happy and contented with their lot.

On one of the smallest holdings we visited, in the Island of

Fyn (only 4 acres cultivated, mostly as a market garden, with

a couple of cows, some poultry and pigs) the wife of the

* This article has been prepared by Miss Matthews as a result of observations

made on a \dsit to Denmark vdfh a delegation of women in June, J gig, with
the object of stud^dng Danish Conditions in relation to women's work on the

and at first hand.
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holder showed us a family group in which she and her husband

were seen seated amongst ten fine stalwart sons and daughters,

who had all been born and bred on the holding.

The questions that were of greatest interest to me, during our

brief stay, were : How is it that these men and women are con-

tented and happy ? How is it that, though there are nowhere
signs of great luxury on the one hand, there are nowhere signs

of poverty or destitution on the other ?

The answer is not to be found in the richness of the soil.

In the most fertile parts of Denmark there is nothing to compare

with the land in the Vale of Clwyd and other Welsh valleys

—

indeed, there are large tracts that have only been reclaimed from

barren heath or sand-dunes by the pluck and industry of the

people. The climate of the country is rather worse than our

own. Nor, do I think, is the answer to be found in the natural

cleverness of the individual Danish farmer. Possibly the

fact that agriculture is the chief industry of the country may
partly account for its comparatively prosperous state, there

being few manufacturing centres to which men are attracted

by high wages. Still, such populous centres supply farmers

in South Wales with a ready market for their produce at their

very doors, whilst Denmark has to look across the North

Sea for her market.

Causes of the Success of Danish Agrriculture.—From what I

could gather there are three outstanding factors which have

made for rural development in Denmark, and have helped the

Danes to realise the true meaning of Back to the Land."

I. The most obvious factor is their system of land tenure—
90 per cent, of the Danish farmers and small holders owning
the land they farm. There is in most cases a mortgage, which
is being paid off in yearly instalments over a long period,* but

the owners feel a sense of security that the land is their own to

make the best of, and to pass it on to their sons in better

condition than they received it. They are free from the dread

which has haunted many a Welsh farmer, that the rent may be

raised on the tenant's improvements, or that the old home may
be sold over his head.

The history of the dawn of land reform in Denmark, at the

end of the i8th century, at the time when our common lands were

being enclosed, and the struggle of the people for the freeing

of the land during the latter half of the 19th century, would
be interesting reading side by side with the history of Wales
during the same period. The Danes, however, have
travelled further than we have in many directions. They told

* See the iss\ie of this Joum<il for February, 1020, p. 1061.
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us " We are poor hands at revolution. We find our best way
is to prove our rights. Thus in 1882, the only butter fit for

export was that made on the big estates, and was sold for

1-42 kroner* per lb., while the inferior farm butter was sold for

•88 kroner. Ten years later, after the farmers had learnt to

co-operate, they were awarded all the gold and silver medals

at the Dairy Show, while the estates only gained the bronze.

We consider that our greatest political triumph." In the same
way, the small holder tries to prove his equal right to existence

by producing as good crops as the farmer.

On the larger farms we visited, which were not more than

100 acres, we found that the head man had a comfortable

cottage with a neat garden, and enough land to keep a cow,

some poultry and pigs. The other labourers employed were

all young men up to the age of 25, putting in time and gaining

more experience until they are able to acquire holdings of their

own. There is thus no class of landless labourers, without

prospect of anything better, or means of exit from a blind-

alley profession. It is not, therefore, surprising to find that

very little trouble occurs between employer and labour. These

men usually " live in " as they do in Anglesey and other parts

of Wales, but their quarters were neat and comfortable, com-

prising a sitting room in addition to their bedrooms. The wages,

at the time of our visit, appeared to be very much the same as

in this country.

The farm-houses are plain, mostly of the bungalow type,

easily worked, fitted with electric light, and almost without

exception with a telephone.

The surest proof that it is generally believed possible, in

Denmark, to make a living out of 10 to 15 acres of land, is the

ever increasing demand for small holdings. The demand is

so great that the Bill before the Danish Parliament last summer
was the third within the last 18 years having for its object

the conversion of more precious acres into State small holdings.

2. The second factor is undoubtedly the wonderful system

of co-operation in Denmark, which makes it possible for the

small producer to make a living in competition with the larger

farmer. The first co-operative dairy was started in 1882
;

there are now 1,188 such dairies in Denmark, with a membership

of 157,000. The first bacon factory was started in 1887 ; there

are now 41 societies, with a membership of 95,000. The most

interesting fact in connection with these societies is that the

movement was started entirely by the farmers themselves,

and was not the work of organisers. It has proved so success-

A kroner = is. i\d., normal rate of exchange.
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fill that the same principle of co-operation is applied to almost

every branch of farming. We visited several dairies, egg-

collecting stations, and a bacon factory. All produce is care-

fully graded, and great care is taken to maintain a high standard.

We were told at the egg-collecting station that any member
who has sent in an egg which is not fresh is warned after the

first offence ; for any subsequent offence he is fined 6s. per egg.

Every pig brought to the bacon factory is examined by an

expert, and must be absolutely free from any trace of disease,

or it cannot receive the red export stamp. The Danes are

careful to study their market, and to produce articles for which

there is the greatest demand. For instance, we found that

pigs intended for England were reared and fed quite differently

from those intended for Germany. We were told, " You do

not like your bacon so fat as the Germans do."

One effect of the co-operative movement has been materially

to relieve the strain upon those who are the most overworked

members of a farmer's household in this country, namely, the

w^omenfolk.

The question occurred to me :
" Why has not this same

system been more generally adopted in Wales ? " Those

who have started cheese factories and egg or vegetable collect-

ing stations know the up-hill work that is necessary and the

prejudice, jealousy, and ignorance that have to be fought and

overcome before these societies can flourish.

3. In the opinion of the most intelligent men we met, it is

the third factor, the Folk High Schools, which has made co-

operation possible, by widening the outlook of the peasants

and giving them a sense of comradeship and mutual trust.

The Danes and the Welsh have two traits in common—thev

are characterised by an intense love for their country, and

among all classes is found a passion for education and culture.

We in Wales are proud of our intermediate schools and
University Colleges, which have been built by the efforts of the

people themselves—miners, quarrymen and labourers all con-

tributing their bit. What has been the idea behind it all ?

Has not the labourer looked for some door through which his

son, if intelligent, may escape from the land and take up some
other profession ? The boys and girls from our intermediate

schools and colleges do not often return liomc feeling that it

is a fine thing to till the soil. In Denmark, in addition to

secondary schools and colleges for those who wish to take up
a scholastic career, they have a quite different type of schools,

the Folk High Schools, and their offspring, the schools for small

holders. These schools provide three or five months' courses
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for those, who, having left school at the age of 14 or 15, and

having lived at home for four or five years, helping on the farm,

have come to feel that they want further instruction and

inspiration.

In order thoroughly to understand these schools, we must go

back to the history of their inception and the ideals of their

founder, Bishop Grundtvig, who lived in the early part of the

19th centur3'\ His ideal was the establishment of a truly

national school, which would arouse in the students a wish to

make their country a good country, not only for the individual,

but for all Danes. His theory was first put into practice in

1850, but it was not until 20 years later that the Folk High
Schools took their hold upon the nation.

The main principles which Grundtvig laid down were :

—

1. That the schools should be for adults, no one to be admitted
under the age of 18.

2. That the pupils should live together at the schools for the few
months they attend the course, thus acquiring a sense of

unity and mutual trust.

3. That they should be taught by the " living word," that is,

words of deep conviction, from the heart, and having an
influence on the lives of others : no mere book learning, and no
examinations.

4. That the chief subject taught should be the history of the

development of Denmark, and the building up of the life of

the nation, linked up with the historic of the peoples of the

world.

5. That the attendance should not be compulsory nor entirely

free.

There are now over 80 high schools, a number of agricultural

schools and 3 schools for small holders. In all cases they have

been founded by private or co-operative enterprise, and must be

able to show two years' successful working before an application

for State grants will be considered. Scholarships, covering three-

fifths of the cost of the course, may be obtained, the students

being allowed free choice of any school in the kingdom,

and not restricted to those in their own district or county.

This, we were told, has a very healthy effect on the schools,

as under this system an unsatisfactory school dies a natural

death for lack of pupils, and the best schools grow rapidly.

During our stay in Denmark, we visited several Folk High
Schools, and agricultural schools, and stayed at two schools

for small holders, where cultural subjects are taught along with

the practical and more technical subjects. While at these

schools we tried to live the life of the students, and to get as far

as possible their point of view. We were there during the

summer months when the course is for young women—the
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men attend during the winter. The first lecture, at 8 a.m.,

was either Danish hterature or history, followed during the day

by lectures on hygiene, food values, the planning of the home,

the best way to lay out the garden, and the history of the

development of the land laws, and of the struggles through

which the privileges they now enjoy had been won. During

the morning they split up into companies, taking, in rotation,

practical cookery, dressmaking, embroidery, gardening and

poultry-keeping. The cookery lessons teach the best use of

such food as can be produced on a small holding. An hour is

devoted to gymnasium every afternoon, and after supper the

day is concluded with singing, or, when the weather is fine,

with games and country dances in an open space in the grounds,

in the centre of which is a tree planted to commemorate the

granting of suffrage to Danish women.
In addition to the summer and winter courses for 3^oung

men and women, special eleven-day courses are arranged for

small holders and their wives. Practical demonstrations aje

given, and the lectures are made as simple as possible. The
meaning and effect of newly-made laws, and the contents of

reports of experimental farms and official publications are

explained in a clear and concise way, so that considerable

time and labour of reading are saved to the small holder.

We asked the sons and daughters at most of the farms we
visited what high school they had attended, and in no case

w^ere we told they had not been to one.

The aim of these schools is not to turn out scholars (for

advanced scientific courses agricultural students must go to the

colleges), but rather to help the ordinary people in their every-

day life, and to make them better citizens. The chief object

of the instruction appears to be the building up of the rural

home life, to give those who live in country districts a wider

outlook, and to remove prejudice and mutual distrust. The
students return home with fresh inspiration for their daily

tasks, and instead of regarding the country as " dull," as many
of our young people do, they find their work full of interest,

and are determined to overcome difficulties and to make the

best of their few precious acres.

They also take a greater interest in the communal life of their

native village, and start gymnastic clubs, literary and debating

societies, and choral unions. In fact, these schools supph* to

the national life of Denmark the same element as the Eisteddfod

does in Wales
;
they are animated by the same spirit, cUid are,

at the same time, an inspiration and an expression of the soul

of the people. N
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THE MANAGEMENT OF BULLS.
The following notes on the care and treatment of a bull

have been prepared as a guide to farmers who have had little

or no experience of keeping a high-class sire, and especially

for those who are custodians of bulls under the Live Stock

Scheme of the Ministry.

The bull has been said to be " half the herd." If he is to

get strong, healthy calves and prove a good investment he

should receive better treatment and attention than the ordinary

stock on the farm.

Many bulls are housed and specially fattened for sale, arid

when such animals are purchased it is advisable that they

should be rested and carefully fed for the first few days after

arrival, until they have recovered from the effects of the

journey and have grown accustomed to a new attendant and

a change of diet. During this period sweet hay, linseed

cake, and bran are recommended as suitable food for a bull,

but after about one week he should be gradually accustomed

to whatever food it is intended to give him. Over-feeding a

newly-purchased bull with too much concentrated food, or

under-feeding with the idea of reducing his condition, are

equally dangerous.

Feedingr.—The idea that bulls will prove unfertile or lazy

unless they are kept in lean condition is entirely wrong. To
obtain strong, healthy calves it is necessary that the bull used

should be in good condition and that he should be allowed

plenty of exercise.

From 4 to 6 lb. per day, according to age, of cake or other

suitable concentrated food is none too much to give a bull in

addition to a fair allowance of roots and plenty of hay in the

late autumn, winter and early spring, and of cut grass or other

green food during the remainder of the year.

Regularity in feeding is most important. The times when

a bull is to be fed should be fixed by the owner and strictly

adhered to.

Before feeding an animal it is important to remove any

food Which may remain from the previous meal, and, as far

as possible, an animal should not be given more at one meal

than he is able to " clean up." The bull should always have

free access to clean, fresh water. Where this is not possible

he should be offered water twice daity.
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The Attendant.—Bulls should be fed, attended to and

exercised by a careful man
;

they should be treated kindly

and on no account should they be teased, or they may
develop vicious habits.

Every bull exceeding one year old should have a ring in his

nose, and, for leading, a strong staff of an approved pattern

should be used.

The hoofs should be kept short and the soles flat, either

by exercise on a hard road or by paring them with a suitable

instrument, otherwise the animal cannot stand, walk or serve

properly.

It is advisable to brush and groom the bull regularly, and

an occasional wash with soap and water is beneficial, to prevent

vermin. Should vermin appear the animal should be twice

washed with water to which a suitable disinfectant has been

added. The second wash should follow the first after an

interval of a week. A wineglassful of " Jeyes " fluid to a

gallon of water is a suitable solution for the purpose.

Housingr.—The bull should have proper shelter from the

cold in winter and from the heat in summer.

To secure this it is advisable to keep him in a loose box

(about 12 ft. by 12 ft. in size) well lighted and ventilated, but

not draughty, attached to which should be an open yard,

about twice the dimensions of the loose box, to which the bull

should have access. The floor of the loose box and yard should

be paved. Every morning the dung and soiled fitter should

be removed from the box, fresh litter suppfied and the open

yard swept clean.

Altliough on many farms a loose box and open yard as

described are not available, it is generally possible to find a

loose box in which a bull can be kept. On no account should

a bull spend his life tied up by the neck and cramped in a
stall which is often dark and dirty.

Exercise.—Plenty of exercise helps to maintain health and
vigour. During winter, or when confined to the house, bulls

should be led out for regular exercise : about one mile every
other day is recommended.

In summer a run in a paddock may be permitted at night.

Service of Cows.—The practice of turning a bull loose among
a herd of cows is not to be recommended. This often leads

to him serving a cow repeatedly until both bull and cow are

exhausted, and there is a danger of the bull becoming unfruitful

and of the cow not proving in calf.

N 2
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If a cow is in proper season one thorough service is all that

is necessary. Double service should not be allowed : it

is apt to reduce the constitution and condition of the bull,

and it tends to diminish the number of cows he can effectively

serve in one season and to shorten the period during which he

is suitable for stock purposes.

Care should be taken that a young bull does not serve too

many cows during a short period, especially when first used

for service, or he will become stunted and lose his vigour,

and possibly become temporarily or perhaps permanently

unfruitful.

Prevention of Abortion.—There is a danger of bulls being

the means of spreading abortion, and owners should therefore

enforce strict adherence to the Regulations of the Ministry

as set out in the Model Rules for a BuU Society (L-), which

are framed to prevent the spread of this disease.

(This Article is also issued by the Ministry as Leaflet No. J42.
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AGRICULTURE ABROAD.
" Farmers' Week " in IMissouri—ACxRicultural Education

IN Canada—Agricultural Credit in Alsace-Lorraine.

In January last* a somewhat novel agricultural function,

styled by its promoters " The Farmers' Week," was arranged

to be held at the University of IMissouri
"Farmers' Week" in • a • tt, x„. . m America. ihe arrane^ements were

Missouri.
,

..^
planned by the University and the State

Board of Agriculture, with the co-operation of the agricultural

associations, and the object was to bring together the farming

community of the State with a view to assisting in the spread

of a knowledge of farm husbandry, and to give farmers an

opportunity of discussing among themselves, and generally

widening their outlook upon, matters connected with their

industry. The primary object of the " Farmers' Week

"

was educational, but the social and recreative side received a

large share of attention. The main features of this gathering

were outlined in a programme issued by the University,

extending an open invitation to all farmers of the State.

It was stated in the programme that farmers were to be

allowed full facilities for inspecting the college equipment,

laboratories, libraries, and classrooms, and the college staff

and students would be available to lend their assistance in

helping the farmers in every way possible. Nine special short

courses of lectures were arranged daily under the direction^ of

the University College of Agriculture, and included such sub-

jects as live stock, dairying, poultry, horticulture, bee-keeping,

soils and crops, and farm and home economics. Agricultural

association meetings and a general Rural Life Conference were

also to be held every day. The annual State Corn and Grain

Show and the University Live Stock Show were special features

of the programme. An Information Booth was to be erected

on the premises, and farmers were requested to register at this

booth on their first arrival at the University grounds, and
receive the official badge. A publication entitled TJic Daily

Announcer was to be distributed from this booth every after-

noon.

With regard to the social side, entertainments were arranged

as a regular evening feature, and contests, games, instruction

and entertainments were provided for the boys and gMs.

A special programme was drawn up for farm women. To cnn-
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elude the proceedings a farmers' banquet was arranged for

the last evening, given by the University to visiting farmers.

In arranging such a social function as the " Farmers' Week "

the agricultural authorities of Missouri have certainly taken
a practical step in fostering the farm interests of the State.

The idea might well commend itself to those at home interested

in the development of agriculture by increased social inter-

course.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 5|C

I^HE place of the agricultural college and its im-

portance to the future in promoting the interests of

agriculture in Canada was the subject
Agricultural

^ series of articles in the issue of
Education m Canada. ^ . ^ , r

the Agnculhiral Gazette of (.anaaa for

January last. Emphasis was laid on the importance of

specialised education as a means of developing the industry,

and of the responsibility resting upon the colleges for equipping

their students with a training that will enable these men to

take a place in the foremost ranks of human progress and
achievement. It is expected that these institutions will not

only fit men for farm callings, and turn out teachers, adminis-

trators and highly-trained investigators, but that they will

instruct their students in the social sciences as applied to

agriculture in order to qualify them to give instruction on

questions of this character. Briefly, it is recognised that their

function is to prepare young men both for vocational agriculture

and for the proper discharge of their duties as citizens.

From Ontario westward, every province of the Dominion

has now an agricultural college, established and maintained

at the public expense, for the purpose of preparing men to

become either practical and scientific farmers, or instructors,

investigators and leaders in all matters connected with agri-

culture.

In the east of Canada a similar service is being rendered by

the Macdonald College, an institution established as a private

bequest, but receiving aid from the public treasury, and by

the Agricultural College at Truro, Nova Scotia, the latter serv-

ing the needs of the Maritime Provinces. Quebec province

has, in addition, two institutions designed to afford instruction

in agriculture to French-speaking Canadians.

Agricultural education in (^anada received a stimulus in

1912, in the passing of the Agricultural Aid Act. This measure

placed moneys at the disposal of the provinces for the benefit

of agriculture. It had been felt that a portion of the fund
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should be devoted to increasing the efficiency of the agricultural

colleges, and certain allocations were accordingly made under

the Act for this purpose. In each province except Saskatchewan

this preliminary grant was devoted to building, extension and

improvement of the colleges.

In 1 91 3-14 the original Act was superseded by the Agricul-

tural Instruction Act. The policy of assisting the agricultural

colleges has been continued, aijd a number of colleges and

schools have been erected in the various provinces participating

under the new Act. Since the passing of the Agricultural

Instruction Act a total sum ot $1,890,143 (/393>78o at normal

rate of exchange) has been allotted to the colleges and schools of

these provinces.

* * * * *

A REVIEW was published in the International Review of

Agricultural Economics for March last of a note communicated

by M. A. Laugel to the annual general
Agricultural Credit ^^^^ing of the Societe d'Economie Socialem Alsace-Lorraine. ,

^
, . . .

on the subject of co-operative credit m
Alsace-Lorraine. The information it contains furnishes an

interesting example of the system of agricultural banks which

has become popular in certain parts of the Continent to provide

credit facilities to deserving rural workers who may be handi-

capped in their farming operations owing to lack of capital.

About the year 1880, it was decided to establish an agricul-

tural credit bank of the Raiffeisen type in Alsace-Lorraine.

The object of these banks, as is generally known, is to encourage

the wealthier section of the rural population to place money
on loan on good security, for the use of farm workers who
may be in need of temporary financial assistance, to enable

them to extend their farming operations.

Very satisfactory results attended the first years of the move-
ment. Country districts were able to free themselves from the

practices of usury wdiich had been preying on them, and the

system of credit w^as placed on a more healthy basis. The
Raiffeisen banks were unlimited societies, and their members
had tlius-an interest in watching the progress of their business

and trusting only in men on whom they could rely.

With the development of this s^'stem of credit, federations

of banks were formed which grouped themselves into larger

units. Just as in the initial stages of tlie movement the more
wealthy villagers lent monev to the poorer inhabitants, so it

gradually became the practice for the banks with the largest
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resources to make advances to the smaller banks. Such transac-

tions were carried out through the medium of a central agency,

which received and distributed surplus funds. This agency

also possessed the right to decide the use to which the money
should be put. '

The organisation spread through Germany, and eventually

was divided, in every German state, into two distinct, but

closely united, sections. The first section comprised depart-

ments of inspection, auditing, advertisement and technical

instruction, and aimed at spreading among agriculturists a

knowledge of the principles of farm husbandry.

The second section dealt with questions of finance. It served

the purpose of a large bank, in which were centralised the funds

of the subsidiary banks. In addition to arranging credit

facilities, it also carried on an important trade in machinery,

manures and supplies of all kinds, which were bought wholesale,

and could, therefore, be resold on the best possible terms.

The extent to which Raiffeisen Banks have developed in

Alsace-Lorraine is well shown in the fact that there are now
over 470 of such banks in the country.

Another institution was set up by the Government of Alsace-

Lorraine some thirteen years ago, owing to special circumstances,

to compete with the Raiffeisen Banks. It was formed on much
the same model as the Raiffeisen Banks, and, as in the case of

these banks, was divided into two sections. By the assistance

of the Government the new institution has prospered, side by

side with the Raiffeisen Banks. Its organisation now includes

228 savings and loan banks, and some 60 miscellaneous asso-

ciations engaged in agricultural work, and according to the

balance sheet for 1917 it has collected about 26 million francs

(normally more than £1,000,000), which are invested in loans

to communes or in movable property.
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QUESTIONS IN PARLIAMENT.
Home-errown Wheat.— In reply to a question by Captain Terrell,

the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry stated the method by
which it was proposed that the price to be paid for home-grown wheat
harvested in 1920 should be ascertained.

«

The price to be paid for British wheat of sound milling quality would
be announced each month, and would be the average of the c.i.f. cost

of all milling wheat imported during the two preceding months, and of

the actual and anticipated arrivals in the United Kingdom during the

current month, subject to an adjustment in respect of the lower per-

centage of flour of equal water content obtainable from home-grown
wheat as compared with imported wheat, and subject also to a maximum
of 955. a quarter. Home-grown wheat of sound milling quahty would
be defined as wheat of fair average quality for the season fit for milling

into flour for human consumption.

In reply to the specific inquiries in the question, the term " similar

or comparable quality " refers to the percentage of flour obtainable,

and the prices would be adjusted accordingly. Consequently, in view
of the fact that British wheat yields on the average a somewhat lower

percentage of flour of equal water content than imported wheat, the

maximum price of 955. would be payable for British wheat so long as

the average price of imported wheat was in excess of that figure.

(19th April, 1920.)

Wheat Prices.—In reply to a question b}^ Mr. H. Gritten, the

Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry stated that the average c.i.f.

cost of all wheat imported during the financial 3^ear ended 31st March
last was 94s. per 480 lb. The estimated average c.i.f. cost for the

current month [i.e. April) is 1045. per qr. of 480 lb. The estimate

for the bread subsidy for the current financial year recently submitted
was ;^45,ooo,ooo. So long as the bread subsidy continues it was
impossible to decontrol wheat, but it had already been announced*
that higher prices would be paid to farmers for home-grown wheat
harvested in 1920 and 1921. (22nd April, 1920.)

Spring: Wheat.—In reply to a question by Capt. Terrell, the Parlia-

mentary' Secretary to the Ministry stated that no definite information

was available in regard to the area sown with spring wheat, but from
reports received the total area under wheat this year was considerably

less than in 191 9 and 1918, (isth April, 1920.)

Ag-ricultural Bill.—In reply to a question by Captain Terrell, the

Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministr}- stated that he was aware
that the agricultural industry was anxiously awaiting the introduction

of the Agricultural Bill, and the Ministry had received a number of

resolutions on the subject from local branches of the National Farmers'
Union and other bodies. He hoped, however, to be in a position to

introduce the Bill at an earh' date. The reasons for the delay were the

necessary reconsideration of certain aspects of some of the Clauses

of what was a somewhat complicated and technical Bill. (22nd April,

1920.)

* See tills JournaL March, i')20, p. II53.
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Land Settlement.—In reply to a question by Captain Coote, the
Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry stated that the number of

men settled on the land in England and Wales under the Land
Settlement (Facilities) Act, 191 9, was as follow :

—

Number of men actually settled (civilians

and ex-service men) . . . . . . 5,794 on 79,631 acres.

Total acreage acquired, or agreed to be
acquired, by the County Councils with
the Ministry's approval .. 187,590 acres.

Average cost of land per acre . . . . 4s.

Number of applications outstanding (ex-

service men and civilians) :

—

Approved and awaiting land . . 20,060

Waiting interview, and standing over 10,890

30-950
Loans guaranteed (figures only available

up to 31st December, 1 91 9) .. .. 10 for a total of ,575.

He added that full information had not yet been received from the

Councils as to the terms (including rent) on which the holdings had
been let to those men already in occupation. Moreover, certain questions

of equipment were still outstanding, and it was, therefore, not possible

at present to supply precise information.

He further stated that in addition to this the Ministry had acquired

28,294 acres for the purposes of farm settlements, and that out of a

total of 1,891 applicants, 697 had been approved, and of these 511 men
were already settled. Forty-eight applicants were awaiting interview.

The remaining applications had either been withdrawn or rejected.

(19th April, 1920.)

The Titchfield Farm Settlement.—In reply to a question by Mr. R.

Young regarding the Titchfield Farm Settlement, the Parliamentary

Secretary to the Ministry stated that the area of this Settlement was
1,392 acres, and that the purchase price was ;^55,8oo. At present 230
acres were let to 76 ex-service men, the rent being £^ per acre for the

first year and £5 per acre subsequently. The rents paid by small

holders previous to the property being purchased by the Ministry

varied in amount, but averaged about ^3 per acre. This rent was paid

for the bare land which the tenants had themselves to clear and get

into good order. The Ministry was getting the land into thoroughly

good order before letting it, and was also providing facilities for the hire

of horses, implements, etc. Demonstration plots were also being

established. In view of these advantages and the increased rate of

interest now existing, it had been found necessary to fix a higher standard

of rent. (14th April, 1920.)

Agrricultural Wag^ee.—In reply to a question by Captain Fitzroy,

the Parliamentary Secretarj^ to the Ministry stated that the impending

rise in wages of 4s. was anticipated and taken into account when the

recent announcement with regard to wheat prices w^ made. If it

should become necessary to revise these prices in the future, due con-

sideration would be given to any variations in the cost of production.

(19th April, 1920.)

County Ag:ricultural Committees.—In reply to a question by Captain

Coote, the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry stated that schemes

for the formation of Count^^ Agricultural Committees had been received,
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some ill draft, in the case of 46 County Councils up to the present.

Fourteen had been finally approved, and in one case the Committee
was complete and were to hold its first meeting this week. In 13

cases the appointment of the committee was still proceeding. In the

case of the remaining 32 schemes, 21 have been provisionally approved
and II were now under consideration. In the case of i6 Councils, no
scheme had yet been submitted. (19th April, 1920.)

Grading: of Hay.—In reply to a question by Sir H. Nield, as to the

grading of hay by the Government, the Secretary of State for War
stated that the grading of hay by the Government ceased with the pur-

chase of the 1918 crop. The grading was carried out by officers of the

Forage Department and by duly appointed buyers from the hay trade

whose names were recommended by the Civil Supplies Central Council.

He was informed that, as far as was known, there had been no

complaints as to the grading, (i 6th April, 1920.)

Foragre Cojnty Distributing* CommitteeSk—In reply to a question by
Captain Terrell, the Parliamentary and Financial Secretary to theWaf
Office stated that the distribution of the 1 91 8 crop of hay and straw

was dealt with by the County Distributing (Forage) Committees, and
they were at present carrying out duties only in so far as the winding
up of the organisation is concerned. (15th April, 1920.)

Agrricultural Rates Act.—In reply to a question by Mr. Cautley, the

Minister of Health (Dr. Addison) stated that the present amount of the

annual grant to be paid into the Local Taxation Account under the

provisions of the Agricultural Rates Act, 1896, is ^1,323,827 : in 1897,

the amount was certified at ;^i, 33 1,034. The total amount of rates, to

which the Act applies, collected in respect of the year ended March,

1897, for the spending authorities referred to in the Act was
;^2o, 800,000. The corresponding figure for 191 7 (the latest year for

which the returns are complete) was approximately ;^47,8oo,ooo. Only
a small proportion of the total relates to agricultural land. (29th

March, 1920.)

Agricultural Machinery.—In reply to a question by Major J. Edwards,

the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry stated that the recom-

mendations of the Committee on Agricultural Machinery were now
under consideration by the Ministry. The Ministry hoped to be able

to obtain financial sanction for early action on certain of the proposals.

No legislation would be required to give effect to the recommendations.

(21st April, 1920.)

Foot-and-Mouth Disease.—In reply to a question by Captain Terrell,

the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry stated that according

to the latest information in the possession of the Ministry there was
reason to believe that Foot-and-Mouth Disease existed or had recently

existed in every country of Europe, with the probable exceptions

of Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Many of the returns were, however,

not of recent date, and no records of any kind were available in the

case of Russia and 9 other European countries. In spite of every

inquiry the origin of disease in the recent outbreaks remained obscure.

A Committee of Scientists has recently been appointed to investigate

this disease, and it is hoped that its researches will commence shortl}'.

(21st April, 1920.)
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Flax Culture and Preparation.—Professor F. Bradbury (London :

Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., 1920, gs. net). This book has been
prepared with the object of supplying information on the cultivation

of flax for fibre and the subsequent processes of handling the harvested

crop for use for textile purposes. It is styled " A concise and complete
description of the process of flax cultivation from the selection of seed

to the preparation of flax for the market." In the opening chapters

the characteristics and composition of flax fibre are stated, and informa-

tion given as to the germination, weight and purity of the seed, methods
of testing seed for weight, moisture, and moisture in hot air, and various

sources from which seed is obtained from abroad, including Russia and
Holland, Following on the principal considerations in the selection of

seed the questions of climate and soil, and manures most suitable to the

growth of the crop, are discussed. Chapters are then devoted to the

preparation of the land, sowing, weeds and weeding, harvesting, and
saving the flax seed. The remainder of the book deals with the opera-

tions of deseeding, retting and scutching the flax. To those interested

in the question of marketing flax the concluding short chapter on the

system of weights and money values in foreign flax-producing countries

may be useful. The volume, of 154 pages, contains a number of

illustrations, both in the text and in the form of plates.

Co-operation in Denmark.—L. Smith-Gordon and C. O'Brien
(Manchester : Co-operative Union, Ltd., 191 9, 25. 6d.). This volume
is one of a series of books, each dealing with co-operation in a particular

country, issued by the Publications Department, of the Co-operative

Union. The present volume contains a description of the origin,

growth, organisation and results of co-operation in Denmark. In that

country, as is well known, co-operation is the foundation of national

prosperity. Agriculture, the chief industry, is co-operatively organised

from beginning to end, and in the towns, as in the villages, the co-

operative spirit finds expression in a variety of ways. Danish
co-operative creameries and credit banks have served as models to be
copied by agriculturists in other countries, and the book shows that the

value of the contribution made to co-operative thought by Danish
co-operators is very great.

First Report of the Departmental Committee on the Wholesale Food

Markets of London (Cmd. 634. London: H.M. Stationery Office, 1920,

price id. net). This Committee was appointed by the Feed Controller

to consider and report whether the existing wholesale markets for food

in London were adequate, economical in their working, and efficient in

their administration ; to consider the influence of wholesale market
facilities on food prices ; and to report what steps, if any, could use-

fully be taken in order to efl'ect an improvement in the wholesale dis-

tribution of food by means of public markets. The evidence received

indicated to the Committee that, in the case of seme of the markets,

improvements and extensions were urgently required which cculd not

be carried out under their present ownership and management, and
that in the case of other markets the question of removal ought at cnce

to be considered. The Committee therefore felt it desirable to present

an Interim Report in order that this matter might receive early

consideration.
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The recommendation of the Committee, with the exception of one
member, are :

—

(a) that market faciUties ought to be administered not in the

interest of private owners or of scj^arate Local Aulliorities,

but in the pubhc interest.

(b) that full legal powers and full financial resources should be
made available for that purpose.

(c) that the administration of these powers should be vested

in one Central Authority for the whole of Greater London.
This Central Authority should have power, inter alia, to acquire

compulsorily land and other property ; to raise funds necessary for

the purchase of existing interests, or for the establishment of new
markets to close existing markets, or to remove them to more suitable

sites, and to make provision for any questions of compensation that

may arise in connection therewith ; to fix tolls, rents and other charges

payable by users of the markets ; and to erect and maintain any
subsidiary buildings or undertakings for the benefit of such markets,

such as cold storage, or other warehouse accommodation, and plant

and equipment for the manufacture of ice, and the utilisation of market
refuse, waste material, etc.

It is recommended that (c) should be adopted without delay, and that

a Market Authority covering approximate!}' the area known as Greater

London should be established to exercise the powers and functions

outlined.

An appendix is added to the Report, giving a list of wholesale food

markets in London.

Report of the Tropical Agrrlcultural Collegre Committee.—Cmd. 562
(London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1920, 2d. net). This Keport contains

the findings of the Committee appointed by the Secretary of State for

the Colonies in August last to consider the desirability of establishing

a Tropical Agricultural College in the British West Indies. The
Committee was unanimously of opinion that steps should be taken to

found a Tropical Agricultural College in the British West Indies, and
recommends, after giving careful consideration to the question of locality,

that it should be established at Trinidad.

In the opinion of the Committee there is a great need in the West
Indies for scientific investigators and advisers, and also of a body of

British expert agriculturists well versed in a knowledge of the cultivation

of land in the tropics, to develop the resources of the Islands. It lays

emphasis on the view that the establishment of such a College is a

matter of Imperial concern.

It is recommended that the staff of the College should include teachers

with the status of Professors in the subjects of general agriculture,

mycology, entomology, agricultural chemistry, organic chemistry',

agricultural bacteriology, agricultural and physiological botany-,

genetics, sugar technology, and agricultural engineering and physics,

and teachers with the status of Lecturers in stock and veterinary science

and book-keeping.

The Report contains a number of recommendations as to the type
of College needed and other matters included in the terms of reference.
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MANURIAL VALUES OF
Correspondents frequently ask for information as to the manurial

farmers may have such information available for easy reference the
No. 73 of the University of Leeds and the Yorkshire Council for Agri-
•^^^ and Voelckers Tables have already been published in this
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VARIOUS FARM FOODS.
ingredients of the different feeding stuffs in ordinary use. In order that

following table of manurial valuesof various farm foods, issued in Bulletin

cultural Education, and prepared by Dr. C. Crowther, is here reprinted.

Journal for January, 191 5, p. 931.
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Weather Forecasts for Farmers.—The Meteorological Ofi&ce will, as

in past years, supply forecasts of weather by telegraph to persons
desirous of receiving them, upon payment of a registration fee of is.

and the cost of the telegrams, computed at is. per message.
The forecasts are drawn up at 10.30 a.m., 4.0 p.m., and 9.0 p.m.

(summer time) . Forecasts issued at the morning hour refer to the period
covering the afternoon of the day of issue and the morning of the fol-

lowing day. Those issued in the afternoon and evening refer to the
whole of the following day. All the forecasts include a Further Outlook
of the probable weather beyond the 24-hour period whenever such a

Further Outlook can be given.

Notifications will also be issued by telegram when conditions indicate

that a spell of several days fair weather is likely, and again when the

spell is about to break up. For this service a fee of 6d. is charged for

each telegram despatched, in addition to the Post Office charges for

telegraphy. A minimum deposit of 5s. against which the charges may
be booked is required.

Applications for regular forecasts (as distinct from Spell Notifica-

tions) should specify the hour of the forecasts desired (or hours if more
than one telegram daily is required). They should be sent to the

Director, Meteorological Office, Air Ministry, London, W.C.2, and
should be accompanied by a cheque or postal order payable to the

Meteorological Committee to cover the cost of the telegrams for the

period during which the forecasts are to be sent.

Further particulars and printed forms of application may be obtained

from the Director of the Meteorological Office.

Applications by telegraph for single forecasts should be addressed

to " Weather, London," and the reply should be prepaid.

Foot-and-Mouth Disease,—Since the issue of the Journal for last

month was sent to press outbreaks of Foot-and-Mouth Disease have
occurred in two fresh centres, namely :

—

At Frettenham, near Norwich, on 13th April, and
At Elmley, Isle of Sheppy, Kent, on 20th April.

The usual Order prohibiting the movement of animals over a wide

area round the outbreak was, in each case, issued the same day. The
action taken has so far been successful in preventing the spread of

disease (except in the Frettenham case to one other set of premises in

the same parish), and it has been possible to modify the restrictions on

the movement of animals very considerably in both areas.

Rabies.—One fresh case of Rabies was confirmed on the 8th April,

at Colchester in one of the Inner Controlled Areas, but with that

exception no case of the disease has occurred in the country since 1 8th

February last. Since the issue of last month's Journal the extent of

the areas subject to muzzling and movement restrictions has been

reduced as follows :

—

North Essex and Suffolk : by the exclusion of those parts of

Suffolk previously subject to the Order and a considerable reduc-

tion of the area in Essex—on 19th April.

Buckinghamshire and District : restrictions withdrawn except

from the Inner Controlled Area round Wallingford and Abingdon

—as from 19th April.

South Wales : restrictions removed except from the two Inner

Controlled Areas round Cardiff and Bridgend by an Order dated

4th May, operating as from the 8th of this month.
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SiNCK the date of the Ust given on|pp. 1038

Leaflets issued by and 1039 of tlie issue of this Journal for

the Ministry. January last, the following leaflets have' been

issued in the Permanent Series :
—

No. 335.

—

Potash Fertilisers.

" 336.

—

General Instructions for Cheese-making.

,, 337.

—

Cheddar Cheese.

>> 338.

—

Caerphilly Cheese.

,, 339,

—

Lancashire Cheese.

,, 340.

—

Cheshire Cheese.

,, 341.

—

Farm Tramways.

In addition, the information in the following Leaflets has been

revised and brought up to date :

—

No. 34.

—

The Woolly Aphis.

,, 65.

—

The Small Ermine Moths.

86.

—

Brown Rot of Apples.

,, 105.

—

Wart Disease.

„ 141 .^The Preparation of Honey for Market.

,, 148.

—

Planning and Planting a Fruit Plantation.

,, 192.

—

Farm Butter-making.

,, 195.

—

American Gooseberry Mildew.

215.

—

Allotments : what they are and how to obtain them.

,, 218.

—

Associations for the Creation of Small Holdings.

,, 242,

—

Siripe Disease of Tomatoes.

,, 271.

—

Clover Stem-rot.

,, 302.

—

Silver Leaf in Fruit Trees.

,, 320.

—

The Manuring of Vegetable Crops.

„ 322.

—

Winter Pruning Bush and Half Standard Apple Trees.

». 329.

—

Redemption of Tithe Rentcharge and Corn Rents : The
Tithe Act, 1918.

The following Permanent Leaflets have been withdrawn from

circulation :

—

No. 21.

—

Warble Flies.

32.

—

Foul Brood or Bee Pest.

»» 139.

—

A Mushroom Disease.

„ 253.

—

Microsporidiosis of Bees, or Isle of Wight Bee Disease.

Names and Routes of the Super, Kingr's and Ministry's Premium
Stallions.—The Ministry desires to give notice that the particulars of

the routes of the stallions to which premiums have been awarded by
the Ministry for the Service Season, 1920, together with the names and
addresses of the owners of the stallions, and of the members of the

Stallion Committees which have been appointed to supervise the
service arrangements, will not be published in this Journal. Copies of

a list of the names and routes of these stallions may be obtained on
application to the Ministry's Offices, 4, The Sanctuary, Westminster,
London. S.W. 1.

O
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New Duties in respect of Agricultural Vehicles.—The following pro-

posed new scale of duties in respect of road locomotives, agricultural

engines and tractors was published in a statement on revenue and
expenditure issued by the Treasury on 19th April. The figures are

included in the Budget proposals of the Chancellor of the Exchequer
for the new Financial Year.

Vehicles of the [following descriptions used in course of trade, other-

wise than for the conveyance of goods, and in agriculture :

—

Road locomotives and agricultural engines

—

Not exceeding 8 tons in weight unladen .. .. £2^
Exceeding 8 tons, but not exceeding 12 tons in

weight unladen .. .. .. .. .. £7.'^

Exceeding 1 2 tons in weight unladen . . . . £yi

Agricultural tractors used for haulage solely in con-

nection with agriculture

—

Exceeding 2 J tons, but not exceeding 5 tons in

weight unladen . . . . . . . . . . £<b

Exceeding 5 tons in weight unladen . . . . £\o

Locomotive ploughing engines, agricultural tractors,

or other agricultural engines, if not used on roads for

hauling any objects other than their own necessary

gear, threshing appliances, farming implements, or

supplies of fuel or water . . . . . . . . . . 5s.

Tractors of any other description .. £i\

National Agricultural Examination Board.—The 21st Annual Examin-
ation for the National Diploma in Agriculture (an examination
conducted by a joint board of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England and the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland)

was held at the University of Leeds from gth to r5th April. One
lianired and tweaty-seven caii lidates presented themselves on this

occasion (as compared with 33 last year). Of the 127, 13 took all the

subjects at one sitting, and 34 who had previously passed a portion of

the examination appeared for the remaining subjects. The other 80

candidates presented themselves for a group of three or four subjects.

Of the 83 candidates who appeared for a group of three or four

subjects, 35 passed, and are therefore entitled to present themselves

for the remaining subjects in 1921.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.
Ag^riculture, General and Miscellaneous —

Simpson, J. T.—Hidrlcn Treasure : A Tale of Modern Farminf^. (303 pp.)
Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lippincott C';mpany. 1919. 6s. net.

[63(022).]
Newman, L. F., and Neville, H. A. D.—A Course of Practical Chemistry

for Agricultural Students. Vol. I. (235 pp.) Cambridge : University
Press, IQ20. los. dd. net. [54(02),]

Gissing, F. T.—Peat Industry Reference Book. (292 po.) London :

C. Griffin & Co., 1920. 75. 6d. [662.6.]

Hall, Sir A. D.—The Soil : An Introduction to the Scientific Study of

the Growth of Crops, 3rd Edition. (352 pp.) London : John
Murray, 1920. "js. 6d.net. [63.11(02).]

Neiv Zealand Expeditionary Force Education Department.—Agricultural
Notes. (438 pp.) London : Director of Education, N.Z.E.F., 1919.

[63(931).]
'

Chelmsford^ East Anglian Institute of Agriculture.—Series A. i. Bull 25 :

An Investigation of Soil Water. (7 pp.) Chelmsford, 1920.

[63.112.]
East Suffolk County Education Committee.—Circular 121, 1919 : Report
on the Results of Field Experiments carried out during the Years 1915
to 1918, inclusive. (28 pp.) Ipswich, 191 9. [63.3(04).]

Field Crops —
N. S. Wales Department of Agriculture.—Farmers' Bull 128 : Wheat
Handling and Grading in America. (17 pp.) Sydney, 1919.

[63.311 : 66.]

Bangor. North Wales Umversity College {Dept. of Agriculture).—Varieties
of Potatoes, 1917, 1918, 1919. (8 pp.) Bangor, n.d. [63.512(04).]

U.S. Department of Agriculture.—Farmers' Bull. 1095 : Beet Top Silage
and other By-products of the Sugar Beet. (24 pp.). Washington,
1 91 9. [63.3432 ; 63.604(a).]

Wye. South Eastern Agricultural College.—Second Report on the Trial of
New Varieties of Hops, at East Mailing Fruit Experiment Station, I91 8.

(17 pp.) Wye,i9i9. [63.3451.]
University College of Nnyth Wales, Department of Agriculture.—Varieties

of Oats. (10 pp.) Bangor, 1919. [63.314.]
University College of North Wales, Department of Agriculture.—The Im-
provement of Rough Pasture : Eradication of Bracken. (8 pp.)
Bangor, 1920. [63.33-16 ; 63.259.]

University College of North Wales, Department of Agriculture.—Growth
of Green Crops on Arable Land for Dairy Cows. (11 pp.) Bangor,
1920. [63.33(0.1).]

Lancaster County Council, Education Committee.—Farmers' Bull. 32 :

—

Report on Field Trials with Varieties of Potatoes. (9 pp.) Preston,
1920. [63.512(04).]

Lancaster County Council, Education Committee.—Farmers' Bull. 33 :

—

Report on Field Trials with Varieties of Mangels. (12 pp.) Preston,

1919. [63.332.]
Lancaster County Council Education Committee.—Farmers' Bull. 34 :

—

Report on Field Trials with Varieties of Swedes. (12 pp.) Preston,
1920. [63.332.]

Horticulture-
Moore, W. G., and Smith, A.—Romance of the " Wonder Plot." (84 pp.)
London : Romance Publishing Company. 1920, 2S. 6d. net. [63.5(08).]

Plant Diseases

—

Sarsfirld, J.—Insect Pests and How to Beat Them, including Notes on
Plant Diseases, Soils, and Manures. (202 pp.) London : C. Arthur
Pearson, 1919. 3s.6if.net. [63.27(02).]

Sutton, M. H. F.—The Future of the Potato Crop, with Special Reference
to Wart Disease, and Immune Varieties. (21 pp.) [Jour, of Farmers'
Club, February, 1920, Gd.] [63.24.]

Hiley, W. E.—The Fungal Diseases of the Common Larch. (204 pp.)
Oxford : Clarendon Press, 191 9. 12s. ()d. [63.24-49.]
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Live Stock

—

Shanahan, E. W.—Animal Food-Stufis : Their Production and Con-
sumption, with a Special Reference to the British Empire. (331 pp.)
London : Geo. Routledge and Sons, 1920. 105. 6^?. net. [63.6:31 ; 31(42)].

Pearse, A. W.—The World's Meat Future. 2nd edition. (335 pp.)
London: Constable & Co., 1920. 215, net. [63.6:31; 664.8,]

Dairying and Food, General

—

Publow, Chas. A.—Fancy Cheese in America : From the Milk of Cows,
Sheep, and Goats. (96 pp.) Chicago : American Sheep Breeder
Company, 1910. [63.73(02).]

Veterinary Science
M'Fadyean, Sir J.—Tuberculous Mastitis in the Cow : Its Pathogenesis,
and Morbid Anatomy and Histology. (54 pp.) [Reprinted from the
Journal of Comparative Pathology and Therapeutics, Vol. xxx., 191 7.]

[619.2 ; 614.5.]

Birds, Poultry and Bees

—

North of Scotland College of Agriculture.—Bull. 25: —Some Hints for
Prospective Bee-keepers. (8 pp.) Aberdeen : Milne & Hutchinson,
1920. [63.81(04).]

Paynter, F. G.—The Development of the Poultry Industry and Small
Holder Movement. (23 pp.) Hounslow : The Author, 1920. [63.651(04).]

Forestry

—

Engler, A.—Untersuchungen iiber den Einfluss des Waldes auf den Stand
der Gewasser. [Mitteilungen der Schweizerisehen Zentralanstalt fur
das forstliche Versuchswesen. Band xii. (626 pp.) Zurich: Beer &
Cie, 1919. [63.49-14-]

Grieve, Mrs. M.—Economic Trees and their By-Products. (70 pp.)
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. : The Whins Medicinal Herb. School, n.d.
is.6d.net. [58.16; 63.49—197.]

Kew, Royal Botanic Gardens.—Official Guide to the Museums of Economic
Botany. No. 4, British Forestry. (143 pp.) London : Royal Botanic
Gardens, 1919. 2S.net. [579; 63.49(064).]

Engineering

—

Malcolmson, V. A.—Rural Housing and Public Utility Societies. (8 pp.)
London : John Murray, 1920. bd. net. [69(04).]

Economics

—

Rew, Sir R. H.—Food Supplies in Peace and War. (183 pp.) London :

Longmans Green, 1920. 6s. 6^i. net. [63(08); 31(42).]

Jackson, T. C.—The Agricultural Holdings Acts, 1908-1914, together
with a Manual on Tenant-Right Valuation. [4th Ed.] (300 pp.)
London : Sweet & Maxwell, 1920. [347(«).]

National Farmers' Union.—What the N.F.U. is Doing for the Farmer.
A Brief Record of the Work of some of the Committees at Headquarters
during the year 1919-20. (47 pp.) London : National Farmers' Union,
1920. [63(06).]

Printed under the authority of His Majesty's Stationery Office.
By Jas. Truscott and Son, Ltd.. Suffolk Lane, E.G. 4.
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JACKSON, J. C, AsKKRN.—Breeder of Shires. Stallions: Severn Secundus 36070 by Babingley NuUi Secundus; Tandridge
Tip-Top 28851 by King of Tandridge 24351 ; Champion's Comrade 31298 by Childwick Champion 22215. Thirty other
Stallions and Colts by fashionable sires kept for sale or hire. Fillies for sale.—Apply, Faulkner, Smallages, Sykehouse,
Ooole, Yorks. Telegrams : Smallages, Stainforth, Doncaster. Stations : Askern, Moss, and Stainforth.

HUNTERS.

DICKINSON", GEORGE, Cark Mills, Cark-in-Cartmel.—Breeder registered Hunters, Thoroughbreds, Shires; 725 prizes won;
inspection invited; prices moderate.

CLYDESDALES.

OBAHAM, ROBERT, Kaimflat Farm, Kelso.—Breeder and owner of high-class Clydesdale Stallions, Colts, and Fillies

most fashionable blood
;
large selection. Commissions executed. Station : Kelso.

DEVONS.

STANTON, HARWICH.—REGISTERED HERD RED DEVON DAIRY CATTLE. Devons are the best English Dairy
Cattle under all conditions and in any climate.

FRIESIANS.

E. R. DEBENHAM, Bladen Dairy Farms, Briantspuddle. DoROHEsrER. Pure imported and imported bred bulls (sound
tuberculin test). Services to approved females. Apply the Manager.

GILSTON PARK HERD OF PEDIGREE BRITISH FRIESIANS, property of A. S. Bowlby, Esq. Bulls and Bull Calves
generally for sale by Imported and other leading sires. Apply H. Schofield, Gilston Park Estate Office, Harlow, Essex.

JERSEYS.

7SR0ME, MRS., BiLTON Hall, Tockwith, Yohks. Pedigree Jerseys. Heifers and young Bulls for Sale.

SHORTHORNS.
E. R. DEBENHAM, Bladex Dairy Farms, Briantspuddle, Dorchester. Herd typical dual purpose Shorthorns. Bull

Thornby Duk'- (sound tuberculin test), sire Drusus with 15,791 lbs. milk in pedigree. Services to approved females. Apply
to the Manage I

.

EOBBS, C. H.. Oldport, Oswestry. Shorthorn herd ; good families. Bulls for sale. Station; Oswestry (one mile).

WELBEGK HERD OF PEDIGREE SHORTHORNS, the property of the Duke of Portland, K.O. Young bulls and hei^n
lor sale, from tbe best strains.—Apply, Alkx. Galbraith, Norton, Cuckney, Mansfield.

DAIRY SHORTHORNS.
DIVERS & SONS, LTD., Histon, Cambs. Long pedigree Dairy Shorthorns, best milking families; daily milk records.

Young stock for sale.

HOBBS, R. W., & SONS, Kelmscott, Lechlade.—500 Dairy Shorthorns ; milk records kept
; many firsts Royal and London Dairy

Shows. Pedigree Bulls and Bull Calves. 4-cros8 Bull Calves at moderate prices, suitable for non-pedigree dairy herds.

PLAYFORD HERD OF PEDIGREE DAIRY SHORTHORNS. Deep-Milking Strains of robust constitution. Bulls in
service: Thornby Don (133918), Hermit II. (120697). Milk records kept, inspected by Dairy Shorthorn Association and
Board of Agriculture Recorder. Young Bulls and Bull Calves for sale. Also Breader of Pedigree Suffolk Sheep and Large
Black Pigs.—S. R. Sherwood, Playford, Ipswich.

SILOOOK, R., & SONS, LTD., Poulton-lk-Fyldk, Lancashire.—Herd of Pedigree Dairy Shorthorns. Milk records kept.
(Inspected by the Dairy Shorthorn Association.) Young Bulls for sale from deep milking cows.

GRAIN SACKS
FOR SALE & LENT ON HIRE.

CHISHOLM & CO., Ltd
18, JAMES STREET, LIVERPOOL..

Also HULL, MANCHESTER, GLASGOW, BELFAST, Etc.
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BLOODSTOCK
AND OTHER

Live - stock Insurance
Special policies covering Bloodstock and other Live Stock
against accident, disease, and practically every other serious

risk are issued by the " British Dominions " at lovrest rates

consistent with soundness and financial stability. Prospec-

tuses and full particulars forwarded free on application.

Transit Risks within the United
Kingdom and to all parts of theWorld

Special attention is directed to the Farmers' Series of Policies

—The Farmers' " Compleat " Indemnity Policy—The Farmers'
" Compleat " Fire Policy—The Farmers' Life Assurance and
Children's Educational Policies—The Farmers' " Tractor" Policy.

All Classes of Insurance Business Transacted
INCLUDING

Annuities— Boilers— Burglary— Contingency— Disease

and Sickness— Electrical and Engineering Plant-
Fidelity Guarantee—Fire— Indemnity— Leasehold Re-
demption— Lifts— Life— Loss of Profits— Marine —
Motor Car— Personal Accident— Plate Glass— Public
Liability—Securities in Transit—Sprinkler Leakage—

The ALL-IN" Policy for Householders and Houseowners.

Detailed particulars of any of the above classes free on application.

Head Office: British Dominions House, Royal Excfiange Avenue, London, E.C. 3;

32, Moorgate St., E.C. 2; 41 & 52, Threadneedle St., E.C. 2; 79, Pall Mall, S.W. 1;
302, High Holborn, W.C. 1 ; 37, Queen Yictoria St., E.C. 4.

Branches and Agents throughout the United Kingdo?n.

The most progressive office for all classes of Insurance.

ASSETS EXCEED £18,000,000.
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I 'T continued,

LINCOLN RED SHORTHORNS.
THE STAPLEFORD PABK HERD. A few young Bulls always for sale from carefully tested milking straiaf only.

Apply 0. 8. Harvey, Wymondham, Oakham.

KERRY AND DEXTER8.
BRAISHFIELD MANOR HERD of Uezcer Cattle. Prizes won 1915 include Ohampionship R.A.S.E., Nottingham, firttt

London Dairy Show.—Apply, Mr. W. A. Owkn, Elm Grove, Braishfleld, Romsey.

PALMER, R. E. Pure Pedigree Kerry Cattle, Oaklands Park, Newdigate, Surrey.

HEREFORDS.
"WHITE, "W. J. S., Zkals, "Wilts.—Old-established Herd of Milking Herefords, Bulls and Calves, for Sale.

OXFORD DOWN.
AKER8 ft CO., Black Bottbton, Oxon.—Registered Oxford Downs, Rams and Ewe Lambs on Sale ; inspection invited.

BERKSHIRE.
BRAI8HFIELD MANOR HERD OF BERKSHIRE PIGS. Boars in use : Little John, Champion R.A.S.E., 1915, «tO.

;

Hugo, whose stock sold so well at Mr. Hiacock's Sale. Young stock of the best blood always for Sale.—Apply, Mr. "W. A,
Owkn. Elm Grove, Braishfield, Romsey.

LARGE WHITE.
CHIYERS & SONS, LTD., Histon, Cambs.—Pedigree Large "White i:^gs, fine quality, good type, best strains. Toung Stock

ior Sale.

DBNNY, E. H. M., Staplbfikld Plack, Staplbfisld, Subskx.—Large White Yorkshire Pedigree Pigs. Station : Haywarda
Heath. Telegrams : Handcross.

GREENALL, SIR GILBERT, BART., C.V.O., Walton Hall, Warrington. The Walton and Worsley Herd of Pedigree
Large White Pigs. Selections of all ages for sale at moderate prices. Apply to Richmond Daybell, Manager, Rowswood
Farm, Higher "Walton, near Warrington. Station : Warrington. Telegrams : Daybell, Higher "Walton, "Warrington.

KIRBY BEDON HERD of Pedigree Large White Pigs of Prize-winning strairi. Grand young Boars and Gilts at
moderate prices. Hardy constitutions; size and bone a speciality.—For particulars apply W. Mitchell, The Vale,
Kirby Bedon, near Norwich. Two miles from Trowse Station, G.E.R.

TENDUING HERD of LAKGE WHITES, bred on the open-air system, exclusively from Champion strains. Present stock
boars are sons of Spalding Vulcan and of the 1919 Royal champion Dalmeny Monetta. Apply to Oscar Gray, Tendring-
Farms, Limited, Weeley, S.O., Essex.

MIDDLE WHITE.
ARCADIAN HERD MIDDLE WHITE PEDIGREE PIGS. Best winning strains. Prolific breeders. Hardy graidng pigs,

out all the year round. Particulars from Edgar H. Robinson, Bromnton House, Scarborough.

CHIVEBS, JOHN, Hibton, Cambs.—Pedigree Middle White Herd, containing best possible strains, including Royal champions.
Young Stock for Sale.

EDGE, 8. F., Gallops Homkst^ad, Ditchling, Sussex.—Albany Herd of Pedigree Middle "Whites. Bred on open air Bjstem.
Wonderfiil doers and breeders. "Will thrive anywhere.

KESTON HERD OF PEDIGREE MIDDLE WHITE PIGS, owner Dr. M. J. Rowlands. Strains from all the best known
herds. Reared on open-air system, out winter and summer; the only way to breed pigs free from tuberculosis. All
pigs guaranteed true to type", size, and, above all, health. Prices from 2 guineas per month. Apply Nash Farm,
Keston, Kent.

iSBOME, Mas., Bilton Hall, Yoax.—Pedigree Middle "White Pigs, prtBe-winners. Boars and Gilts for sale.

"PREMIER" BRAND "PREMIER"

Guaranteed Pure and 11 ill LAND SALT
free from adulteration. ^ fl I I (cleaned and soiled) in
Used by the leading Dairies at 11 I I TrUCk loadS (7 tO 10
Home and Abroad, including nearly | 1 I i I tons) tO anv Railway
all the winners of the Clieshire i I ff 1 I I I <St$itinn
Cheese and Butter Honours, and K/XAJLl X | '^^^i'*"^-

the Affiliated Dairy Association ttt^ o«i*
of New Zealand. We manufacture Salt

Paolcoa In Sags. fOF all pUPpOSeS.

Send for prices, &c., and for Leaflet on " The Use of Salt in Ag^riculture/' to

THE PREMIER SALT CO.. WINSFORD. CHESHIRE.
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^AXENDALES
can supply -from Stock

Overtime Tractors^ Manual Delivery Reapers,

BEST BINDER TWINE, TUKNIP THINNERS.
ORDERS NOW BEING BOOKED "FOR

AUSTIN TRACTORS
AND

Silver Medal (Cardiff) Unchokable Manure Distributors.

THE PLASTIC COMPOUND FOR REPAIRIKC

LEAKY ROOFS
ON ALL FARM BUILDINGS.

Easily applied with a trowel—Sticks anywhere and makes roofs

permanently watertight.

"BEANCOLITE"
THE SURE PREVENTATIVE OF DECAY, DRY ROT,
& FUNGOID GROWTHS IN ALL KINDS OF TIMBER,

Invaluable for Fences, Hoardingfs, Sheds and Wooden
Erections of every description.

Baxendales, Miller Street, Manchester.
\ J
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JE^X<3-&—eonttnued.

MIDDLE V^HITE—continued.

STAPLEFORD HERD OF MIDDLE WHITE PIQ8. A few choice gilts and Voara always for sale at reasonable pno**
0. S. Hartbt, Wymondham, Oakham.

THE WHARFEDALE HERD OF PEDIGREE MIDDLE WHITE PIGS.—Royal Show record :-Won Championship 1908,
1909, 1910, 1913, 1914, 1915, and 1919. Also First Prize for pen of three gilts at ten successive Shows. Well-knowB
characteristics of the Herd are true typ« and fine quality combined with size and sound constitution. Prompt and carefuB
attention to all enquiries and orders —Apply Leopold 0. Pagkt, Middlethorpe Hall, York.

WEELEY HERD of MIDDF-E WHITES, bred on the open-air system, exclusively from Champion strains. Two 1919 Royal
Show winners, and the sire and dam of a 1919 Cattle Show winner were hrtd in this herd. Apply to Oscar Gray,.
Tendring Farms, Limited, Weeley, S.O., Essex.

LARGE SLACK.
SDGE, 8. F., Gallops Homhstkad, Ditchling, Sussex.—Pedigree Large Blacks, marvellous open air strain.

LXTDLOW HERD OF LARGE BLACK and ASHFORD HERD OF MIDDLE WHITE PIGS.—Pedigree Boars and Gilts fo
sale ; bred on open air system from unrelated stock

;
eligible for Herdbooks.—Apply Manager, Woodlands Pig Farm,

Ludlow, Shropshire.

^fBWHOUSE HERD of Pedigree Large Black Piga. Boars and Gilts from best strains.—RoBKRT Foktunk, Newhouse^
Oranleigh, Surrey.

PICKWELL HERD of Pedigree La rge Pigs. Boars and Gilts from best strains at reasonable prices. Captain Claude
W. Hemp, Pickwell, Bolney, Sussex.

DTJNSTALL HERD of Pedigree Large Blacks, bred from prize strains under natural conditions. Prolific, hardy, grand doe?9
and of choice type. Young Boars and Gilts. Prices Moderate.—Lionel E. Horne, Moreton-in-Marsh, Glos.

GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT.
THE FAIRFIELD HERD .OF GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT PIGS for Sale. 100 to choose from, including winners at Hereford

and Worcester Show. Gilts. Boars, and Sows with litters; also, owing to change of blood, several Boars by Berkeley Fore-
man J. B. DowDiNG, Fairfield, Leominster.

LINCOLNSHIRE CURLY-COATED.
CHAKNWOOD HERD.—A grand lot of young Boars ready for serrice, all descended from Royal winners, Inapeotiott inTited

—Q. Simpson, Chamwood, Lowdham, Notts.

MAJOR, ARTHUR 0.—Breeder and Exhibitor thirty years. Champion Dark and Silver Grey DorkingB, " England's best
fe-wl." Prises at all Shows, and exported all over the world. Prices moderate. Eggs, Is. each.—Abthub 0. Major, Ditton,
Langley, Bucks.

-.^^XJOTIOIS^EEI^S, LIVE STOOK, ETO., AGhEITTS.
eOPE ft SMITH (C. T. SMITH, F.A.I.) , Auctioneers, Valuers and Estate Agents, Ledburt, Herevordbhirb. Sales jot

Live and Dead Farming Stock. Commissions carefully executed. Correspondence invited.

WATERS & RAWLENCE, Salisbury.

MAIDSTONE HORSE REPOSITORY.- R. Waterman & Sons, F.A. I., Auctioneers and Valuers, Sell by Auction 100 Horses
every month. Stock at Maidstone, West Mailing, and Wrotham Fairs ; also. Tenant Right Valuers' Offices, 42, King Street^
Maidstone.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS CCheaj, PrepaiS),

fW[ Oleft Ohestnut Unollmbable Fenoingt apply to Thb Stanlst Undbrwood Oohpant, Limitsd, ShettermiU^
Haslemere, Surrey.

'94 Fags Book about Herbs and How to Use Them, 2d —Trimkbll, Thb Herbalist, Richmond Road, Oardiff.

All applications for Adverti sements in " The Journal of the Board of Agriculture " should be addressed to 0. Vbbhon ft

Soifs, Ltd., 38, Htlbom Viaduct, London, E.C. 1.

THE WESSEX
Shipbuilding: and ; Manufacturings Co., Ltd.,

Hamworthy Junction, Poole, Dorset,

IS THE NOTED HOUSE FOR

GOOD POULTRY APPLIANCES.
FULL LIST ON APPLICATION.
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THE UP-TO-DATE FARMER NEEDS A

HOLT CHAIN-TRACK TRACTOR
the everyday and all-year-round machine.

The lo-tqn "CATERPILLAR" (made by The Holt Manu-
facturing Co., Peoria, Illinois, U.S.A.) has a drawbar pull of

5,000 lbs. on direct speed of 3 miles per hour and of 9,000 lbs.

on low gear. It will pull from 6 to 8 ploughs. It will drive a

threshing machine with 40-inch cylinder and 60-inch separator.

When hauling, it will pull from 1 5 to 30 tons.

The 5-ton " CATERPILLAR " (made by The Holt Manu-
facturing Co.) has a drawbar pull of 3,100 lbs. on direct speed of

3 miles per hour and 6,000 lbs. on low gear. It will pull 4 to 6

ploughs, drive a threshing machine with 3 2 -inch cylinder and
54-inch separator, or haul from 10 to 20 tons.

Both models have four-cylinder motor, three speed gear-box
with reverse, and quick detachable grousers for the track shoes.

DEMONSTRATIONS of either lo-ton model or 5-ton

model cheerfully given at West Horsham, Sussex.

Enquiries invited :

—

CATERPILLAR TRACTORS, LTD.,
60, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C. 4.

NOTE.—"CATERPILLAR" as applied to a chain-track

vehicle is our registered Trade Mark.

I
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WHY PAY HIGH PRICES
FOR

MILLING OFFALS

P

C.WS. Palm Kernel

Cake and Meal
6°/o OIL, 18°/o ALBUMINOIDS,

IS THE

Best and Cheapest Food
FOR

CATTLE, PIGS & POULTRY.

SOLD BY ALL CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES.

C.W.S. Agricultural Department,
BALLOON STREET, MANCHESTER.
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Farm

Cow-houses

= "^^^^GIS" Asbestos-Cement Building materials are super-

= seding corrugated iron and boards and felt for all

g agricultural purposes.

S Farm Buildings of all kinds quickly and cheaply erected

= —with local labour.

g '*^GIS" Sheets and Slates require no tarring nor painting

— —they improve with exposure.

= Invaluable for Dutch Barns, covered Stock Yards, Cart and
= Implement Sheds, and outhouses.

5 For inside work—lining walls and underdrawing roofings,

= replacing lath and plaster.

= Also suitable for Bungalows, Shooting Boxes, Farm
= Cottages, Garages, &c.

E Write us if you cannot obtain readily.

TURNER BROTHERS ASBESTOS
CO., LTD.

ROCHDALE

iniiiiiiiiiiiiBiniiiiiiniiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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The Cake that Pays for its Cost.

A BRITISH MADE CAKE
of GUARANTEED PURITY
and PERFECT CONDITION.

NOT A COMPOUND CAKE
MOTHER NATURE'S OWN
Food for increasing Milk Supply.

EASY OF DIQESTION.

Suitable for all kinds of Young Stock.

A Pottcard will bring you Samples and Booklttt frovt

Sole Manufacturers :—
LODERS & NUCOLINE, Limited,

Cmke and Meal Dept,t

I, Crutched Friars, LONDON, B.C. 3.

TheNetting-
you will have
eventually—

Faultless
BECAUSE it lies dead flat

without curves or bulges
and gives no trouble.

iTTs made to stand heavy
strains *ltoo, >

being of

fine grade wire, galva-

nized after manufacture.

High quality and low price is

another combination that makes
" Faultless " the Netting you
should test NOW.

[Sena us particulars of your require*
ments and we will gladly quote carriage
paid prices for large or small quantities,
direct from works.

Davia.S'G
VALEIRONWORKS

MARS OIL
British

Made
For Preserving,

Softening &
"Waterproofing

BOOTS,

LEGGINGS,

HARNESS,
SADDLERY,
LEATHER
APRONS &
COVERS,

and all kinds of

Leather Articles

AS SUPPLIED TO THE MINISTRY OF MUNI-
HONS, H.M. DOCKYARDS, THE MILITARY,

AND FARMERS, Etc.

TRADE MARK.

NO "RUBBING IN" REQUIRED.

In Tins with Brush complete, at 1/6, 3/- & 6/- each, or

2/-, 3/6 and 6/9, post free.

1 gallon Cans 18/- carriage forward.

THE MARS OIL (B.A.) Co.
(Proprietor: F. GREINER),

10 & 12, MILTON STREET, LONDON, E.G.

When your ROOTS
are set out

do not forget to assist them with

NITRATE
OF SODA

and secure a bountiful crop.

Lose no time in ordering

supplies.

Write for pamplilets entitled Practical Hand-

book on the Use of Nitrate of Soday" The

Improvement of Pastures and Meadows^' " Catch

Crops—The Farmer^s Stand-by y' supplied

gratis and post free by

THE CHILEAN NITRATE COMMITTEE,

Friars House, New Broad St., London, E.C. 2.
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From now on, much

spraying will have to

be done. This plant will

render you immense aid.

The STONE-HOUSE "SUPER''

Power Spraying Plant, Type " B,"

with If h.-p. Paraffin Engine and 100 gallon capacity,

spraying up to six nozrles, is a decidedly paying

investment. May we forward details ":"

The STONEHOUSE WORKS CO.. 1 2, Spon Lane
MUU, We«t Bromwlch.

LONDON : B. W. Peters. 36-38. Hatton Garden. E.G. I.

MANCHESTER : 6. Exchange Arcade. Deantgate.

10,^1 A.

" INSIST
ON THE
GUARANTEE."

In all our Advertisements we
emphasise this point because

the Fish Meal which we
manufacture is made from

WHITE FISH ONLY.
By insisting on the guaran-

tee (which accompanies our
product) you will be sure of

obtaining only the very best

nutritive

FISH MEAL
For CATTLE, POULTRY & PICS.

Write 'For particulars to Dept. I.,

FISH MEAL
Manufacturers' Association

LOW LIGHTS, And "insist on

NORTH SHIELDS. the Guarantee."

HALL & CO.,
'Phone : Purley 10. I.TD.

Lime Burners,
COULSDON, L.B.&S.C. Riy.

GROUND

CARBONATE OF LIME
(For Aerricultural Purposes)

IT/6 per Ton loaded in Bulk F.O.R. Coulsdon

Orders should be booked at once to secure

prompt delivery.

WHITE LUMP & GROUND LIME
For Ag^ricultural Purposes.

All kinds of CHALK supplied from Lump
Chalk for road making down to extremely

Fine Powdered Chalk for

Pharmaceutical purposes.

Head Office :

Victoria Wharf, E. Croydon.
teleqram3

:

Cement, Croydon."
'Phone :

Croydon. 1104.
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RATS.
THE NEW ACT.

E. WELSH & CO., R.C, S.E.,

Victoria Chambers,

Bowlalley Lane, Hull.

Tel : Cent. 82 Hull.

Ship Sanitary Experts
AND

Vermin Exterminators.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED,

EXECUTED BY SKILLED OPERATORS.

Sole Contractors to—
Ellerman Shipping Lines,
Eider Dempster Line,
Nortli Eastern Railway,
Hellyers and Great Northern

Steam Fishing Co.,

etc., etc., etc.

EMPIRE FENCE vcrsus HEDGES
Hedges are a constant source of expense and trouble.

They require constant labour and are easily broken
down by heavy cattle. Moreover they waste your land ;

hedges 4 ft. deep steal 470 sq. yds. from every 4 acre field.

EMPIRE

FENCWOVEN
WIRE
Keeps the heaviest and most active cattle safe. Each
wire tested to 2,240 lbs. strain—No. 9 gauge through-

out. Once erected, no further expense or labour

;

specially galvanised to resist rist ; and quite rigid,

becau e patent knot.:, cannot slip. Two men can erect

a mile per day, when posts are set, as easily on hilly

as on level Ian !. With Empire Fence you can look

right over your fields and see that all is right. Start

saving money by sending for Catalogue E.F. 25

PARKER, WINDER & ACHURCH, Ltd.

BR®AD STREET. BIRMINGHAM.

BUY ONLY THE BEST.

Ttie BUXTON LIME FIRMS

COMPANY, Ltd.,

Royal Exchangee, Buxton.

Telegrams—Buxtoti Lime, Buxton. 'P9ione—312 Buxton.

THE PUREST LIME KNOWN
IN COMMERCE & THE
LARGEST OUTPUT OF LIME &
LIMESTONE IN THE WORLD.

LIME BURNT IN

SPECIAL KILNS FOR
SPECIAL TRADES.

Agriculturists, Florists

and Fruit Growers

catered for specially.

AGENTS THROUGHOUT GREAT BRITAIN.

Lime in any Form, in any Quantity to suit Users,

LANGS' MANURES
CANNOT BE BEATEN FOR

QUALITY AND PRICE.
Sendfor analyses and note these prices, f.o.r.

WHEAT, OAT and Per ton. Per cwt.

BARLEY £9 6 10
POTATO 10 14 6 11 6

STRAWBERRY .. 9 17 4 9

FRUIT TREE 8 7 3 9 6

TOMATO 12 8 6 13 9

ONION 10 9 3 12

CABBAGE 9 5 10 10 6

GENERAL 9 3 8 10 3

ROOT CROP .. 9 18 11

MANGOLD 9 18 11

Kills Wireworms and all other

Insect Pests in the soil.

Price 9s. 6d. per cwt., £7 12s. per ton.

Free on Hail.

LANG k SONS, LTD.,
HOUNSLOW, MIDDX.
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SACKS AND BAGS
TticKraois :

TARPAULINS,"
LIVERPOOL.

Telephoacs :

1054 CENTRAL
(3 llnet).

PETER MARSH & SONS,
17p BRUNSWICK STREET,

LIVERPOOL.

BUYERS of USED
Grain, Flour, Thirds,
Bran, Ac, Saclcs and

Oid Bagging.

SELLERS
of every description,

NEW and USED.

For Boring Post-holes
and for planting trees and shrubs

The "Empire" Earth
AuGKR cuts holes 3^ ft.

deep easily, quickly and
cheaply in any soil. Its
movable blade drops extracted soil

without shaking. Fittings of malle-
able iron, blades of unspringable loco-
tyre steel. An essential tool for every
garden, farm and estate.

""^ Parker, Winder
- & Achurch, Ltd.

Fencing Contractors

BIRMINGHAM.

Cured While Working Hard
J. E. Holton, 49, Wadsworth Koad, hramley,

Rotherham, Yorks, ^\-rites :—"The 'Save the
Horse ' has cured my Mare with Curb and brought
three times the price I was asking for her."

SAV£-1Ee-H0RSE
(Trade Mark, Eaffisteredj

has a record of curing when all hope ia given up.
extending over 22 year*. Guaranteed by eignea
contract to cure Ringbone, Thoropin, SPAVIN or
Shoulder, Knee, Ankle, Hoof or Tendon Di«ea«e,
or your money refunded. Be prepared! Write
today for FREE Save-The-Hor»e BOOK, telling

iiow to discover and treat any lameness; copies of
Guarantee and expert veterinary advice—^ALI.
FREE. Always keep a botde on hand.

Address PREMIER SALES, Limited,
25a, MANESTY'S LANE, LIVERPOOL,

Sole Distributors of

8AYE-THE-H0RSE in the U.K. for the Troy
Chemical Co.

Cheap Albmninoids for Ponltry.

re:ntox
(Kegistered.)

Pr9par9d from frosh, 9wtr99t
sterlttsod blood.

ALL FOOD. PURE FOOD.
" Rentox " Gontalns about 90 p«r OMt

Albuminolcls.
Send for sample box and printed matter, Ninepenoe, pMt

free, to Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers

—

MIDLAND CATTLE PRODUCTS, Ltd^
"Rentox' D9partm0nt,

DIQBETH, BIRMItMGHAM.

Castle Cane Feeding Treacle.

(Feeding' with sweetmess.
In 6 cwt. barrels on rail Liverpool, London. Hull.

C^sed hij 7nany uH'U-knoirn fanners and
1last it ut ions.

Compound Cakes, Indian Corn, Indian Meal,

Barley Meal, Dried Grains, Locust Beans, Fish

Meai, Meat Meal, Clover Meal, Linseed Cake, &c.

Farm Engines, Incubators, Breeders
Poultry Houses.

J. R. GODFREY SMITH,
Bishops Castle, Salop.

Bauker^* :
—

Manchester & Liverpool Dibtrict, Market Drayton, Salop.
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THE POTASH SALTS OF ALSACE
Sylvinite 14 per cent. (French Kainit)

Sylvinite 20 per cent. (French Manure Salts)

Muriate of Potash 50 per cent, to 60 per cent.

LARGE SUPPLIES ARE NOW AVAILABLE.

4,000 tons per day are being produced by the

Potash Mines in Alsace.

THE ^\iS^C£-\xORR^\H£

54, GRESHAM STREET, LONDON, E.G. 2.

Sole Agents in the British Isles and Colonies, for Potash Mines of Alsace.

THREE HUNDRED CANDLE POWER
) OIL VAPOR LAMP No. 304.

Safety Guaranteed. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

ADOPTED BY \1.S.A. GOVERNMENT.

STORM PROOF. CANNOT CLOG.

Burns 15 hours to one Charge.

Costs Jd. per hour.

} the strongest Whitest Light existing and
. every other light, including electricity.

U iUaminate a Barn Yard GOO (t. square.

Eeighl : 14 : Weighl: 4

The Lantern proves its worth best in the wild

winter storm. It is the one great light not
afTected by wind or snow, or sleet or rold Its

brilliant rays ftnctrate the deepest gloom on

a stormy night. It is steady &^ the sun uiiier

the most trying conditions

ITS THE LIGHT THAT HEVER FAILS.

Ask yoMT Ironmonger for One or send vour
^g/-and Name and Address to—'

STANLEYS (STRATFORD) LIMITED,

LONDON, E. 15.

Lancashire, Cheshire, Shropshire & North Wales.

Messrs. BOULT, SON & MAPLES,
VALUERS, SDRVEYOES, ESTATE AGENTS AND

PROPERTY AUCTIONEERS-
Offices : 5, Cook Street, Liverpool.

Telegrams—" AcBES " Liverpooi,.
Telephones—187 and 188 C»nt»i.l.

Estates, Farms, Residential and Business Properties oulj.

Periodical Sales of Property at Liverpool. Chester and Prestos

ANDREW WEIR & GO.,
Sack and Bag^ Manufacturers

and Merchants,

21, PARLIAMENT ST., LIVERPOOL
Telegrams Weirsac. 'Phone; 895 Royal.

THEYORKSM IRK
INSURANCE COMPANY Limited.

FARMERS' INTERESTS SPECIALLY STUDIED.

Have you increased your PIRB INSUR-
ANCB on New Crops to meet present
day values ?

If not, consult the Yorkshire.*'

Chief Offices:

Yorkz ST. HELEN'S SQUARE.

Londoni BANK BUILDINGS, PRINCES ST.,E.C.f.

Branches and Agencies throug^hout the Kintrdera.

SH ROPSH I RE.
SHREWSBURY, WELLINGTON WEM, AND i OSWESTRY-

Messrs. HALL, WATERIDGE & OWEN,
Auctionecra, Valuers, Surveyors, and Estate Agents-

Offices—High St., Shrewsbury; Market St., "Wellington;

19, High St., "Wem; Bank Chambers, Oswestry.

Sales of Landed Estates, Residential and Business Propertiei,
Standing Timber, Machinery, Agricultural and Pedigree Stock,
and Furnitxire. Agricultural Valuers and Arbitrators.
Monthly Horse Sales at the Raven Horse Repository and

Trial Grounds, Shrewsbury.

J. D. CAMPBELL,
Manufacturer of NICOTINE in Bond from duty-

free Tobacco.

Nicotine makes the very finest Insectidde for fumi-
gating, vapourising, or spraying to destroy insects

infesting vegetation. Your inquiries volieited.

LUND STREET, CORNBROOK, MANCHESTER.
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Thos. BOAG St Co., Ltd.,
Sack Manufacturers <S: Merchants,

GREENOCK, SCOTLAND.

SACKS AND BAGS.
New Bags, Second-hand Bags, and New
Calcutta Bags of all kinds, suitable for Seeds,

Produce, Fertilisers, and Feeding Stuffs.

SEWING AND TYING TWINES.
stocks always available for prompt delivery.*

BUYERS OF EMPTY BAGS OF ALL CLASSES.
Prices c.i.f. any port in the world quoted on application.

Telephones: 825, 826, and 827, Greenock.
302 (Centra.1), Giasg^ow.
813, Aberdeen.

Teleerrams: Jute Greenock.
Bags Glasgow.
Twills Aberdeen.

Aberdeen Branch : 12, Virginia Street. Glasgow Branch : 38, Elliot Street
Codos Used: A. B. C4th & 5th Editions, Western Union, Marconi International & Private.

BIG MONEY
IN "AWKWARD HORSES
MY free book will amaze yoii. Sec the easy money

that is beins? made by those I taught my famous
system of horse breakinp; ana training ! Wild colts and
vicious, unmanafjeable horses caji be picked up for almost
nothino;-. By my methods you can quickly transform
them into gentle, willing workers and re-seU them at a
big profit. You can also earn easy money breaking colts
and training horses for others.

WrifP f
hook is free, pn<;tage prepaid. No obli-

TT 1 lie . jration. A post6.ird brings it. Write to-dtuj.

Prof. JESSE BEERY,
1423, Main St., Pleasant Hill, Ohio, U.S.A.

DUNNS FARM SEEDS,
DUNNSEED CHAMBERS, SALISBURY.

Visitors to the Bath and
West Show at Salisbury

ARE INVITED TO
VISIT DUNNS FARM PLANT
MUSEUM at Dunseed Chambers

AND
DUNNS FARM SEED STAND

on the Show Field.

FARMING TAUGHT
Expert postal tuition in Mixed, Stock. Arable and

Dairy Farming.

We train you to make them pay.

Special course in Land Agency.

Prospectus free.

THE AGRICULTURAL CORRESPONDENCE
COLLEGE Section N. ,

R, I r» O INT .

' Established 17 i/mrs.

BY POST.
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THE SUPER
LIME-SULPHUR

WASH.

"STICTITE"
TREEBANDING
COMPOUND.
Prices and particulars

gladly furnished on

request.

THE BEST WINTER
WASH.

Always of Uniform Strength,

Clear and of Standard
. . Gravity, 1300. . .

AGENTS EVERYWHERE.
Write to Sole Proprietors

and Manufacturers

30, Beltring, PaddockWood,Kent

"LIMSUL"
ii

TKeMARTINSYDE'TARM LORRY
MfllLTI/ISYpE., LTD, /lerorvautical '5 General Engineers. -

SPECIFICATION.—Oak and ash framework, elm or larch floor boards. Martinsyde
own design front undercarriage, which gives full lock, greater rigidity and strength, and
reduces weight.

Constructed to take double or single shafts or draw-bar for tractor and well stayed
with iron throughout.

The swinging of front axle permits drawing over obstacles without rack to framework,
increases life of lorry,

^ and lessens draught on
- bad ground.

Artillery type wheels
fitted with 3^ or 4 inch
tyres (4 inch tyres jQi

extra). Steel axles
in one piece .

Floor measures 11 ft.

by 5 ft. 8 ins- and can
take a 3 ton load.

Price, with Coal Boards and one pair of Shafts, £74. Extra Shafts, £5 lOs. Sheep Sides, £5 lOs.

Hay Ladders, £3 lOs. Extra Spring Type as used by Railway Co.'s (with brakes) £13 lOs,

Terms.—Discount 5 per cent, for oash against ddiveiy. Prompt Despatch. Carriage Paid.

Sole, S*nmi fl|ents (VKolcsiU and RtlaiO-

THE COUflTRY OErtTLEMErt'S flSSOCWTIOn.LTD. lETCHWORTH. HERTS.
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ESTABLISHED

135 YEARS.

ESTABLISHED

135 YEARS.

TRADE MARK.

R. J. FULLWOOD & BLAND'S
"DAIRY" BRAND

RENNET
"STAG" BRAND

AN N ATTO
"SUNBEAM" & "OLEO" BUHER COLOURING.

Tho only Firm Manufacturing RENNETT on a
large scale established with

R. J. F. & B.'s Preparations are used and recommended at the

PRINCIPAL DAIRY INSTITUTES,

Patronise a BRITISH FIRM which always
has been British.

STAND No. 55 at the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL

SOCIETY'S SHOW, DARLINGTON.

Rennet Vorks; El^l^KSIVIKRE, SA1..0P.
Steam Annatto Work^:

31, 33 & 35. BEVENDEN STREET, HOXTON, LONDON, N. 1.
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BETTER
THAN YESTERDAY'S

BEST

YOUR old iD'vStime^ is^ill "'tfie~ W^fd's^best"!^^^ to

the New 1920 Models,

Don't go out and take the Medals off the old one—it can

still hold its own with any—except a 1920." And it's no

disgrace to the Old Champion to lose by a short furrow to

its younger brother ! Yes ! You can buy one of the new

ones for immediate delivery— if you're quick. The waiting

list is having attention and we're ready to fill your order

—

at the time of writing these few words.

O. For the information of those not in the
know, if any, we would say the Old " war-

horse" holds the only trophy worth having,
the British Government Championship Shield
for the best acreage Ploughed in three con-
secutive months. The New Model is all

ready to win against all comers any other
laurels going.

^^ 1920 MODEL

OVERTIME FARM TRACTOR CO.,

124, Minories, LONDON, E.l.

Immediate Delivery. Carriage Paid on Rail

IMPROVED
1920 MODEL.
Bore—6J in. Stroke—7 in. Brake
Test—28 ii.p. Draw Bar— 15 h.p.

Oil System—Self-contained, self-

adjustable, force, sight-feed. Valva
Action - Adj ustable push rods with
hardened points. The cam rollers

are 1| in. in diameter, and har-
dened, also roller pins. Ignition-
Magneto impulse starter. Cooling
— Radiator, honey-comb extra
strong and enlarged for heavy duty.
Large centrifugal pump with pow-
erful ball-bearing suction fan
driven by belt. Clutch—Single
adjustment. Band type with non-
burning composition lining. Fuel
—One of the greatest features in

this Tractor is the paraffin burning
arrangement. This is built into

the motor. It burns paraffin with-
out dirt or smoke, producing per-
fect combustion, and obtaining
mechanical economy and high
efficiency out of the fuel. Trans-
mission—Simple-gate type, sliding

gears. No gears in mesh when
doing belt work. Height -Over
all, 5 ft. 3 in. Width-6 ft.

Length— 11 ft. Rear Wheels—
52 in. 10 in. width capable of

running in furrow if required.

Front Wheels-28 ins.

FOUR FURROW SELF-LIFT

PLOUGH - PRICE £65.


